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OPERATION CO-OPERATION — A giant Army H-21-C heli
copter lifts a 1200 pound gasoline motor from the dock at the
Rockland Coast Guard moorings and deposited it seven miles
away as the bird Hies at Two Bush Light Station at the mouth
of the Mussel Ridge Channel.

ALIGHT ON A ROCK — The center picture shows the Army
'copter on Two Bush waiting for Coast Guardsmen to unhook
cables from a load of generating equipment which can be seen
to the left of the lighthouse. The picture is looking southward
and shows all but about 25 yards of the little island. On deliver

Turkey Is Order

Of Day Around
County Thursday

Rockland's eldest citizen Oliver B. Lovejoy never misses an
election as shown above. He marked his 99th birthday. Tuesday.
with an open house-. Active for his years. Lovejoy has hud a busy
month of November. He posed for this picture on election day, Nov.
II: was a special guest at tbe opening of the new I niversalist Church
on Nov. 6; and presided at the open house, Tuesday .

Just A Year Away From 100
Oliver B. Lovejoy, who was
Rockland's first mailman, and
who outlived two doctors who
gave up on him 40 years ago.
celebrated his 99th birthday on
Tuesday with an open house
during which he served guests
himself and heard the best
wishes of numerous visitors. He
makes his home with Mr. and
Mrs. S. Jay Candage, 194 Cam
den Street.
Lovejoy was named a mail

carrier when the service was
first started and worked the
Northend beat for 25 years with
no thought of an eight hour day,
and with no help from snow
plows or delivery trucks. In the
words of Oliver, “We walked
until the mail was delivered."
He suffered a nervous break
down after working about 25
years on that beat, and it was
then that doctors dispaired of
(Continued on Page Six)
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Stationary Boilers
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officer’s white hat and an Army flight suit. Ensign Karl Chester
thanks CWO John Walsh, 'copter pilot. Beside Warrant Officer
Walsh in Ihe cockpit is First Lieutenant Louis Cloutier of Old
Town. Tbe 'copter came from Fort Devens, Ayer, Mass.

INTER-SERVICE CHAT — Decked out in his Coast Guard

Photo by Gross

One For Coast Guard
The large craft was piloted by
CWO John Walsh and 1st Lt.
Louis Cloutier of Old Town.
The crew chief was Sp/6 Earl
W. Burke.
The airlift involved two large
gasoline motors, generators and
other equipment necessary to
generate A.C. electricity. The
copter even moved some pack
ing cases so the large equip
ment could be protected until it
could be moved under cover.
The 'copter arrived from
Portsmouth. N. H., Monday
night. On Monday it carried
out a similar operation to fam
ous Boone Island off the NewHampshire coast.
Crewmen at the Coast Guard
Mooring secured the different
units with ropes and cables. Be
neath the 'copter was a fourwire sling which joined at a
hook amidships. When lt was
time for the lift, the 'copter
rose from the dock and hovered
over the load while Coast
Guardsmen hooked on. After
that it was simple.
The noisy bird swung over the
(Continued on Page Six)

Vinalhaven Health Council
Draws Praise For Top Job

In Detection Of Diabetes

RESTAURANT
POR SALE

Must have experience in firing steam boilers 100-150 lbs.
pressure. Capable of assuming shift responsibility for operat
ing toilers and boiler-room auxiliaries. Paid holidays, vaca
tion and other group benelits. Apply for interview' al:

ing the goods to help make a change from DC to AC current,
Ihe bird hovered near the lighthouse to permit the load to be
unhooked then dropped back 75 yards to level grass for a land
ing.

i Assist From Army Turns
Tough Task Into Simple

Inmates of Knox County’s
In a cloud of dust and a
penal institutions, and hospital
patients will enjoy the tradition thundering roar, an Army heli
al Thanksgiving turkey along copter accomplished in a few
with those with their freedom
hours. Tuesday, a task which
and health Thursday, a check re
,
would
have taken a ship’s crewvealed Wednesday.
more
than
a day. The Coast
Some 500 inmates of the
Maine State Prison in Thomas Guard is converting some of its
ton will have movies as well. light stations from direct to al
Six inmates of the Knox County ternating electric current and
jail will enjoy turkey with all (this entails installing A. C. gen
the fixin's, as will the 70 pa erators on remote islands. A
tients at Knox County General 'copter moved seven pieces of
Hospital, a number called large equipment from the Rockland
for a holiday by officials. Also Coast Guard Mooring to Two
partaking of the traditional holi Bush Light Station at the southday meal will be patients at the I em end of the Mussel Ridge
Camden Community Hospital. j channel between 10 a. m. and 3
! p. m. Tuesday with hardly a
jar.
Some Rockland residents were
Budget Sessions
amazed to see the banana
shaped bird flying over Owls
Begun By City
Head with something dangling
Councilmen
beneath.
The job was directed by En
How much will it cost the tax sign Karl Chester of the civil
payers of Rockland to run their ■ engineering section of the First
city in 1961? That big question | Coast Guard District. Boston.
is under consideration by the 1 and was carried out by an H-21
Rockland City Council which be helicopter from Fort Devens.
gan informal sessions recently. Ayer, Mass. The Coast Guard
Some department heads dis
' cussed their budgets with coun- ; does not have any H-21 'copters.
cilmcn Tuesday night.
The
i
budget must be settled by
Dec. 16.
The public probably will have
Its say at the hearing on Dec. 6.
seven days before the deadline
for approval.
Under the city charter, if a
council does not agree on a bud
VINALHAVEN—An organized
get by the Friday before the
third Monday of December the house to house canvass during
budget submitted by the city Diabetes Detection Week at Vi
manager becomes official. This nalhaven which resulted in 525
has not happened in Rockland tests drew praise. Wednesday,
but has occurred in other cities. by Knox County Chairman Dr.
The budget will be available Hugo Hochschild of Thomaston.
for public perusal before the No other community even ap
proached that number of tests,
public hearing.
Rockland City Council made the doctor said. The Vinalha
it official, Tuesday night, that ven Health Council conducted
A. Alan Grossman is retained by the drive and reported 29 posi
the city to help City Attorney tive reactions of which six were
Stuart C. Burgess defend a from known diabetics.
Organizing the campaign on
$157,300 suit.

IN ROCKLAND

Fully Equip. • 48 Seating Cup.
Malt Beverage License.
Including Property

Tel. LY 4-7228 or
LY 4-8702 after 5 p. m.
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the island were Mrs. Barbara
Clarke, public health nurse,
Mrs. Morgan Sutliffc and Mrs.
David Hall.
The town was divided into sec
tions in which various workers
made house to house contacts.
Those who assisted Mrs. Clyde
Bickford, captain, were Mrs. An
nette Philbrook. Mrs. Ruth Has
kell, Mrs. George Dyer. Mrs.
Harvey Tolman. Mrs. Norman
Lloyd and Mrs. Betty Littlefield
Mrs. Bessie Geary headed a
team composed of Mrs. Marion
Young. Mrs. John Beckman,
Mrs. Charlene Geary . Mrs. MaRUMMAGE SALE
lion Prndleton, Mrs. Ruth Os
G. A. R. HAIL
good, Mrs. Phyllis Peterson.
The third team was headed by
November 26 — 9 a. m.
Mrs. Stuart Davis, assisted by
Auspices Department Dl'V
Mrs. Edith Williams. Mrs. Fran
141-lt
ces Parmenter, Mrs. Lorna
Sweats. Mrs.. Esther Allen.
PHIL’S EATS
Mrs. Margaret Warren, Mrs.
OPEN VEAR 'ROUND
I Lucy Skoog. Mrs. Patsy Brad
7 DAYS A WEEK
ley, Mrs. Olga Carleton, Mrs.
Hours Open:
Helen Webb. Mrs. Doris CandSun.-Mon.-Tues.. 11 a- in. - 8 p.m.
age, Mrs. Winona Peterson. Mrs.
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Madelyn Hildings and Mrs. Celia
11 a. tu. to 2 in the Morning
139-tf Day,

What Is

Payson Elected Chairman
Thanksgiving? Of Knox County A. S. C.
Frequently it takes a young
ster to bring out the real
reason for observing such a
day as Thanksgiving. The
following is just an example.
It is a poem written by 10
year old Nancy Townsend,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack W. Townsend. 7 High
Street. She is a fifth grade
student at McLain School.
"What Thanksgiving means to
me? Thanksgiving means a time
when I can sit down and make a
list of the things I'm thankful
for.”

I
I am thankful for the trees,
For the sun. the moon, the bees,
All the flowers and colors so gay.
For the months, and the seven
days.
F’or my parents, nice and kind.
For our teacher to make us mind.
I am Thankful
For all cats and dogs so playful.
For a horse who eats a hayful.
For the home to keep out the
storm,
For the furnace to keep it warm.
For the clothes we wear each
day,
For freedom to work, love, and
play.
I am Thankful.
For the maple, the oak. the birch.
: For the right to choose our
church.
For all the fish in the sea.
For all my friends who play with
me.
For the cars, the trucks, the bus.
And most of all for us.
I am Thankful
For the rocks and ground so hard.
For the A s on my rank card.
For Thanksgiving turkey, yum,
vnm
All of our fingers even our
thumbs.
For all the kids in my school
room.
And Christmas which is coming
so soon.
Iam Thankful.
For
For

For
Our
For

The

Veteran Knox County dairy
man Merrill W. Payson of War
ren has been elected Knox Coun
ty chairman of the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee. His counterpart in
Lincoln County is Bernard A.
Newbert of Waldoboro.
The
elections were conducted recent
ly by mail. Ralph C. Wentworth
of Hope was elected chaii-man of
Knox County but resigned in
favor of Payson. Wentworth has
served the post for many years.
Otlier Knox County officers
elected are Alonzo Meservey of
Appleton, vice chairman; Willis
Moody. Jr., of Warren, regular
member; Chesley Cripps of
Camden, first alternate; and
Harold Watts of St. George,
second alternate.
Others named in Lincoln
County were Donald H. Hewett
of Somerville, vice chairman;
Norris A. Waltz of Damariscotta,
regular member; Herbert L.
Spear of Waldoboro, first al
ternate: and Wilmot Trussell of
Cedar Grove, second alternate.
The Knox and Lincoln ASC

Merrill W. Payson

County Committees are respon
sible for the proper administra
tion of the Agricultural Conser
vation Program, Conservation
Reserve Program and the Wool
(Continued on Page Six)

DISABLED BOAT DRIFTS FOR
SIX HOURS BEFORE COAST

GUARD ASSISTANCE ARRIVES
A 25-foot power boat which
drifted without power near Vi- ‘
nalhaven for several hours.
Monday evening, was located by
the Coast Guard tug 64300 out I
of Rockland at 10:30. The boat,
owned and operated by Sumner
Philbrook. 153 Pleasant Street,
became disabled about 4:30 p.
m. The fact that the boat
leaked added to the problem.
With Philbrook was Robert
Beale of 43 Fulton Street. Both

men are employed by Sears
Rockland stor--> and had been on
Vinalhaven to do work for the
store.
They left Vinalhaven about 3
o'clock. By 3 p m., Mrs. Beale
was worried and called the store
from which Coast Guard assist
ance was obtained.
The 64300 found the drifting
boat with Philbrook and Beale
busy bailing near the mouth of
the Fox Island thorofare.

ATTIC SALE
LOST
Has anyone seen a beautiful SULIN'S - 28 Pine Street
McLain School, we go to enal hlaek eat. dead nr alive? Saturday, Nov. 26 — 10 a.m.
Lost Monday ftom 11 Fulton St.
learn there,
the Lobster Festival, the A neighborhood buddy. If ever TOYS, FURNITURE, DISHES.
located please notify MRS. MaeETC.
Union Fair.
141-lt
141-lt
all my toys that I play with. BRIDE at LYric 1-1805.
forks, knives, and spoons we
eat with.
not having Khruschcv as a
leader.
HEAR
Statue of Liberty we salute
he r
I am Thankful.

For our money our parents give

The

Old

Hew £icgbuubtt

us.

For our social studies' great
Columbus.
For pencils, papers, and all that,
For dresses, stockings, and new
hat.
For furniture, lights, and phones,
That help to brighten up our
homes.

I am Thankful.

ON WRKD
THURSDAY

at

7:15

p.

m.
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Rocldand Man
Re-Enlists

After Six Years
Everett L. Whitney of 63 Park
Street, re-enlisted in the United
States Army at Port Williams.
Nov 17. after a six year stint
as a civilian, according to Mas
ter Sergeant Ralph Mauk. local
Army recruiter.
Whitney served in the Army
during the Korean War, taking
his discharge and returning to
civilian life in October 1954 He
is married to the former Carleen
Lee Clark and they have a five
year old daughter.
Taking advantage of the

Army's Choice of Job enlistment
option, Whitney selected the Ad
ministrative Career Field for his
new enlistment. He will receive
refresher training at Port Dix
and then be assigned for train
ing and duty in some adminis
trative job in the Army. A
graduate of Union High School,
he is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence P Whitney of RFD 3.
Union.
Parts of the Yellow River of
China runs 60 leet above the ad
jacent areas.
About 15 million gardeners in
the U. S. purchase nurserygrown vegetable seeds yearly,
and about 30 million purchase
flower seeds.

' ssU a

WARM UP TIME!

MUNSINGWEAR
COLD WEATHER

SLEEPSTYLES
COLORFUL

BRUSHED RAYON GOWNS

$3 98 - $4.98
WARM

COTTON KNITS
• GOWNS and PAJAMAS s
I
$3.98 - $4.98
i
1

Vesper A. Leach

n
A

S

SPECIALTY STORE

X
A

ROCKLAND AA

MAIN STREET
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FIFTH SPOT ON TIGER HOOP

Governor Asks

STARTING CLUB STILL OPEN

For Driver Aid

WITH FIRST GAME NEAR

• >’

In Holiday Safety

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Obituary
If’hen making out your will
remember your ehurrh and your
hospital.

The Rocklar.d High School bas- two college freshman teams,' AUGUSTA—Governor John H.
ketball Tigers will enter the Maine and Colby, will be met. Reed and Col. Robert Marx to JAMES R. CARVER, SR.
LINCOLNVILLE—James Rus
coming seasoi with four first- Also missing from the schedule I day urged Maine motorists and
line starters back from the fine is old foe Camden High for the ’ pedestrians to make safety on sel] carver, Sr., 70, of Lincolnthe highways a prime considera | ville, husband of Jennie Hardy
team of a year ago. but with 'a first time since the game start
tion during this coming holiday Carver, died at his residence
fifth starter needed, pins the ed on the high school level in ; weekend.
Monday following a long illness.
problem of an adequate bench. this area. Tnc torrid competi-1 "Highway safety is not someA lifelong resident of Lincoln
They open on Friday. Dec. 2.! lion for point i in the LL class thuig to be practiced only dur ville, Mr. Caiver was born Oct.
against Brunswick's Dragons at. makes the single L Mustangs a | ing holiday weekends," said 23. 18;Kj, the sou of James and
the Community Building.
"Rather, it Winifred Robinson Caiver.
luxury the Tigers can uo longer | Governor Reed.
Expected to occupy the center 1
should be a 'way of life' for all
An army veteran of World
afford
in
the
desperate
battle
for
,
slot vacated by the graduated I
of us every aay of the year. War I, he served with the 303rd
a
tourney
berth
.
Bob Huntley a year ago is Jim
However, tlie extra hazards of Field Artillery. .He was a mem
Also missing from last year's the holiday season call for addi
Shaffer, at six feet three inches
ber of the Belfast Veterans of
the Big Boy ef the squad, while cast is Larry Terrio and Avard tional caution on the pail of Foreign Wars.
Bob Brewer and Floyd Mont Walker, both of whom saw serv every driver and every pedes
Besides his widow he is sur
gomery. both six. one. will ice in the guard slots a year trian.”
vived by four daughters. Mrs.
probably be at forward: and ago. Avard's brother. Bobby, a
Pointing out that Maine’s traf SaiJord Delano ol Rockland.
Billy Barbour, six feet even, at hard driving player who makes
fic death record has already ex Mrs. Samuel Tibbetts and Mrs.
one of the guard slots. At pres- j up in spirit what he lacks in i
ceeded the low mark of 136 es Winifred Rokes. both of Cam
ent Charlie Finley. John Call, size, may furnish some of the ■
tablished for the entire 12 den, and Mrs. Reino Masalin of
needed
reserve
strength.
Otheand Billy Stinson are waging a
months last year, the Governor North Windham: two sons,
ers
working
out
on
the
varsity
1
tough battle for the fifth starting
added:
! James R. Caiver, Jr., of Hope
berth, with Cal! possibly having squad are Ernie Harrington,
"We must not forget that 205 and Norman D. Carver of Lin
who has good size but lacks ex
the edge at this point.
Rockland, which wound up perience. the aggressive Wes j persons were killed in Maine colnville; two brothers. Arthur
with a 15-4 mark and the cham Nichols. John Shaffer and John traffic crashes during 1958. This Carver and Edgar Carver of
Is tragic proof that 'it can hap Northport: 13 grandchildren and
pionship of the Kennebec Valley Melquist.
10 great grandchildren.
League a year ago. faces a
Bob Morrill will again handle pen here'. You and I, however,
Funeral services were held on
tougher schedule this year, as the Junior Varsity squad which can do much to keep this year’s
plays all the opening games in total well below that 1958 figure Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the
by accepting cui' responsibilities Laite Funeral Home in Camden
high school competition.
in traffic. This coming weekend with Rev Roscoe Riley official- j
Notice is hereby given that an
—traditionally a time when ing.
order dated November 14,
1960. has been issued by the
family members gather from far
Interment was at the Maple
undersigned authorizing the
and wide—is an excellent time wood Cemetery.
Lincolnville !
name of the gas screw
for each of us to make a firm Beach
FERNOBA II, official number
resolve
to
do
more
than
his
234512, owned by Penbo Sales
share to prevent traffic traged WALTER E. BUCKLIN
Corporation, of which Rock
les."
land, Maine, is the home
WARREN - Walter E. Buck
port, to be changed to
Col. Marx joined Governor lin. 65, of Warreu died in Rock
APPALACHIA.
Reed in a plea for extra caution. land Monday following a long ill
"We shall have every avail ness.
George A. Boulter
Deputy Collector of Customs
able man on traffic patrol and
A lifelong resident of Warren,!
in Charge of Marine Work
we shall make every effort to he was born March 25. 1895, the
138’141 ,
keep traffic moving smoothly son ot Levi R and Ann Grafton
and safely. Cautious, patient, Bucklin.
sober driving and the observance
Mr. Bucklin was a member of
of common sense pedestrian St. George Lodge. AK&AM.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
practices will help us to make
He is survived by his widow.
this a safe weekend.”
Bernice Newbert Bucklin; a son.
Captain Richard Bucklin of Alex
We Can't: A lobster will
FIRST HOME GAME
andria, Va.; a brother, Fred
quickly
grow
a
new
eye.
if
one
R. H. S. »$. BRUNSWICK - FRIDAY, DEC. 2
Bucklin of Port Arthur, Texas: a
is damaged.
sister. Mrs. Eva Delano of War
RESERVED SEAT SEASON TICKETS
ren; and four grandchildren.
The Gulf Stream has been
Last Year’s Ticket Holders Should Renew Their Reservations
Funeral services will be held
By Wednesday, Nov. 23.
quite aptly called 'the greatest
Thursday at 2 p. m. from the
Sale to the General Public Starts at
river in the world'.
Thomaston Baptist Church with
8:30 A. M., Monday. Nov. 28 — Price $8.00
Call at the School in person or telephone.
It is a mere 4,665 miles from Rev. John B S. Fitzpatrick offi
139-140
ciating.
Panama to Hawaii.
Interment will be in Village
Cemetery. Thomaston.

BASKETBALL

Easy way to do your new-car sampling—

Drive Chevy once around the block at your
Chevrolet dealers one-stop shopping center!
Just drop in and take a drive in one of the 30 spanking new ’61 models your Chevy dealer now offers
under the same roof. With every drive, your dealer is giving away free Dinah Shore Christmas
records while they last. So hurry! And you’ll find that here’s the easy, one-stop way to shop for
the car you want. There’s a model to suit almost any taste or need—at a price to suit almost
any budget. There’s a whole crew of new Chevy Corvairs, including four family-lovin’ wagons.
New Biscaynes—the lowest priced full-size Chevrolets. Popular Bel Airs. Sumptuous Impalas.
And America’s only true sports car—the Corvette. Come on in and pick your
new car the easy wav—on a one-stop shopping tour!

MRS. ELINA KEIANEN
WARREN - Mrs. Elina Keianen, 71. 46 yvir resident of War
ren and wife of John H. Keianen. died Tuesday at her home.
Mrs. Keiancn was a member
of the Finnish-American League
of Democracy and the Finnish
Sewing Circle. Warren. She was
born at Muminjla. Finland, May
18. 1889. the daughter of August
and Ourua Ojala Keihanen.
Besides her husband, survivors
include three sisters. Mrs. Eva
Raita and Mis. Anna Saariko of
Finland and Mrs. Karl Johnson
of Appleton; two brothers, Vaino
Keihanen and Arvo Keihanen,
both of Helsinki, Finland.
Funeral services will be held
Sattu'day at tlie Flanders Fun
eral Home in Waldoboro at 1 p.
m. with Chester O. Wyllie offi
ciating
Remains will be taken to tlie
Graeelawn Memorial Park Au
burn
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OUR WELL LIKED ELDER CITIZEN
Our sincere congratulations to Oliver B. Lovejoy
of Rockland who observed his ninety-ninth birthday Tues
day. A well known figure in the City as long as any of
us can remember, he has long since reached that state
which all of us unconsciously seek, universal high regard
by his fellow citizens. He has many Firsts to his credit
in his long life, fie was the first City mail carrier when
that service was instituted and was among the group pres
ent at the dedication of the Universalist Church io 1875.
He broke ground for tlie new church on Broadway earlier
this year and plans to be present at the formal dedication
December 11. He is a charter member of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge and the oldest member in age and years of
service in the Odd Fellows in the city. We look forward
to his one hundredth birthday observance next year.
A FINE TRADITION CONTINUES
We have seen it happen time and again over
the years as disaster struck people of the coast through
fire or other means. There is never any hesitation on the
part of the people of the coast when the other fellow is in
need of help. The response is immediate, and generous.
The people of Thomaston are continuing thi- fine tradition
in helping out Bob and Bentley Watts who lost their
dairy farm by fire Friday night. When the ruins of the
huge dairy barn had cooled enough to work on them to
clean up the rubble and remove the carcasses of the 32
animal dairy herd, many trucks and loaders were needed.
The Watts family didn’t have to seek them out — they
were there with drivers and plenty of volunteer helpers.
Bulldozers and loaders were on hand also. Money ? It
wasn't considered. A neighbor was in trouble and that
was all that counted. The will to help continues and
several public events are being planned to raise funds
for the Watts family. Cash contributions have exceeded
five hundred dollars and a benefit supper, dance and
show are scheduled for Wednesday evening, November
30. The high school youngsters held a benefit record hop
Tuesday night and a game party is planned for next Tues
day. It is the way the people of the coast do things for
their neighbors. We like it, and are proud of them.

The Public Says....
GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
NEEDS THE PUBLIC
How about giving them a
break?
Back in the late Twenties and
early Thirties Rockland girls
compared with the best in the
state. They played before the
boys' games and had more fight
ing spirit as the large crowd
cheered them on. Today they
play in the afternoon In an
empty hall. Wouldn’t they have
more spirit to win if a gallery
were watching? Isn't it possible
to play the first half of their

game before the JVs and the
second half during the JVs in
termission?
If this coul I be done I’m sure
75 per tent of the fans >ould be
happy and the girls team would
have that "old fighting spirit"
again
Bruno S. Mazzeo.

The world's deepest nickel
mine is located near Sudbury.
Ontario.

DRUG FACTS
YOU'AE not tOOKINb
VERY FIT. Bill. - WHY
DON'T YOU ASK YOUR
DOCTOR IF YOU NEED
VITAMINS^ VOU'Ll. FIND

MRS. CLARENCE A. BARBOUR
GOOONOWl notaiiMO
ROCKPORT—Mrs. Blanche E.
McMMUft
Barbour. 83. wile of Clarence A.
Barbour, died at her Main Street
HAS A COMPLETE
residence in Rockport Tuesday. FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
SUPPLY ON HAND/
A resident of Rockport for
about
more than 50 years. Mrs. Bar
bour was born in Somei-ville,
tlie daughter of Clarence and
Francina Stearns Whittier. Nov.
13, 1877.
Surviving besides her husband
are three daughters. Mrs. Hazel
Dinsmore of Portland, Mrs.
Beulah Rivard of Rockport and
Far Horn* Maintenance
Mrs. Phyllis Larrabee of Rock I and Meitture Problems!
land: a son, Clarence Thane
Sold By
Barbour of Rockport; a sister,
Mrs. Viola Smith of Brunswick:
141-lt
PASSMORE
a brother. Walter Whittier of
Camden: three grandchildren,
LUMBER CO.
and a nephew.
Fiuieral services will be con
PHARMACY
Camden
ducted at the Laite Funeral • Union Street
Home in Camden at 2 o’clock Tel. CE 6-2330 or 6-3371
AfaVoeta&lA DRUG STORE <
in the afternoon Friday by Rev.
Carl Small of the Rockport Bap | “By the Arch — Where There’s
PRESCRIPTIONS
Plenty of Parking Space”
tist Church.
MAIN f. ZHRW Ji-Uaf/l/A/ STset f J
141-lt
ROCKLAND
raoMASroN
Interment will be at the SeaTit.
4 5/3
f, 4 hlt>,
Tel
LY O
5131,
j view Cemetery Rockport.

WATERLOX

New ’61 Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT SEDAN

New '61 Chevrolet 2-DOOR BEL AIR SEDAN

You’ll see/ire models in the '61 Impala series—the most elegant Chevies
of all. They're sensationally sensible from their more parkahle oaf size
to their remarkably roomy e size. And note that trim new roof line.

These beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-size Chevies,
bring you newness you can use. Roomier dimensions reach right hack
to the easier loading trunk that lets you pile baggage !5'( mgher

New lower priced '61 CORVAIR 500 CLUB COUPE

New '61 Corvair 700 LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON

See what Corvair’s got in store for you in '61! Thriftier sedans and
coupes with nearly 12' more room up front for luggage. That rear
engine’s spunkier, too. with a gas-saving new axle ratio to go with it.

There's room for almost everything but antifreeze in these new oneand-only 6-passenger Lakewoods. And they're the only wagons with
lockable trunk under the hood. Be sure to see the new Greenhriers, to<

PRODUCTS

1

Alley Echoes
OAKLAND PARK LANES
League
Won Lost
Salem Sals
21
7 ,
Thomaston Women’s

New '61 Chevrolet 2-DOOR BISCAYNE 6
NOW—Big-Car Comfort at Small-Car Prices
These new Biscayne 6’s'—the lowest priced full-size
Chevrolets—let you save money in a big way, yet give you
a full measure of Chevy’s new roominess—such things as
higher easy chair seats, larger door openings, more leg
room in front, more foot room in the rear.
•Alto tt vail able ae V8 modela

See the Greatest Shou: on Worth at Your Chevrolet Dealer’s

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET

PHONE LYric 4-8471

ROCKLAND, MAINE

20
Rawleigh Racers
8 1
Kool Kats
8
20
21
Lucky Lassies
- 7
High Individual Single: Virginia
Robinson. 122.
High Individual Three: Rose
Farrell, 317.
Second High Individual Single:
Dot Marchant and Betty Kaler,
120
,
Second High Individual Three:
Dot Marchant, 311.
High Team Single: Kool Kats,
482
High Team Threp' Kool Kats, j
1408
Top Averages
Dot Freeman
99.2
Dot Marchant
97.2
Rose Farrell
94.1
Shirley Stone
M.O
Janet Lane

93.11

Drop in at Beneficial’s Open House for

HOLIDAY MONEY
From now on, it’s Open House at Beneficial, where you
can get the cash you want today for shopping, paying
bills, or any good reason. Phone for your Holiday Money
now. "You’re the boss” at Beneficial!
Loam $20 te $2500 en your Signature, Furniture or Car
156 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. . LYric 4-44(4
OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL NOON
iMM M* M r„i4ai>ti ,t (It wnM,d,i,| „«n •

lnn, ,|„

—BENEFICIAL—
FINANCE CO.

0 imi. ecNirieiAb riNANca co.

141-lt
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Cwttoe — Walter Wotton of
Rockland was the second lead
ing ground gainer for the Maine

TALK 0F THE

Maritime

Academy

football

team during the past season.
Statistics released Tuesday show
the hard running back gaining a
total of 587 yards in 106 carries
—an average of about 5.5 yards
per carry. He was also second
Rockland — Speculation that tn the scoring department with
the Civil War Memorial cannon 44 points to his credit.
were to be moved this week was
roused when an engineering
crew took test borings on the
Knox Hospital
site of the First National Bank
building near the old GAR Hall.

COUNTY
Coming Events
Nov. 21 — An Illustrated lecture
“A Tour of Hawaii” at the

Congregational Church in Rock
land at 8 oclock in the eveNov. 28—Oliver B. Lovejoy Night
^'at Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows
■ includes birthday party, sup'•per and degree work.
Nov. 28 — Public meeting on
formation of Boy Scout Troop
at Rockport Town Hall, 7:30
p. m.
Dec. 3 — Knox Pomona Grange
meets with Goodwill Grange in
South Warren.
Dec. 9 — Rubinstein Christmas
Concert at the Farnsworth Mu
seum at 8 p. m.
Dec. 14—The Rockland Business
and Professional Women's Club
Christmas party at the Farns
worth Museum at 7:30 p. m.
Dec. 20 — Rockland Garden Club
Christmas luncheon at the
Thorndike Hotel with Miss
Edith Bicknell in charge of pro
gram.
Woekland — Herbert “Bud”

Rockland—Three officers of
the police department are leav
ing for a three weeks training
program in Augusta this Sunday.
The three named are Darrel El
well, Richard Hanley, and Leslie
Higgins. They will be attending
the Municipal Officers’ Training
School which is connected with
the State Police Academy in
Augusta.
Owls Head—Clarence Rogers,
59. of Owls Head was treated at
Knox County Hospital Wednes
day afternoon for a sliced finger
caused by catching his hand in
a plane while at work.

ADMISSIONS

Nov. 21: Steven Hopkins. Vin
cent Doucette. Miss Barbara
Jean Dahill, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Brewster of Rockland. Mrs. Nellie
Young of Rockville, Wesley Bar
ter ot Camden and Keith Hilt of
Union.
Nov. 22: Harlan McLain of
Waldoboro, James Pratt of Matinicus, Mrs. Lottie Spear of War
ren. Mrs. Mary Orne of Owls
Head, Dr. William MacLeod of
Camden, Mrs. Susan Oxton, Wil
bur Esancy, George Nolan. Miss
Heather Harden, Mrs. Bessie McCaslin and Wilbur Strong of Rock
land.
Nov. 23: Mrs. Carleen Withee
of Rockland and Austin Miller of
Waldoboro.

Municipal Court
TUESDAY
Robert A. Welsh, 21, of Rock
land appeared in Rockland Muni
cipal Court Tuesday morning on
a charge of driving 60 miles per
hour In a 40 mile speed zone on
Route 1 in Rockport. Nov. 21.
He pleaded innocent but was
found guilty by Judge Christy
Adams and fined 825.
WEDNESDAY
Edwin Charles Smith, 19, of
Thomaston appeared on a charge
of driving 60 miles per hour in
a 35 mile speed zone on Broad
way in Rockland, Nov. 20. The
case was filed without plea on
payment of $15 costs of the
court.

• • •

Ronald S. Esancy, 21, of
Liberty was charged with im
prudent driving and driving 40
miles per hour in a 25 mile
speed zone on Union Street in
Rockland, Oct. 23. Both cases
were filed without plea on pay
ment of $10 costs of the court
on the former charge and $15
on the other.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Marne F.
Larrabee who passed away Nov.
NORTH HAVEN - Some 15
25, 1959.
residents of this town have pe
So often I look at your picture
titioned the State Election Divi
You are smiling and seem to say,
DISCHARGES
Don't cry, I’m only sleeping,
Wood, owner of Wood's Bus Line sion for a recount of the ballots
Nov. 21: Mrs. Louise Hilt of We’ll meet again some day.
Which serves Thomaston, Rock on the question of sale of beer
Mr. and Mrs.
land, Glen Cove, Rockport and and ale for off-premises con St. George, Miss Jamie Sue deFrank Larrabee
Tne original vote Watteville of Bangor. Wayne
Camden, said Wednesday that sumption.
141’lt
the bus service will continue as had the noes winning by 104-102. Davis, Mrs. Beulah Oxton. Mrs.
No
date
has
been
set
for
the
re

Annie
Tripp
and
Edward
Knowl

THANKSGIVING
in the past. He noted that re
ton of Rockland.
The old tradition means to be
ceivership proceedings instituted count.
It was the only close vote on
Nov. 22: Mrs. Sheila Makinen Thankful for everything, and it is
this week assure continuation of
for that reason I am thanking the
the public bus service rather the local option questions in the of South Thomaston, Albert Bick many friends and relatives who
North
Haven
balloting.
Neigh

ford
and
Edwin
Goulding
of
than its curtailment.
have been so kind with prayers,
boring Vinaihaven approved so- Rockland.
cards and letters during my stay
Owls Head — Equipment has called packages beer two years
at the Knox Hospital, Thayer
IN MEMORIAM
arrived and has been in opera ago and again this year.
Hospital. Robert Breck Hospital,
In memory of my husband. and the Peter Bent Brigham Hos
tion several days on drainage
Rockland—Wayne Nelson, son Maurice Brown, who died Nov.
work on the Ingraham Hill road
pital. The kindness of those who
sent the money tree, the flowers
project. The Ross Construction of Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon Nelson 24. 1926.
You have left a beautiful mem and to others who so graciously
of
107
Broadway,
and
David
G.
Company of Augusta has said it
ory
will confine its winter work to Young, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. And a sorrow too great to be told, helped me in many ways.
Also to the Doctors and Nurses
^rainage and will not tear up Grant Young of 10 Cedar But to us who loved and lost you.
who gave me such excellent care,
|he traveled surface any more Street, are seniors at Bentley Your memory will never grow thereby returning me to health,
than necessary.
The project School of Accounting and Fi
old.
I am thankful, to all.
Sadly missed by
will extend just a little more nance in Boston.
Everett S. Blethen
His Wife Flora
than a mile starting near the
141’lt
141-lt
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Rockland-Owls Head line .
IN MEMORIAM
BORN
In loving memory of my hus
Reed
—
At
Knox
Hospital.
Nov.
band, Ralph MacLaughlin, who
TRADE NOW
22, to Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Reed died Nov. 24, 1959.
of East Friendship, a son.
A year has passed since you
Kurr — At Knox Hospital, Nov. went away and you are missed
For High Allowance on Your Car
21, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kurr more every day. God needed you
' of Rockland, a son.
in his home, but gave me two
I960 LARK 6 4-Dr. Wagon (very low mileage) $2295.
Hart—At Copley Memorial Hos- daughters so I wouldn't be alone.
I
pital,
Morrisville,
Vt.,
Nov.
23,
His Wife and Babies
1960 LARK 6 4-Dr. Sedan (Executive car)
1995.
. to Mr. and Mrs. Manley H. Hart
141’lt
1959 LARK 6 2-Dr. H. T. (very dean)
1745.
of Stowe, Vt., a daughter — Jo
anne Elizabeth.
1958 STUDEBAKER 4-Dr. Sedan (overdrive)
1095.
IN MEMORIAM
Butler — At Ridgefield, Conn., In loving memory of my mother
1958 EDSEL 4-Dr. Wagon (classic model)
1395.
Nov. 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Mame Larrabee
ence Butler, a son — Scott Ed
1957 CHEVROLET Bel-Air 2-Dr. H. T. (sporty)
1395.
who died Nov. 25, 1959.
ward.
“Remembered Always.”
1957 DODGE 2-Dr. Wagon (push-button drive) 1295.
Smith—At Milford, Conn.. Nov.
Her Daughter,
6. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
►1957 DODGE 2-Dr. H. T. (power equip.)
1245.
Laura Widdecombe,
"Ted" Smith, formerly of Rock
and Grandchildren.
1955 HUDSON 4-Dr. Sedan (two-tone)
645.
land. a daughter.
141’lt
Smith
—
At
Milford.
Conn.,
Nov.
1954 CHEVROLET 2-Dr. Sedan (runs 0. K.)
325.
8, to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith,
CARD OF THANKS
1953 CHEVROLET 2-Dr. Sedan (1 owner)
395.
formerly of Rockland, a daugh We wish to thank the many
ter.
1953 FORD Victoria 2-Dr. H. T. (Ford-O-Matic)
345.
friends, relatives, neighbors and
Crowley — At Addis Ababa. business associates of Marion
1952 CHEVROLET 2-Dr. Sedan (Power-Glide)
295.
Ethiopia. Nov. 21, to Sgt. and Colwell for the expressions of
Mrs. Leslie Crowley, (the form comfort and sympathy, cards and
1951 FORD 4-Dr. Sedan (Ford-O-Matic)
195.
er Priscilla Foster, formerly of ■ flowers, during our recent be
Rockport), a son.
BANK FINANCING
reavement. Appreciation to Dr.
Holden — At Rumford, Nov. 21,j Parker Heath. Dr. Root, Dr. Wa
1961 CHAMP PICK-UP (new)
$2295.
to Mr. and Mrs. David Holden terman, Ethel Ludwig, the nurs
formerly of Rockland, a son.
ing staff at Knox County Gen
1960 CHAMP PICK-UP (70 miles)
1995.
eral Hospital, and Rev. Frederick
1959 FORD PICK-UP (7000 miles)
1645.
MARRIED
B. Mills. Special thanks to Cyn
I Powers-Ware — At Newcastle, thia and Dick Hall for making
1955 CHEVROLET PICK-UP (dean)
795.
: Nov. 14. Neville Powers of Green-' It easier to carry on.
1950 STUDEBAKER PICK-UP (new motor job)
195.
port. Long Island. N. Y., and
Paul Dimock,
! Mrs. Winona Steele Ware of
Mr. and Mrs.
j
Damariscotta,
by
Rev.
Lewis
I
Harold W. Chapman,
WARREN MOTORS
Jones.
Mr. and Mrs.
CARL B. ERICKSON
Harry True.
141-lt
DIED
CRestwood 3-2441
WARREN. MAINE
Bucklin
—
At
Rockland.
Nov.
CARD
OF
THANKS
141-lt
14, Walter E. Bucklin of Warren, We wish to thank the doctors
age 65 years. Funeral services and nurses at Knox Hospital and
will be held Thursday at 2 p. m. blood donors for their excellent
from the Thomaston Baptist care. Also thanks to our neighs
See This
Church with Rev. John B. S. Fitz bers and friends for cards and
patrick officiating.
Interment remembrances.
will be in Village Cemetery,
Charles H. Smith
Thomaston.
Thomaston. Maine
Barbour — At Rockport. Nov.
141-lt
' 22. Mrs. Blanche E. Barbour.
I wife of Clarence A. Barbour, age
CARD OF THANKS
183 years. Funeral services will
Our deepest thanks to all of
I be held Friday at 2 p. m. at the our friends and relatives for their
I Laite Funeral Home in Camden kindness during our recent be
with Rev. Carl Small officiating. reavement.
Interment will be in Seavicw
The Family of
Cemetery. Rockport.
Joseph Crisostomo
Ketancn — At Warren. Nov. 22.
141’lt
Mrs. Elina Keianen, wife of John
H. Keianen, age 71 years. Fun
CARD OF THANKS
eral services will be held Satur We wish to extend our heart
day at 1 p. m. at the Flanders felt thanks to all our friends and
Funeral Home in Waldoboro with neighbors for the cards and beau
Chester O. Wyllie officiating. Re tiful flowers and gifts of money
mains will be taken to Grace- received for our recent loss. Our
PRICED
lawn Memorial Park. Auburn.
thanks also to all those who sent
wonderful dinners, cooked, food
AT
fruit. We wish also to thank
[WANTED • WANTED! and
Ann Nelson. Beryl Borgerson, Dr.
^Painted Pine Chests and Com-’ Meehan and Barrett Jordan for
l modes - Picture Frames
their special kindness.
, Kerosene, Hanging and Table!
Mrs. Augustus B. Hamor
(Lamps - Marble Top Fnrni-i
Mildred Hamor
Terms
[lure, Commode Sets, WashPauline Hamor
Can
5
Ibowl, Pitcher, etc. - Post Card J
Owls Head. Maine 141-lt

General Electric

I

Automatic Washer 1
i

FOUR ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP

Local Man

STUDENTS TO SPEND LONG

Named To VFW

Available Again

HOLIDAY IN ROCKLAND AREA

Committee Post

In Thomaston

■

*

2

*

our recent fire loss. Special
thanks to Arthur Henry, Herbert
♦ Newbert. Starr Brothers, Thom
1 BROAD STREET PLACE ♦ aston Fire Department and all
111-Th-tf • those who supplied their trucks:
also our many friends and organ
izations who donated generously.
Everything has been greatly ap
preciated.
Bob and Mildred Watts
and Family.
Thomaston, Maine
141-lt

California sends “its best” to Maine!

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY

CAUFO&W1A

In recent years, Holland has reclaimed 170,000 acres from i
the sea, and has utilized it for !
productive purposes.
_________

Multi-Cycle Controls
Two Wash Speeds — Two Spin Speeds
Hot, Cold or Worm Wash
Warm or Cold Rinse
10 Lb. Capacity — Non-Clogging Filter
Porcelain Cover and lid
Porcelain Wash Basket and Tub

ANY SIZE
On Order at

HAVE YOUR

DEER

DON'T DELAY - SEE US TODAY!

SKINNED. DRESSED AND
PROCESSED FOR

House-Sherman, Inc.

FREEZER

442 MAIN ST.

T

LYric 4-5733

ROCKLAND

Sam SMALL S Mkt.
Rocklaud, Maine
132-Th-141

OPPORTUNITY
One or two collector salesmen
wanted. Salary and commission.
Camden. Rockland. Waldoboro,
and Thomaston areas. Perma
nent position, must have a late
model car and furnish references.
Call at. or write to MAINE
HOME EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Valley Avenue, Bangor, Maine,
Tel. 3126

141-146

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY. ASTI. CALIFORNIA
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SMALL

I

DOWN

141-lt

PAYMENT WILL

HOLD

S

FOR CHRISTMAS

By SANTA’S

BEARD/
what a

SALE©
JUST IN TIME

TO SAVE
WE MUST

OUR

REDUCE

j

•*

W

STOCK Per Order Rockland Fire Department

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON

♦

TOO LATE
TO CLASSIFY

PORT

RUBBER STAMPS

TEL. LYric 4-8042

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the other two will stay with Mr.
and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr.,
of Glen Cove.
The four students will speak at
__
_ _noon
_ meet_
the regular
Friday
ing of ° the Rctary telling about
themselves and the countries
they represent. They will be
free to visit other clubs or individuals during the rest of
their stay and persons interested
are asked to get in touch with
Charles Kalloch, executive sec
retary of the Chamber of Com
merce, Special visits to the
Knox County General Hospital
and other points of interest are
being planned.

Seek To Organize Scout
Troop For Rockport Lads

I Albums or if you have any-.
IN APPRECIATION
| thing of Interest
We wish to thank all those who
CONTACT
| have been so kind to us through

Bud Jordan

Coupon Tax Plan

It

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Ted C. THOMASTON — Town Manager
Connell of Killeen, Texas, com- Archer Schribner said Wednesmander-in-chief of the Veterans!daythat people„„wis^lng * sub’
i scribe to the 1961 Tax Coupon
of Foreign Wars of the United | cjub sboui(j regiSter at, the Town
States has announced that Henry, Hall before Dec. 15.
Tral^nGay street- ^oclt' I The plan which was introduced
a_v_has.
! last year has proven very suc
| member of the VFW National cessful in Its first year of operaSafety Committee,
tion. People have found It con
In makii« his announcement venient to pay their municipal
Commander - in - Chief Connell taxes by the purchase of coupons
said: “One of the most pressing from the town, said Scribner.
problems facing every commun
The coupons are paid once a
ity in the United States is the
matter of safety. For that rea- month and this
A x avoids a lump
. ..
son I have appointed Trahan to!sum P^ent at the end of the
serve on the national safety'year- This method has proven
committee of the Veterans of ®asler tP some. p*ople and r^"
Foreign Wars. The past ac- ,duce? he Possibility of a subcomplishmnts of Trahan indi- briber sname appearing on the
cate to me that he will be able unpald list' Scrlbner added.
to render great assistance to
our organization and to his
E. T. Nelson, Inc.
country in serving with this
ROCKPORT—Through the ef-, a representative of Pine Tree group. I am proud to have men
Dodge - Dodge Dart • Lark
forts of a group of local busi Council to get necessary infor of his caliber leady to serve.”
Sales and Service
nessmen headed by Selectman mation as to procedure to fol
Cape Cod was named 18 years
First Choice Used Can
Rupert C. Stevens, a move has low. Those forming the local before the Pilgrims landed at
TEL. LY 4-4481 ROCKLAND
been started in Rockport to or- group are. Selectman Stevens, Plymouth Rock, by an English
RT. I, NEW COUNTY RD.
explorer
named
Bartholomew
ganize a Boy Scout Troop, or to Town Manager Archie A. Ste
We Give 8. 4 H. Stamp*
Gasnold,
from
the
abundance
of
vens, Maurice Miller, Robert
126-tf
re-organize that which did exist j Dean. Thomas Peers and Edgar
fish.
in former years and failed for , Barrows.
This group has obtained the
lack of local support.
WHEN OUT RIDING
Fine Grain Developing
At the request of Stevens a sendees of Harry Spainer of
WED. - FRI. - SAT.
and Jumbo Prints
Wiscasset,
local
Scout
execu!
group met at the Town Office
ENJOY THE FINE MUSIC
recently with Robert Cameron, tive of the Pine Tree Council, to :
8 exp. roll ____ .... JO
OF THE
help set up an organization and
12 exp. roll____ ... .75
RON LORD TRIO
advise them on the correct I
Seek Identity
methods to follow at a public i
Featuring
Send for price lists
Of Car Thief
meeting to be held at the Lions i
on
black and white and
SONNY
CARDILLI
Club room. Monday evening,
Who Hit Houses
color service
Nov. 28, at 7:30 p. m. All parOn Guitar
CAMDEN - Police were still Ients “<* intended citizens are
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
seeking Wednesday, the identity ur«ed
a^PdTthis
Box 546
Bar Harbor, Me.
TURN INN
of the driver of a stolen car that; meeUn^ Jheu T'’°°P
Remit with Coin, No Stamps
HERMON, MAINE
43-tf
crashed two Camden homes Sun- sponsored by the Rockport Lions
141-lt
'I Club.
day night. The damaged car
was discovered abandoned near1
the homes shortly after the In
cident Sunday. The driver evi
dently failed to negotiate the turn
from Belmont Avenue onto Lime
rock Street and clipped the porch
of Fiank Morrow's home and
punched into the home of Vere
Crockett.
Crockett said he caught a
glimpse of the sedan backing out
after it had rammed his home.
Premium, Quality Wines since 1881
Mrs. Eleanor Thomas, owner of
the car, said that she discovered
From the heart of America’s wine country, California,
the car missing when she was
comes Italian Swiss Colony Wine.
putting her cat out late Sunday
Now available in Maine for the first time. Italian Swiss Colony,
night.
Mr#*/.-. winner of more official awards for excellence at the California State
The car apparently roared up
and Loa Angeles County Fairs than any other winemaker.
Belmont Avenue and failed to
make the right angle turn onto
Buy your favorite—Italian Swiss Colony California Port,
Limerock Street. The MorrowSherry, Muscatel, White Port, Pale Dry Sherry.
house faces Belmont Avenue and
{iauaH Swiss (W
*1.10 nrra
*2.45 half gal.
the Crockett home is next door.

Four foreign Rotary Scholar
ship students studying in the
United States will spend a five
day Thanksgiving holiday in
Rockland as guests of local resi
dents and the Rockland Rotary
Club. The four are Mr. and
Mrs. Nikilas Luttmann of Langenhagen, Germany, Rohit Desai
of India and Aristolos Gemeles
of Greece.
The group will arrive here on
Wednesday aftemoop in time for
a banquet held In the Thorndike
Hotel attended by Rotary mem
bers and their wives. The Luhmanns will be guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Nichols of Union while

$29995
I
•Arranged

Page Three

i

• DININGROOM SUITES
• BEDROOM SUITES
• LIVING ROOM SUITES
• END TABLES
• DESKS
•

• MATTRESSES
• ODD CHAIRS
• DINETTES
• LAMPS
RUGS

SAVE ON OUR CASH AND CARRY
141-lt

'

*
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Social Events

vJaccafi
<O

tXdrprictMaycr

Mary E. Kinney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Kinney,
celebrated her fifth birthday
Saturday at her hoine on the St.
George Road, with several of
her nursery schoolmates as
guests. Nursei-y school teacher,
Mrs. Lendon Jackson, led the
group in games and songs and
the prize was won by Jill Bry
ant. Those attending were Mrs.
Thomas Stengel and daughter
Jill; Mrs. Charles Foote. Jr.,
and daughters Charlene aud
Cynthia; Mrs. Donald Kelsey,
Jr., and daughter Donna; Mrs.
Douglas Curtis and sons Doug
las and Gregory; Mrs. Henry
Bryant und daughters Jill and
Jocelyn; Mrs. Jackson: and
Janie and Mary Kinney
The Opportunity Class of the
First Baptist Church whose reg
ular meeting would have been
Thursday. Dec. 1. have postponed
it to Monday. Dec. 5. The ses
sion will be held at the home of
Mrs. Harriet Benner. 97 Llmeroek
Street.
Rev. Cleaves Henderson, pas
tor of the Littlefield Memorial
Church of Rockland, and his wife
and the church deacons and
their wives met at the church
Nov. 21 for a supper and pro
gram
Mrs. Carroll Wixson
was tn charge of tlie supper and
was assisted by Mrs. Henry Ul
mer and Mrs. Harry Chase. The
centerpiece was in the harvest
motif with matching place cards
and napkins
Warren Donshowed colored slides of Florida.
Texas, Washington. D. C. and
local scenes which were enjoyed
by all. Guests were Rev. and
Mrs. Henderson. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Chase Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wixson. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Dorman. Mr. and Mrs. Ron
ald Lord. Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Lord, Mr. and Mrs. Perley Bart
lett, Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick
Dorman. Mr. and Mrs. Warren
K. Dorr and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Ulmer.

Mrs. Charles Haynes will en-.
tertain the Shakespeare Society!
Monday. Nov. 28. at her home
on State Street. Mrs. Albeit
Jameson will lead the study of J
Act. 5 of King Henry. VIII
Rockland Girl Scout 18 with
their leader Mrs. Alma Dowmet at the Farnsworth Museum 1
Tuesday
afternoon.
Invited!
guests were members of Troop,
11 and their leader Mrs. Julia ;
Brackett. Guest speaker was
Mrs. Marjorie Mayo, who spoke
to the girls on ••Posture.’'
Reports of the Congregational i
Church Fair will be given at the
Odds and Ends Club meeting
Thursday. Dec. 1. at the church.
Articles left over from the fair
will be sold at this meeting.
Hostesses for the evening will be
Mrs. Edna Monteith, Mrs. Pa
tricia Elliot, and Mis. Aimee
BENEFIT TEA PARTICIPANTS — The Board of Trustees lor the Home for Aged Women
Blood. The annual Christmas held the annual benefit tea at the Home Tuesday afternoon. Shown pouring is Mrs. Charles Whit
banquet will be held Thursday, more. Standing, from left lo right, are: Mrs. Lawrence Miller, president of the board, Mrs. Louis
! Yadino. .Mrs. Earle Perry. Mrs. John McLoon, and Mrs. Iva Ware.
Dec. 15.
-------

Photo by Bob Mayo

f

Mr. and Mrs. Herman M. Hart
of 80 Willow Street are grand
parents of a daughter, Joanne
Elizabeth, bora Wednesday aft , The annual donation tea at the
ernoon. at Morrisville, Vt., to Rockland Home for Aged WomMr. and Mrs. Manley H. Hart of
Stowe, Vt. Mrs. Hart is the for j en, Tuesday afternoon, was the
mer Mary Senter of Damari most successful ever held by the
board Many donations of money
scotta,
! and gifts were received from
At the Rainbow Girls meeting the churches and other organiza
and pot luck supper. Thursday tions. The guests were conductevening, at the Masonic Temple,
plans were made for a record
Mrs. Roy Swanson entertained
hop to be held at the Temple ■ Club 53 at her home in Warren
Saturday, Dec. 3. Miss Eliza I Monday evening. It was decided
beth Munsey will be general to make up a Christmas basket
chairman and the hop will be for with each member bringing arti
Rainbow Girls and their guests. cles for it to the next meeting.

Donation Tea Termed Best Ever Held

During the evening Mrs. Swanson
Mr. and M>-s. Clarence Butler showed a display of articles
of 15 Tanton Hill Road, Ridge I made of deer skin and Mrs. Richfield. Conn., announce the birth ! ard McLennan showed a display
of their second son, Scott Ed of toys. A Christmas banquet
ward, born Thursday, Nov. 17, was discussed, the time and place
in the Norwalk Hospital, Nor 1 to be announced later. The next
walk. Conn.
I meeting will be held at the home
I of Mrs. Donald Webber, Lake
Avenue. Monday, Dec. 5. Memi bers present were Mrs. Lewis
Coltart, Jr., Mrs. Bruce King,
; Mrs. Webber, Mrs. Alfred Starr.
Jr., Mrs. David Giles and Mrs.
Judy Stambaugh, all of Rockland,
and Mrs. Irving Smith of Owls
Head

Headquarters for

H. 0. TRAINS
...STARTING...

ACCESSORIES
INCLUDING

TRACK
BUILDINGS

SWITCHES

were Mrs. Lawrence Haynes and
Mrs. Joshua Southard. Greeters
at the affair were Mrs. Lyford
Ames and Mrs. Donald Leach.
All members of the board assist
ed in making the affair the suc
cess that it was. The board is
very grateful for the interest
shown by the public.

Brunswick Choral Group
To Join Bowdoin Glee
Club In Christmas Concert
The Bowdoin College Glee that capacity since then. In ad
Club and the Brunswick Choral dition to appearing with the
Society under the direction of Glee Club, it has appeared with
Professor Robert K. Beckwith the Chapel Choir and given conwill present a program at the ’ certs of its own.
third annual Rockland Rotary : It has appeared regularly in
Club Christmas Concert. Sun ' Brunswick and recently in Bath
day, Dec. 11. at the Rockland and other communities In the
Community Building.
Brunswick area. Works per
The Brunswick Citoral Society formed have included the followwas founded about 1988 by Fred , ing:
eric Early Thornlay Tillotson Brhms: Alto Rhapsody Reand includes people from Bruns iOiiiem:
Cherubini: Requiem:
wick, Bath, Freeport, Yarmouth, Mozart: Requiem: Haydn Cre
Wiscasset, Boothbay. Portland, ation; Schubert: Mass in G;
and other neighboring communi Faure:
Requiem;
Sehuetz:
ties.
.Christmas Stoiy; and miscella
It has since its beginning beer neous works by Bach. Purcell,
associated with the Bowdoin Handel, Brahms and various
College Glee Club in its many , American composers.
performances of "The Messiah" The proceeds from these anby Handel Directed at its be ' nual Christmas concerts provide
ginning by Professor Tillotson, the funds for the Rotary Club
it was directed during the years scholarship fund, which Is avail
1949-1953 by Russell F. Locke able to worthy students in this
and since 1953 by Robert K. area. The Club also has a stu
Beckwith. In 1959 Mrs. Ruth dent loan fund which is avail
Harvie was appointed as asso able to college students living in
ciate director and l>as acted in the area.

Mrs. Lena Young was initiated
as a new member of the Ameri; can Legion Auxiliary Tuesday
j evening at a meeting held at the
1 Legion Home. It was voted to
J send a large Christmas box to
: the veterans in Togus. Mrs.
Flo Teel and Mrs. Flora Jamie
son were appointed as delegates I Mrs. Crystal Swimm. after 44
lo the Seafoods Festival com
1 years of service is retiring. Dec.
mittee, and Mrs. Teel to the
Connnumty Safety Council. The 1. Irum tlie Rockland branch of
mystery prize was won by Mrs. the First Nat.onal Bank of Port
Berniece Jackson. A Christmas land. Mrs. Julia Keene was hosparty will be held at the next i teas at a buffet supper in her
: meeting. Tuesday, Dec. 13, with honor Monday evening at her
j Mrs. Flora Jamieson as refresh home at 57 North Main Street.
ment chairman, 3nd Mrs. Laura Mr. and Mrs. Swimm will leave
Gregory will have charge of the Rockland, Dec. 2, to spend the
Christmas tree. A supper pre- I winter in Florida.
j ceded the meeting with Mrs.
Mrs. Keene also honored Mrs.
Gregory as chairman.
■ Robert Clark of Thomaston,

Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank

Mark Golden Wedding
WALDOBORO - Mr. and Mrs. ln the North Waldoboro Church
Burleigh Mank were honored’ at of which she ia a member. They
are both members of tbe Maple
a family party celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary, Satur Grange in North Waldoboro.
For the first time In a number
day evening, at their home in
of years Mr. Mank's three sla
Waldoboro. A buffet luncheon
ters were able to be with their
was servedi by candlelight and a
social evening was enjoyed by brother. They are: Mrs. Lida
O’Neil of Thomaston, Mrs. Roxie
the group. The rooms were
Benner of Jefferson and Mrs.
decorated with white wedding
Dora Oliver of Union.
bells and yellow and white
Some out of town guests were:
streamers.
Mr. and Mrs. Evariste Desjardins
The couple were presented with
of Augusta, Sayward Hall of
a large bouquet of yellow chrys
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. George
anthemums centered by a large
Oliver of Union, Mr. and Mrs.
gold numeral 50. The table from
Raynold Benner and daughter of
which the buffet luncheon was
Jefferson, Miss Annie Watts of
served was centered by a three
Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs.
tiered wedding cake made by
Paul LeClair of Boston.
their daughter, Mrs. Philip Seekins of Thomaston, and was
PAST NOBLE GRAND
flanked by gold candelabra. The
i
The
PJf.G.’s of Miriam Re
couple received many nice gifts
bekah Lodge, at their meeting
and a purse of money.
Mr. and Mrs. Mank were mar Monday evening at the Odd Fel
ried Nov. 19. 1910, in Rockland, lows Hall, made plans for a
by Rev. James Tllllnghast. They Christmas Fair which they will
have nine children, Mrs. Seekins, hold Friday. Dec. 9, at the MacMrs. Augustus Moody of Dam Phail Store in Rockland. They
ariscotta Mills, Vernon Mank of spent the evening tacking a quit
Warren, Mrs. John Paulsen of which will be sold at the fair.
Auburn, Mrs. George Hall of Hostess for the evening was Mrs.
Refreshments
Thomaston, Burleigh Mank, Jr., Delia Lowell.
of Waldoboro, Floyd Mank and were served by Mrs. Helen
Harlowe Mank of Warren, and Bean. Mrs. Leah Esancy and
Bryan Mank of Waldoboro. They Mrs. Carrie House. Others pres
have 24 grandchildren and 13 ent were Mrs. Lina Carroll. Mrs.
Addie Brown. Mrs. Ruth Mitch
great grandchildren.
Mr. Mank is self employed on ell and Mrs. Constance Machis dairy farm and Mrs. Mank, Phail.
who has a green thumb, enjoys
To produce a perfect eyeglass,
working with her many house
plants and her flower gardens. 363 separate operations are re
She also gives much time to work quired.

GIFFORD’S

X.; 3

141-lt

v
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who has been employed at the
bank for two and a half years,
at a stork shower on tlie same
evening.
Guests for the com
bined supper party Included,
Mrs. Avis Baum, Miss Alice
Smalley. Mrs. Jackie Berry,
Mrs. Gayle Crockett, Mrs. Bob
bie Staple*. Miss Mary Itudley.
Miss Kathie Sylvester. Miss Pat
Acbom, Miss Vita Lombardo,
Miss Maureen Burns and Mrs
Marjorie Sewall.

GINGER ALE
SPARKLING WATER

FOP THE

ALL DAY

HOL/DAYS
Open Friday and Saturday

SOUTH WARREN
U. S. ROUTE 1

Christmas Cards

Clicq^Club

STOCK UP

THANKSGIVING

y

BEST ever served!

REED'S GIFT SHOP

When You Choose Your...

itCluh

CLOSED

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

4

SAVE 10c

qts. for

Mrs. Swimm Honored

*1295 to *5995

TRANSFORMERS

The Rockland Women’s Bowl
ing League members will hold a
i supper and business meeting at
' the Community Building Dec. 7,
I followed by a Christmas party
and exchange of gifts.
The
league is welcoming back Mrs.
Eva Gray after a long illness.

ed through the Home by various
members of the committee to see
the many improvements made
this summer and to visit with
the ladles.
The tea was under the direc
tion of Mrs. Dana Newman,
general chairman. The pourers

Mrs. Margaret Foster of Waterville was inspecting officei
at the Ruth Mayhew Tent in
spection Monday evening at the
Grand Army Hall. Department
officers present were Mrs,
Maude Winchenbach. president;
Mrs. Ruth Thompson, senior
vice president; Mrs. Priscilla
Smith, guide: Mrs. Lena Rich
ardson, council number three;
Mrs. Annie Aylward. aide; all
of
Rockland,
Mrs.
Louise
Walker, secretary: and Mrs
Gelda Hall, aide, both of Cam-^
den. A surprise birthday party
was given to Mrs. Winchenbach
and Mrs. Thompson, with gifts
and a birthday cake made by
Mrs. Smith. Remarks from the
Department on "VAVS at Tugus”
were given by Mrs. Foster, and
it was voted to give donations
for the veterans Christmas
stockings.
Mrs. Winchenbach
reported on the new GAR Home
on Limerock Street. Gifts were
presented to inspector Mrs.
Foster by the Tent president,
Mrs. Thompson. The decor of
the supper which was served
before the meeting was In the
Thanksgiving
theme.
Mrs.
Smith was supper chairman, as
sisted by members. A specia^r
meeting will be held Monday
evening at the GAR Hall for the
first nomination of officers. A
card party will follow for the
benefit of the Tent.

MAINE
140-141

Clicquot
Club '

Have a Choice ...

ROCKLAND FOR CHRIST

ALL THE TOP PUBLISHERS
AMERICAN ARTIST GROUP*

CRUSADE

CALIFORNIA ARTISTS*

FRAVESSI-

Friday, Nov. 25th

LAMONT’

BROWNIES’

Through

MANVILLE*

Sunday, Dec. 4th

NORCROSS

With

HALLMARK

EVANGELIST

RUSTCRAFT

* Exclusive with HUSTON-TUTTLE

BOB

— ALSO -

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF BOOKS

Non-Fiction

New Fiction

‘Christmas In Other Lands' Fair Theme

Children's Books

PROMPT ATTENTION TO SPECIAL ORDERS

CAMERAS - GIFTS • GAMES

HUSTON-TUTTLE CO.

408 Main Street

Rockland, Maine
141-lt

<VSt6*

Musician — Preacher
Soul-Winner

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND BANGOR

All the Maine Books

If

MANDERSON

OVERNIGHT IMPRINTING ON ALL STOCK CAROS

Further plans for the Lniversalist Church Fair "Christmas In Other Lands" which will be held
at the church Friday , Dec. 2. were made by the Spain and Mexico booth committee last Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Stuart Burgess, lit Summer Street. Gathered around the table on
which are articles to be sold in the booth, and the large travel posters w hich will be used as part at
tbe decorations, are from left to right, Mrs. Sherman Daniels. Mrs. Burgess, chairman of tbe booth,
Mrs. Rex Garrett, and Mrs. Charles Wotton. Mrs. Burgess is wearing a beautiful shawl and all
those who work ln the booth will bo dressed tn costumes of the countries the booth ropraarnta
Other committee members present at the meeting were Mrs. Dana Newman, Mrs. larold r—
Mrs. John MaLoon, Aba. Insery Howard, Mrs. Fred Ugertoll, and Mm- Cbeulee Kalletk.
notakv Marla Maya

Prior To His Conversion Bob Manderson
Starred In the Entertainment World.
Now One of America's Great Preachers.
•OTTUtHY-

EVERY NIGHT AT 7:30 P. M. and
SUNDAYS AT 10:45 A. M. and 7X10 P. M.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
BOCKLAN*

ue-iea

CLARK'S
BEVERAGES
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Seventeen Receive Baby
Sitting Course Awards
Miss Nora Seaver of Thomas
ton awarded 17 certificates to
girls from Rockland, Rockport
annd Union on Saturday at the
Medical Arts Building. The
awards signify that these girls
have completed the five-hour
course of Instruction under the
aegis ot Mrs Margaret Gutoske,

Rage Five

The Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Maine -

educational director at KCGH.
Special guests at the cere
mony were the girls’ mothers,
Geoffrey Torney, Administrator
of the hospital. Mrs. Lendon
Jackson, one ot the five volun
teer instructors, Mrs. Kennedy
Crane. Jr., 'rustee, and Mrs.
Wesley Wasgatt and Miss Nora

AIR STEP’S

Sophisticated

Walker

Seaver, members of the sponsor
ing group, Knox County Hospi
tal Auxiliary.
Mrs. Gutoske explained briefly
the course content to the par
ents, then asked the girls to re
peat the Baby Sitters' Oath.
Mrs. Wasgatt and Miss Seaver
served cider and doughnuts.
The next course for girls in
Knox County will begin early in
January. Any girl wishing to be
a member of this class should
contact Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
Jr., Glen Cove.
Any mother wishing the serv
ices of a girl who has completed
any one of the four courses may
call the Rockland Police Depart
ment where there is an up-todate list. At a future date it is
hoped to have lists in surround
ing towns.

Camden YMCA
Thanksgiving Day
The "Y" Bowling Lanes will
be open beginning at 3 p. m. on
Thanksgiving Day. Physical and
Gam' Room facilities will be
closed all day in observance oi
Thanksgiving.
The board and staff members
ot the Camden YMCA wish you
and yours a Happy Thanksgiving
Day.
Friday At The “Y”
Girl members—Gym. 12 to 1
p. m.; girls open swim, 1 to 2
p. m.: boys open swim 2 to 3
p. m.; boy members gym. 3 to
4:30 p. m.
The regular Physical Depart
ment schedule will prevail on
Saturday. The Game Room will
open at 9 a. m. and close at 5
p. m.

Read The Courier-Gazette

CAMDEN THEATRE
Nov. 24, Thanksgiving Day
EVENING^HOW^^iiiiJJi
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
NOV. 25-26-27

Sixty cellophane wrapped cookie bundles were made up by
the Mission Circle of the Warren Baptist Church to give to sick
and shut-ins during the Thanksgiving holiday . Members of the
Circle shown above are, from the left: Mrs. Avis Norwood,

We're thankful to our
A

many customers.

leather flat so soft and supple you can

Their

patronage makes pos

actually fold it in the palm of your hand...

sible our growth and our

so weightless you’ll hardly know you have it

ability to better serve.

on. if activity is your kind of living, Air

WALDOBORO—The honor roU
for Waldoboro High School's
first quarter showed two high
honor students who attained all
A grades. There were Sandra
Cook, a senior, and Joanne Cun
COLOR CENTER ningham. a freshman. Sandra
ROCM-MPS Pecos-rtiny Rdytrf
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
INTERIOR EXTERIOR
Elden Cook Oi Friendship and
WfVLPVtPtfl PAINTS ACCtSfWiS Joanne is the daughter of Mr.
♦83 MAIN SI JfttAgwrf LY 4-4Boa
| and Mrs. Ralph Cunningham of
'
I
Jefferson.

141-lt

Step is your kind of shoe.

$10.95 pr.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND

- MAINE
141-lt

esTimvres:

USED MOBILE HOMES

a®

Mrs. Elsie Teague. Mrs. Edna White, Mrs. Anita Messer, Mrs.
Ella Webel, Mrs. Doris Emerson. Mrs. Olive Boggs, and Mrs.
Grace Simmons.
Photo by Campbell

Jr., Randy Watklnson. Gordon
McRae, Charles McClure, Daniel
Oakes and Michael McNeil.
On Camp Site
Explorer Scouts who helped
out were Ernie Harrington, Mar
i In Southend
shall Merriam, Richard Benner
Boy Scout Troop 203 held a and Craig Beattie. A special
work bee at the Alfred Benner guest was Freddie Connors.
Those listed as obtaining B campsite off South Main Street
It takes about 18 gallons of
grades or better were:
Saturday under the direction of water to process one gallon of
Seniors—Arnold Benner, Carol Scoutmaster Jim Turner and
motor oil.
Bragg, Roger Brazier, Alice assistants Bill Goodwin and
Calderwood, Adele Hodgkins, Russ Connors. The site was
Metal used for bells is usually
Kendall Hoffses, Sandra Moore, cleaned up and platforms for
Carol Newbert, Judith Orff, tents built, following which a hot composed of four parts of copper
Barbara Winchenbach, Janet dog and marsnmallow roast was to one of tin.
Winchenbach, Laurie Winchen held.
The following awards
bach and Margo Wooster.
were given: Bruce Connors and
LYric 4-5141
Juniors—Linda Babb, Marilyn Robert Harrington, three year
Damon.
Lorraine Denamme, perfect attendance pins; Daniel
Barbara Sullivan and Nancy Sprowl, one year- perfect attend
Walter.
ance and service pins; George
Sophomores—Claudia Jameson, Thomas,
tenderfoot
badge;
NOW thru SATURDAY
John Lash, Bonnie Ralph. Dianne Henry Nare, a totem chip card.
THURS., 2:00-4:00-6:25-8:45
Simmons and Eva Simmons.
j Those attending were Ralph
FRI.-SAT., 2:00-6:30-8:35
Freshmen — Marie Carroll. ! Post. Fred Merriam, Linwood
[ Elizabeth
Oiusani,
Candace ■ Adams, John and Ernest Dugan.
j Kimball, Marianne Rackliff and I Reed McKinney, David Sprowl,
Nancy Vannah.
Robert Luce, Maurice Benner.
i
Seven who

High Honors Go To Two
At Waldoboro High In
First Ranking Period

Ag/A

MEM pitsMts
hi U1UII HtHfl hi

Thanksgiving Gifts For Warren Hl And Shut-Ins

A TUCKEV STUFFED
VJITH SAGE IS GOOD FOR
THEIUNER MAN-A SAGE
STUFFED WITH TURKEY IS
BETTER FOR THE INTELLECT

Troop 203 Works

KnoX

Scope
METHpCOtPf^

WWM'IUIHIIIII
Plus SHORT SUBJECT

141-lt

nmu
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
MAT. 2:00; EVE. 6:30-6:30

...John -.Stewart

Wayne‘Granger
..Ernie r
Kovacs-Fabian

iillitt

8 WIDES

Tree oil

FREE OIL

1959 Seaboard 30' x 8' 11 Bedroom

WAS

NOW

$2495.

$2295

Six Coastal Aiea 3770. The 30 recipients include
ORONO
students are among 160 mem students from all 16 Maine
bers of this year's freshman counties.
class at tlie University of Maine
Among freshmen w1k> hold
who have received scholarship j scholarships are the following:
awards, from funds totalling
Larry R. Griffin, Washington:
$68,350, Robert C. Worrick, di- Edwin C. Mitchell, Matliucus;
i rector of student aid, announced ' Ford N. Powell, Washington;
Tuesday.
' Mary E. Starrett, Friendship;
The average award from gen-| Judith M Sukeforth, Burketteral tunds, a total of 345,250, j ville; Nancy E. Young, Rockamounted to $348. From the new I port.
Experimental Scholarship Pro-1
gram funds, amounting to 323,100, there were 30 awards made
with the average amount of each ,

Very Good Condition. Light Green and Ivory

1957 Franklin 35' x 8' 2 Bedroom

2795.

2595

Coral ond Ivory Exterior Finish.
Extra Clean Inside and Out.

1956 Fairlane 36' x 8' 2 Bedroom

2895.

2695

Red and Ivory Exterior Finish. Like New Inside.

1957 Prairie Schooner 29' x 8' 1 Bedrm.
Green and Ivory.

1995.

1795

2895.

1795.
1595.

1295

1495.

1195

New Paint Outside. A Bargain.

1951 Elcar 27' x 8' 1 Bedroom
Looks Like a New One.

USED 10 WIDES
1958 Detroiter 50' Long x 107 Wide

$4550.

$3995

3595.

3295

Green and Ivory Exterior.
Sold for Over $6,000.00 New.

1958 Detroiter 35' x IO' 2 Bedroom
Light Green and Ivory.

1958 New Moon 45' x 107 2 Bedrom

3995.

3700

Yellow and Ivory Exterior Finish.
Wo hove in stock MEW 10 Wides up to SO’ Long and S' Wides up to 4V Long ready
for Immediate Delivery. Trailers are epen for Inspection from 7 A. M. to 9 P. M.

If you are out for a ride, Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, why not stop in and look
If you see one that you like just fill out a card that will be in each Trailer

with a phone number and we w?H get in touch with you Friday.

FOR 6 MONTHS

|

FOR PURCHASE OF ANY MOBILE HOME BETWEEN NOW ANO DECEMBER 1, 1960.
Ail You Hove Ta Do Is Have Your OR Barrel Filled, Bring Us in the Slip and We WiH Pay For It.

L

.
|

HAROLD C. RALPH CHEVROLET
TEL. TEmple 2-5321
141-142

A

ALASKA.

SmtMM
wtiitoBtsiiiis

JOHNNY
HORTON

with Miekoy Snaugtinusey

HENRY HATHAWAY

STARTS SUNDAY

*7* JOHN L£E MAHIN
MARTIN RACKIN' CLAUDE 61NV0N

MIGHTY CRUSADE’

141-lt

141-lt

By Commission

1952 General 29' x 8' 1 Bedroom

WALDOBORO, MAINE

NORTH TO

EUWALIACH

Patrol Started

1595

A Good Home for a Cheap Price. Green and Silver.

FREE OIL

%

Night Highway

1954 Elcar 27' x 8' 1 Bedroom

|

YUtBfflfNNfR

2695

Brown and Ivory. Like New Inside and Out.

around.

fought like
seven hundred!

NEWBERRY'S

Priced Right.

1957 Schulte 36' x 8' 1 Bedroom

Sal

Six Coastal Freshmen
At Maine Among 160 Who
Received Scholarships

AUGUSTA — The State High
way Commission announces that
its night patrol is now in opera
tion beginning its seventh seaton of keeping watch on the con
dition of abou* 1.700 miles of the
State’s most-ti aveled highways.
The SCHs night patrol will be
on the Job every night through
out the winter months ready to
call out plowing and sanding
crews if need- d. Patrolmen also
carry enough sand in their,
trucks to cover short, icy sec
tions in dang-rous locations.
During their tour of duty pa
trols contact their division
offices by radio at least once
each hour through the night re
porting weather and road con
ditions.
This information is
passed on by the division offices
to the SCH’s headquarters office
in Augusta every two hours.
Every day at 6 a. m. and 10 p.
m. a state-wide report is made
available by the Augusta office
to the Presque Isle. Ellsworth.
Bangor, Portland and Rumford
division offices.
A11 of this information, late re
ports on road conditions as well
as the state-wide report, is
available to news services and
the general public at the above
listed offices at any time of day
or night.
Information can also be ob
tained
from
the
Rockland
division office Mondays through
Fridays from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
at LYric 4-5075. During the
night hours and weekends, call
Augusta. Mayfair 3-4311. Exten
sion 485.
Suppose So?
It seems that
hurricane#
are getting worte,
but that may be because they!
carry glri'a naaee now.

... GIFT...

SATURDAY

WRAPPING

DOOR BUSTER!

• SPECIAL DESIGNS

3 BIG ROLLS
360 INCHES
Regular Price SI.00

57c

LADIES' BANLON

SWEATERS
• ALL COLORS
$2J7
• ALL SIZES

... XMAS ...

TREE LIGHTS
8 LIGHT INDOOR
SERIES SET
7 LIGHT (If One Goes Out

the Rest Stoy Lit)

• An Mual Gift for HER

VISIT OUR

TAVI ALIA

TOYLAND
THE LARGEST SELECTION

3/C
QW
<>C

vj.j-Yleujtovui

IN NEWBERRY HISTORY

• SHOP EARLY
• USE OUR LAY-AWAY
PLAN

ROCKLAND,

-

MAINE

e

fflgj

■eee ee.R
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Assist From Army South Waldoboro

SUmpson, Vice Grand. Mr*. Mil

CLASSIFIED ADventures!
___________ 1_____________________

Claulfled adveroaemeala la lUa aectioa hariag three
llaes er leu will be Inserted eace for *1. and three times fer
$2. Additional lines will be charged at 24 cents per line for
tbe first insertion and 1# cents per line for each additional
Insertion. Figure five short words per line in preparing
classified advertisements. Advertisements which call for
mailing to The Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser
will carry an additional charge of 50 cents.
Payment for classified advertising in advance of pub
lication is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons
having regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.

Shout It
From The

Classified

Columns
Of...
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
FOR SALE

SERVICES

WARREN
MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Tel. CRestwood 4-2038 home

dred Gammon, Mr*. Hazel Bow
ers and Mrs. Leda Martin will
serve on the refreshment commit

tee.
The White Oak 4-H Girl* Club
will meet at the White Oak
Grange Hall. Saturday, Nov. 26.
Mrs. Richard Parent and daugh at 2 o'clock.
ter Linda were in Augusta Sun The Button Club will meet Sat
day evening to attend a bridal urday, Nov. 26. at Pioneer Grange
shower honoring Miss Barbara Hall. East Union, with a noon
Parker at the home of her uncle, luncheon. Mrs. Ariel Leonard of
Union and Mrs. Elsie Wallace of
John Parker.
Miss Doris Hyler and Mrs. Warren will be the hostesses.
Edna Moore, with Mrs. Sadie There will be a surprise speaker.
Cunningham of Union, accom The Field and Garden Club
panied Mr. and Mrs. Almond met with Mrs. Albert White, Mon
Pierpont to Skowhegan. Monday day, and arranged cookie plates,
evening, where they attended the which were then presented to
Inspection of Auxiliary to Can shut-ins at several of the nurs
ing homes and to residents of the
ton Somerset.
town. About sixty of these at
Mrs. Robert Beattie, Grand tractive plates were given.
Esther, with Mrs. David White,
Billie Stred fell Sunday when
Worthy Matron of Ivy Chapter. getting out his father's car and
OES. and Mrs. Edna Parlin of sustained a broken collar bone.
Jefferson. District Deputy Grand | Dennis James, infant son of
Matron, attended Star Point Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Emery, is
Night with Hawthorn Chapter. a surgical patient at the Maine
Brunswick. Tuesday evening.
Medical Center. His condition is
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold satisfactory.
a regular meeting. Monday eve-, Mrs. Daisy Douty of Massachu
ning. Nov. 28. when Obligation setts is spending two weeks with
Night will be observed, under the her brother, George Leonard.
chairmanship of Mrs. Freda

TO LET

PORT CLYDE

The pictures on “Science in
UPSTAIRS 5 Room Apt. to let, Faith” shown at the Port Clyde
FIRE Extinguishers, Welding
HOLLIS BLASTOW. Carpenter- • auto,
hot
water
heat,
tile
bath,
Baptist Church last Friday, Nov.
Equipment and Supplies. MOR ing. Painting and Paperhanging.
RIS GORDON AND SON, Tel. Will go anywhere. TEL. FLeet nice view of Rockland Harbor at 18. were received with such en
15
South
Street
F.
L.
CARSLEY.
LYric 4-4500.
44-tf wood 4-6469.
140*143 15 PleasantStreet.
_ 141-tf thusiasm that more are to be
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors,
FIVE Room Apt.to let, all mod shown occasionally through De
BACK Hoe Service, all types of
Awnings and Siding for sale. digging. DONALD KENNISTON. ern Improvements. CALL LYric cember.
Photo by Campbell
KENNISTON BROS., Tel. Rock Tel. CRestwood 4-2686, Warren. 4-4359.
141-tf
land LYric 4-5424 or CRestwood
ST. GEORGE DECORATIONS — This attractive setting is In
140-142-S-tf
1955 FORD 4 Door Fairlane for North Haven
4-2686._______ _____________15-tf
the driveway of Ihe Russell A. Thomas home at St. George. Mrs.
sale, R&H. no rust. $550. Tel.
A hunters' breakfast was set Thomas modestly explained that il was just the result of a layman’s
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg ALTERATIONS by experienced VINALHAVEN 77-11.
141*143
efforts. She decorates her properly every year at this lime and
ular $19.95 for $6.95. NORTH seamstress. See MRS. WILBUR
THREE Room Furn. Heated for Thursday morning, the first to also has a sleigh on her front lawn during Christmas.
EASTLAND TRADING POST, ESANCY. 26 Spruce Street.
Apt. to let. all modern. Call at be held on North Haven. The
138-146
Thomaston.________________ 1-tf
100 UNION STREET, City.
North Haven Lions Club was the
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools
140-tf sponsor for the benefit of its
PIPE FOR SALE
MARTINSVILLE WALDOBORO
cleaned.
Prompt
24
hour
service.
Slack and galvanized. All sizes.
THREE Room Apt. to let, cont. Christmas party.
Low prices. BICKNELL MFG. THE FENDERSON SANITARY hot water, 1st floor TEL. LYric
MRS. RENA CROWELL
CO., Lime Street,___________ 1-tf SERVICE. Tel. Rockland LYric 4-5112 or 4-4941
140-142
Richard Routledge of Windy
Correspondent
Good photographs may be
4-8762 or Old Orchard WE 4-2051.
FURN.
Heated
and
Unheated
PIONEER Light Plants for sale,
129*141
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
taken of stars that are too small Nook. Martinsville, has returned
Apts,
to
let.
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
from 750 watt to 6500 watt, pow
! home after r. two weeks visit
for human eyes to see.
"All work guaranteed”
Tel. LYric 4-4505 or 4-9714. 134-tf
ered by Briggs and Stratton gaso Dial 2-3455
with his daughter, Mrs. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. George Buchanan
line engine. EMIL RIVERS, INC., BREWER UPHOLSTERING CO.
FURN. or Unfurn. Apts, to let
M. Wheeler, and her family at will be holiday and weekend
342 Park Street. Rockland. 110-tf
Adults. References. Inquire in LOST AND FOUND ! Massapequa, Long Island. N. Y.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
guests of her daughter and sonPick Up and Delivery Service person 11 JAMES STREET.
TESTED - GUARANTEED
A card will bring a man to your door
' John Holley has returned to in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Hapworth,
_________________________ 124-tf
USED APPLIANCES
LOST
with samples at no cost to you.
\ his home at Martinsville after a at South China.
TO RENT: Two room 2nd floor Eastern Star Pin marked Sea
Refrigerators, Electric Ranges, S. GRUNKO Bar Harbor Road
hunting trip with friends at
-las Ranges, Automatic Washers
Brewer, Maine office, newly renovated, steam side. No. 70, lost Friday night at
Hudson Eugley, Mrs. Irene
and Dryers, Wringer Washers.
131-143 heat. E. C. MORAN COMPANY, Warren. OES. Reward. MRS. Searsport last week.
Spear and Miss Marion Eugley
ALBERT E. MacPHAlL. INC.,
INC., 425 Main Street, Rockland, NEIL PEABODY. Camden, Tel.
were in Waterville, Sunday.
56-tf CEdar 6-2869.
449 Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. Cesspools and Septic Tanks Tel. LYric 4-4300
14O-lt Just A Year
Wesley Warren and Miss Etta
____________________
48-tf
FOUR
Room
Heated
Apt.
with
Cleaned, repaired and Installed.
Benner of Gardiner are visiting
(Continued From Page One*
LOAM, Driveway Gravel, Ce Automatic cleaning equipment. bath to let. Adults. Over CARR’S
ment Gravel, Mortar Sand and Free inspection and estimates. STORE 584 Main Street. 138-tf BOATS AND MOTORS his ever recovering. One said Mrs. Wilmot Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jellison
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to
Drainage Rock for sale. NEIL SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
that he had only one chance in
INBOARD Engines (9 h. p. I a hundred.
RUSSELL, Tel. LYric 4-5667.
owned and operated. Tel. Cam let. Hot and cold water, lights
of Bristol were callers at the
50-tf den CEdar 6-2687.
33-tf furnished. Inquire 25 McLoud Briggs and Stratton* for sale with
Oliver joined the Odd Fellows W. H. Crowell home. Tuesday.
Street. TEL. LYric 4-5170. 128-tf Lee-Bennett reverse gear. Espe over 72 years ago, in March of
Miss Faye Winchenbach of
APPl.ES and CIDER for sale.
LINOLEUM-RUG-TILE
cially
adaptable
for
small
boats.
FLORIDA
WENTWORTH FARMS. Hope, 6
SERVICE
EMIL RIVERS, INC., 342 Park 1888 ar.d has always been an Boston will spend Thanksgiving
Furnished
apartments
Cottages.
miles from Camden, Route 105.
16 Yean Experience
He is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Street. Rockland
110-tf i enthusiastic member.
__ _
___
__
110-tf Also Inside and Outside Painting George W. Carr, Box 688. Safety
i also a charter member of the Millard Winchenbach.
Harbor,
Fta.,
near
Clearwater
And Work of AU Kinds
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale, i
Mrs. Doris Prock, Mrs. Mary
| Rebekahs. A member of the
Beach and St. Petersburg.
WANTED
RALPH L. THOMPSON
bows, runners, lathes, cleats
Ghrun, Mrs. Julia Wotton and
135-154
1
Universalist
Church,
he
was
ANDREW CROWE & SONS. 63 15 Columbia Ave., Tel. LY 4-7026
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metal*. present at the dedication of the Samuel Winchenbach were in
92-tf 1 MODERN 4 Room Upstairs Apt.
Park Street.
138-tf!
with bath to let. Own entrance. Rags and Batteries. MORRIS recently abandoned edifice on Portland Tuesday.
HOTPOINT Range for sale.
TEL. LYric 4-5937,
132-tf GORDON and SON, Tel. LYri< Union Street in 1875 and had at A surprise Birthday party was
$25, good cond. Call after 3
ROOMS to let by day or week. 1-4500, Leland Street. Rockland tended services in the church given Mrs. Ethel Reed at the
<«-«
p. m. WALTER C LADD. 5
BRUNSWICK ROOMING HOUSE,
preceding that one. He broke home of Kervin Dej’more, Sun
Walker Place, LYric 4-7267
204 South Main Street. _
132-tf
MAN
wanted
for
steady
employ
 ground last spring for the new day evening. Those attending
140-142
FURN. 7 Room House to let at ment on poultry farm. RICHARD 1 Universalist Church on Broad- were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merry
37 Willow Street. City., oil heat. B. YOUNG. West Meadow Road, ! way and attended the opening and daughter Jane of Wiscasset,
1956 LIBERTY House Trailer
r*
------------'
for sale. 36x8’, $1800. Contact
CALL Waterville TRinity 3-3206. Rockland.______________ 140* 142
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Reed and
services there.
_________ ________ ____ 133-tf
A. DODGE. Lakeview Trailer'
WANTED to buy or sell old
daughter Beverly of Bath, and
Oliver
’
s
wife,
to
whom
he
had
Court. Rockville.
140-142
THREE Room Apt to let. U. .S Coins. Call LESLIE PORT
steam heated, modem, furnished. ER, Camden CEdar 6-4055 after been wed for 70 years, died last i Mr. and Mrs. Eldred Soule and
FOR SALE
Centrally located. TEL. LYric 5 p. m. Member of Maine Num- year. He had as a companion sons. Brian and Barry, and
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
Registered Cocker Spaniel Pups.
136-tf ismatlc Association.
132-M during his celebration Tuesday I daughters. Betty and Terry. De
Chesapeake Bays. Collie and "Prescriptions o Specialty" 4-5128. __ _________
FURN. Apt. to let. heated, cen MAN wanted to work on poultry another retirea mailman. Frank licious refreshments were served.
Shepherd. Pointers and Labrador
ROCKLAND tral location, accommodate 1 or 2 farm. Apply in person. L. B. Tibbetts, a relative youngster of Mrs. Reed received many lovely
Retrievers, Chow, Beagle Pups S7S MAIN ST.
CALL LYric 4-8881
adults. References. TEL. LYric ROKES. Cobb Road, Camden
gifts.
and 1 Trained 2 Year Beagle.;
80.
6-Th-ti 4-4937.
136-tf
1 week to 3 months old. Go now
134-tf
or at Xmas. $10 to $35. REED'S
THREE Room Furn. Apt. to let., WANTED: Psychiatric Aides
newly decorated. $10 weekly imales and females'. 2 years of
COCKER KENNELS 61 Pearl
MRS. ALVAH SMITH. 35 Wads- high school. $59.00 for a 44 hour
St., Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-3093
REAL ESTATE
139-tf
worth Street, Thomaston. 137-tf week: Domestic Workers (fe
TO LET at 85 Union. Modern, males1. $48.00 for a 44 hour week;
BANTAMS for sale or will <
oil heated, unfurn., 4 room apt. i Food Service Workers (females',
swap for old TV Set. TEL. LYric
bath. TEL LYric 4-8029. $44.00 for a 44 hour week. Good
4-7411
____
140-142
Cousens' Realty j ■ with
_ ______________________ 137-tf! health and satisfactory refer
1958 DeSOTO with cutover ma
SINGLE House for rent, 76 ences prerequisites. Paid vaca
rine clutch for sale, spare parts.
Business Opportunities
Street, $75 per month. tion. sick leave, legal holidays,
J. NYSTROM. Spruce Head, Tel. ’ Cottages, Lots and Dwellings ! Rankin
PHONE LYric 4-5709.
138-tf excellent retirement system, and
LYric 4-7596 after 5 p. m.
SUNNY First Floor Apt. to let. group life insurance. APPLY:
38 Union Street
________________
mi * 143:
Four rooms, bath, garage, fine Personnel Office. Pineland Hos
OIL End Heater for sale; also.
pital and Training Ceuter. Box
TEL LYric 4-5160
location. TEL LYric 4-5450.
Westinghouse elec, range. TEL.
141-143
140*142 C. Pownal. Maine.
DAY OR NIGHT
FLeetwood 4-6210.
141-lJ >
SINGLE Garage at 82 Sum MIDDLE-AGED Woman wants
»
120-tf
KALLOCH'S FUEL SERVICE*
STORM POORS. We have a
mer Street to let. CALL LYric housework or baby sitting. TEL.
complete stock of storm doors, I --- —--- —---- -- ------ —------ 4-4713._________ ________ 139-141 j LYric 4-4621.___________ 141-143
THOMASTON - For Sale or
our combination screen and storm
Rockland, Me.
TYPING and bookeeping posi
738 Main St.
LYric 4-5595
IN Camden. 6 room house with
doors can be used the year Rent, two bedroom home at 37 bath to let, oil and gas kitchen tion wanted, full or part time.
129-Th-tf
Enn
St.,
completely
renovated.
through, and are both useful and
_141-142
136-tf range, gas hot water heater. 5 j TEL LYric 4-4164.
ornamental. Come to our Cam CALL FLeetwood 4-6322.
min. walk to Camden Village.
WANTED: Alterations and sew
den or Rockland store and we'll
TEL. CEdar 6-2646 after 4 p. m.l ing. Call MRS KEITH HARPER.
FOR SALE IN ROCKLAND
prove IT'S A BETTER BUY
139141
|
LYric 4-7005 before 11 or after 6.
No. 1. 5 room house, full bath,
NOVEMBER ONLY
FROM SUTTON SUPPLY. '16' consisting of kitchen, dining ar.d
_____________ 137-tf
LARGE 3 Room Downstairs I
' 1956 RITZ-CRAFT Trailer for living room. 2 bedrooms. $5,090 Apt. to let, $25 a month. TEL.
SITUATION wanted. 24 year
sale. 39x8', one double bed. 2
No. 2. 2 family house, full FLeetwood 4-6447.
140-142 old ex-service man desires em
bunks, furn . in good cond. TEL. baths, garage. Rockland, $5,200.
SIX Room Unfurn. House at ployment. extensive experience in
LYric 4-5948.
141*143
Either of these are immediate South End. Rockland, to let. electronics, would qualify as
possession.
Available immediately
TEL. maintenance man or technician.
, If you want more expensive TEmple 2-9218 between 5 and 7 ' WILLIAM SEAVEY. JR . contact
1 property, have listed for sale p m.
139*144
149-142 j LYric 4-7542 or 4-43.54.
small and large homes any size
HEATED. FURN . 3 Room Apt ’ LAUNDRY wanted to do at
you may need.
to let. Adults only, no pets. In-' home. CALL LYric 44713.
Thanks for reading.
139-141
quire at 8 SUMMER ST
140-tf I
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
THREE or 4 Room Upstairs' “AVON Gifts are divine and sol
FOR ONLY
Tel. LYric 4-7173
Plus . . .
Apt. to let. suitable for couple economical'' say thousands of |
163 Main Street
with one child. Available Dec. 1. satisfied customers throughout j
Rockland. Maine
10 POUNDS SUPER
139-141 14 Union St.. Camden. CALL (he country. As an AVON Rep-1
CEdar 6-3286, late afternoon or I resentative you can realize fine
CONCENTRATED
early evening.
149-142 earnings by SHOWING the Christ-1
FOR BATH IRON WORKS
DETERGENT EMPLOYEES ONLY
THREE Room Funt. Apt. to mas Gilt Catalog. Let us show it I
YOU . . . just . . . write MRS.‘
Recommended Best
TOP AND SAVE j BATH MAINE - We have just let. full bath. cont. hot water to
a 7 room house with full Adults only. TEL. LYric 4-4536. MARGARET GARDNER RFD 1.!
erving HOT DOGS ' listed
For Your KENMORE
Thomaston,
or
Tel
LYric
4
S26S.
cellar, hot water heat oil fired,
149-tf'
Here's What
_____________
110-1421
139-141 a new 50 gallon electric hot wa
WOMAN u anted to help with I
ter heater. First floor has a
children and housework in Wash- j
large living room. den. dining
You Get I
FOR RENT
ington. D C, winters, and in I
room, spacious semi - modern
Maine
summers.
Transportation
'
kitchen wired for 229. and a full
Holl - Banquet Facilities
MISCELLANEOUS bath
10 POINT SERVICE CHECK to Washington paid. Write to
with tub ar.d shower Sec
SENATOR EDMUND S MUSKIE.
ond floor has 3 bedrooms with
K.
of
C. BUILDING
1. Check and Adjust Belt and Main Motor.
WELL! WELL! WELL!
Waterville Office. Waterville. Me.
plenty of closet space. A new
2. Check Gear Case and Oil Level.
If It is water you need, write 16x22 garagp-workshop with con
12 Water Street. Rorkland
141 143!
3. Oil and I.uhriratc All Mechanical Parts.
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill crete floor. This ho'ise overlooks
Ideal Fari lilies for Meetings,
ing Contractor, P O. Box 135, the Kcr.r.eber River. Ar. idea!
4. Check and Lubricate Pumps.
Dances
and
Banquets
with
Camden. Tel. CEdar 6 2768. In location for a family The prop
5. Check and Set Timer.
Your Own or Our Caterer
RUBBISH REMOVAL
stallment plan also available, no erty is unoccupied ar.d ready for
6. Check and Test Complete Electrical System.
Call —
and LIGHT TRUCKING
down payment necessary. Mem new owner to move in. The
7. Clean All Filter Screens and Replace Hose Washers.
JOHN AZIZ
LY 4-5131
ber of New England and National owner now lives in Rockland and
ANTHONY CEVASCO 4-7119
CARL JOHNSON
Associations
72-tf can fill you in on further details.
K. Check and Tighten All Hose Connections.
AI, PLOl'RD
4-7944
PHONE LYric 4-8761
9. Clean Snubber and Adjust Snubber Pressure.
This is very reasonably priced at
WILL GO ANYWHERE
136 137&I39-142
129-141
19. Complete Water Test On All Cycles.
For inside or outside painting, $9,009 FHA or GI financing.
COUSEN S REALTY
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
James S. Cousens
BRIDGES JR The best of work
38 Union Street
If You Want the Best — See
fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland
TELEPHONE LY 4-4451
Rockland. Maine
LYric 4-7295
47-tf
CHARLES E. BICKNELL II, Realtor
Tel. LYric 1-5160
TAXIDERMIST
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
141-lt
Have your Deer H> ad mounted
REAL ESTATE - APPRAISING - INSURANCE
Satisfaction guaranteed. HENRY
285
MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
191 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
LYric 4-5709
The average watch ticks five
DIETZ Tel. CEdar 6-3249 after
119-tf
Write for Brochure of Coastal and Inland Properties
139-141
6 J>. m.
133-tf . times per second.

CROSS
PHARMACY

TOYS
Qn sale at
YORKIES

S

Suds’n Service
Bonus Special!
888

by SEARS

(Continued from Page Ovel
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenharbor with ‘ts load hanging be were Thanksgiving Day guests
neath. The course to Two Bush of Guy Vanduin and sister, Mrs.
carried the aircraft over Coop Hope Branch.
er's Beach, Just east of the air Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
port, over Land** End, Ash bach left Friday for Smyrna
Point, and down the Mussel Beach for the winter.
Mrs. Clyde Campbell and Mrs.
Ridge channel west of Dix and
Wilson Smalley were in Gardi
Hewett's Islands.
The largest loads, gasoline ner, Sunday, calling on Mrs.
motors to drive generators, Eben Buker.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown
weighed about 1200 pounds,
more than hall a ton. On some of Bath were guests Sunday of
of the trips, the load would Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
swing beneath the bird fore and bach.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Winchenaft giving the flight an odd
bach have returned to Ohio
lurch.
where Mr. Winchenbach will enThe lighthouse and residence
ter the hospital there for medical
on Two Bush are located on the
treatment.
southern end of the 200-yard long
Mrs. Addie Wotton of Dutch
Island. Grass covers most of
Neck was a recent caller of Mrs.
the rest. The 'copter deposited
Fred Genthner.
its loads gently on the grass be
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Delano
side the house. The lighthouse
were in Gardiner Sunday calling
is being manned by Joseph
on Mrs. Eben Buker.
Fatula and Leonard Laird. Extra
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
men were flown from the Moor
bach were Saturday dinner guests
ing to aid in unhooking and mov
of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Blanch
ing the heavy equipment.
ard of the village.
Ensign Chester explained that
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis of
Coast Guard officials decided it Camden were Sunday callers of
was safer and possibly more Alvin Wallace.
economical to obtain the serv
Recent callers of Mr. and Mrs.
ices of an Army helicopter to A. J. Genthper were Mr. and
move the equipment because the Mrs. Ervin Condon and Mrs.
island does not have facilities Esther Genthner of Thomaston.
for a boat capable of carrying Mr. and Mrs. Mark Holt and chilthe load to dock. It would have dren of Portland, and Mr. and
meant lightering the equipment j Mrs. Edward Genthner.
to the ledges and dragging it up
to the lighthouse.
The reason for the switch from Tenants Harbor
D.C. to A.C. is one of economics.
The Coast Guard has found it in Mrs. Verita Hyvarinen of Ten
creasingly more expensive to ants Harbor is a patient at Knox
purchase electrical equipment Hospital.
wired for direct current. Be
cause A.C. is the civilian stand
E. G.
)
ard, A.C. wired devices are less
expensive. This applies not only
Winchenbaugh )
to lighting, radio, and fog bell
devices but also to equipment
NEW AND USED CARS )
for the men's quarters such as
washing machines, etc.
TEL. LY 4-5979
j
179 SOUTH MAIN STREET /
Ensign Chester presented a
somewhat incongruous appear
ROCKLAND
1 ,
56-Th-tf / J
ance for the job. Chief Warrant
_—
— — —* .
Officer Walsh loaned him a
flight suit. So the ensign was
decked out with a white Coast
Guard officer's hat, white shirt,
black tie, olive flight suit with
the ensignia of the 93rd Trans
portation Company on it, a bit j
of black trouser showing below
and of course black shoes.
The H-21 'copter is a powerful
craft with two long rotors. Its
Gas Installation
primary function is a troop car
And
rier and is equipped with seats I
and safety belts along each
Service
side. It has a personnel door
near the cockpit and a larger
CALL
door at the rear on the opposite
side. Some of the cargo was
A. C. McLOON
stowed inside.
Chief Bos'n Mate Archie W.
& CO.
McLaughlin, officer in charge of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the mooring, noted that Tues
TEL. LY 4-5511
day's equipment move was the'
45-Th-tt
easiest, and safest of its type in
his experience.

Payson Elecred
(Continued from Page Onei
Incentive Program in these
counties as set up by the United
States Department of Agricul
ture.
Lincoln County community
committeemen elected to con
tact farmers in January and
February to sign up for the ACP
ProgTam are: Charles Cross.
Cedar Grove; Daniel E. Ames.
Wiscasset: John Campbell. Jef
ferson; Floyd Edmonds. North
Whitefield;
Walter
Madden,
North Whitefield; J. Malcolm
Barter, Waldoboro;
Ralph
Keene, Damariscotta; William
S. Bryant. Jr., Damariscotta
Mills; Howard W. Sproul, Win
slow’s Mills' and Leroy E.
Brown, RFD, Waldoboro.
The local ASC Office is located
in Room 1 of the Rockland Post
Office Building on the second
floor. Mrs. Joan L. Powell of
Rockland is the office manager
with office hours from 8 a. m.
to 12 noon and 1 p. m. to 5 p.
m. Monday through Friday.
Persons interested in lime,
fertilizer.
permanent
type
practices such as farm pond,
drainage, waterways, woodland
Improvement, etc., should con
tact their local committeemen
or the county office for further
information.

St. George
Mrs. Norman Vance, the for
mer Mrs. Lelia Armstrong of
Tenants Harbor, will leave with
her husband during the Thanks
giving holidays for Ontario, Can
ada. his home. The Vances
were married recently. Mrs.
Doris Hatch of Martinsville has
replaced Mrs. Vance as third
grade teacher at the St. George
Elementary School at Tenants
Harbor.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
from U. S. GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS DEPOTS, by mail
for yourself or for resale.
Cameras, binoculars, cars,
jeeps, trucks, boats, hard
ware. office machines and
equipment, tents, tools and
lens-of-thousands of other
items at a fraction of their
original cost. Many items
brand new. For list of hun
dreds of U. S. Government
Surplus Depots, located in
every State and overseas with
pamphlet "How Government
Can Ship Direct To You,” plus
procedures, HOW TO BUY
and how to get FREE SUR
PLUS, mail $2.00 to SURPLUS
SALES INFORMATION SER
VICES, P. O. Box No. 1818.
Washington 5, D. C.
tll-Th-147

LITTLE’S

EGG-O-MAT
FARM FRESH

EGGS
24 HOURS SELF-SERVICE

CANDLED - CARTONED
REFRIGERATED

Medium - - 60c
Large------ - 65c
Ex. Large - - 70c
Jumbo--- - 75c
360 Broadway

Rockland
123-Th-tf

IN QUALITY

RPORMANCI

Thousands of palm trees arc
be ing planted in Uruguay to pro
tect level, fertile soil from wind
erosion.

rHE WORLD’S FINEST

Maritime Oil Co.
04 PARK ST.
TEL. LY 4-4497
ROCKLAND. MAINE
to-EOT
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Santa
Says

Get This Christmas Wrapped

Up Early...........By Shopping
In Your Home Town Now....

• SELECTION
• VALUES

• CONVENIENCES
• SERVICE
• EXCHANGES

4
You Have Them All When You

Shop In Your Home Town ....

GIFT-SHOP WIDER
,z

SELECTIONS IN THE PAGES
AHEAD IN TODAY'S COURIER

GAZETTE

« -•
t

•
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sure and include baby in your
plans by cutting out a few party
from oilcloth scraps. Rolled
cotton binding can be stitched
on. to give strings with which
tie them.
If your children receive lots
of
small
toys . . . crayons,
blocks, little dolls, at Christmas,
take a few ef those suitcaseThe lights and decorations
Rockland's holiday lights will
size pocketbooks that are too
be turned on for the season Fri were put in place Sunday and
tested so that all is in readiness
soiled or battered for your use
day evening
However Christ for the official lighting on Fri
and cut oilcloth to fit the out
mas shopping hours in the stores day. According to the Chamber
side. Stitch the cover firmly
will not go into effect until Sat of Commerce, no special activity
in place and you have a bright,
strong, personalized carry-all for
urday. Dec. 3 when they will be other than simply turning on the
each little one.
open until 9 o'clock for the first lights, is planned to signal the
Pencil cases, appliances, and
time. They will be open on opening of the Christmas season
shoebags. may be covered in oil
Fridays and Saturdays until 9 here.
cloth. The shoebag may be sus
for the foliow.rg two weekends,
The schedule of mails for the
pended from a single wooden
after which they will be open holiday season has not been an
hanger ... no carpentry in
nightly until 9 starting on Dec. nounced as yet but is expected
volved.
19, until Dec. 24 on which date to be similiar to times in pre
they will close at 5.
vious years.
If you have an old dumpy
looking folding screen, the kind
English, 10 points for originality
that would make a priceless
Essay Contest
and 10 points for neatness.
The Christmas holidays will mas color theme.
room divider, cover with a deliMembers of the Award Com soon be here and many people
Shiny stockings cut and sewn 1 Cate scroll pattern or antique
Awards Made At mittee
are: Joy Merriam, chair
have their Christmas shopping f,<)m ollcl°th" ,ma? bang from \ figured oilcloth. By doing this,
man: James Brannan. Linda Diyour mantle, front doors may i you can treat yourself to a
South School
covere{j W;tj, oilcloth, adding! valuable piec of house equipmetri. and Margaret Mayberry. all done. Decorations for the
home are already being planned wreaths and ribbons. The out-1 ment.
A Student Council Award Com
mittee at South School recently
lawn lamp base may
picture frames and bulletin
Most varieties of fish have a and those who are artistically
awarded a school letter to three small stone located in a sac in inclined are making their own. wrapped with it ar.d a large oil- boards may be coveredwith oilstudents winning an essay contest their head, likely to help main Here are a few ways in which clolh bow tjc,; at thebase of > doth
Edging is popular,
too,
which was centered around "Vet tain balance
you can brighten your holidays the lamp
for framing wal]
wip.
erans' Day - Yesterday and To
in a hun-y with oilcloth which is patterns for stuffed animals dows or doors.
day
The winners were Fred
cut from tllis material. in delightful colors and patThe Gaff ca'fish lays the larg easy to clean and economical. cap
erick Bartlett, sixth grade; Nel est eggs known to the fish I A tree-apron may be cut from Blue and white gingham or a terns, oilcloth provides holiday
son Crockett, fourth grade; and world—and they are incubated sparkling white oilcloth and polka-dot print may be used for fUn at everyday cost.
Donna Curtis, sixth grade.
placed under the tree to protect these, and pliable oilcloth is
-----------------in the mouth of Daddy.
your carpet from falling pine very easy to sew and easy to
Archeologists have unearthed
The essays were corrected by
! vats in which caviar was pre
Oysters generally .change sex 1 needles, artificial snow, and keep clean.
interested parents of the school
Wastebaskets throughout the pared more than 2,000 years
and graded them by allowing 20 each 2 or 3 months of their: broken glass tree ornaments.
! This type of apron may be wiped house . . . and kitchen canis-, ago.
points for content. 10 points for life.
clean with a damp cloth, and ters.......... will look like new.
-----------------more
, provides a glamorous setting for with fresh oilcloth wrappers.
It seems that the
an under-the-tree Christmas VilThe children may help you by mediums of communication we
lage.
making oilcloth place mats and develop, the less we have to
Many of us use make-shift coasters, and to add to the fun communicate.
buffet tables for parties, or use encourage them to design new 1
-----------------2UT RAT€ COSmeTIC
the dining-room table with all shapes, first or paper, then tracOpportunity knocks only once.:
extensions open, and have no ing them on oilcloth for cutting, but temptation leans on the
tablecloth to fit, A beautiful
Attractive scrappbook, photo- doorbell.
Xmas Suggestions
cloth may be made in minutes \ graph album and cookbook cov-1
-----------------with oilcloth, and will last ers may be made of oilcloth and
The largest recorded hailstone
Quality Always First — Prices Always Less
through many, many Christmas will last almost forever. Aprons fell near Potter, Nebraska, July
parties. Delightful red, w'hlte to match the Kitchen decor may 6, 1928—it weighed 24 ounces,
FOR THE MEN
FOR THE LADIES
and green patterns may be be made and will wipe clean was five inches ln diameter, and
chosen, to carry out the Christ- 1 with no washing or ironing. Be 17 inches around.
EVE 'N PARIS
"OLD SPICE"

Holiday Shopping Season
To Open In Rockland
With Lights On Friday

Brightening Your Holiday

VP THEY GO! — The Rockland Fire Department with the assistance of the Central Maine
crew worked all day Sunday stringing up lights and placing wreaths and decorations the full length of
Main Street. Four volunteers joined the workmen who were hired by the merchants' committee of
the Chamber of Commerce, to complete the twelve hour job. The lights will be turned on Friday
night said officials of the committee.
Photo by Campbell

Owls Head Central School

CAKKULL

COLOGNE 'N TALC SETS
>1.00

LOTION AND TALC SET
>1.00

Other Sets to $10.00

Other Sets to $8.50

"TABU" BY DANA

"KING'S MEN"
Lotion, Talc, Cologne Set

SPRAY COLOGNE and

>1.50

OUSTING POWDER

>5.oo

SELF SERVICE SHOE STORE
397 MAIN STREET

Other Sets to $7.50

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. LYric 4-8626

Other Items from $2.50

"LENTHERIC" SETS
3 Colognes including
Tweed • Miracle - Shanghai
Only >1.00
Other Sets to $5.00

NEW BY MAX FACTOR
Hypnotique or Primitif
Spray Colognes

>2.oo

IMPORTED BRIAR PIPES
97c

Skates, Shoes, Slippers, Boots, Pats and Overshoes

Others Including —
Kaywoodie, Yellow Bowl

For The Entire Family At Unbelieable Savings!

Up to $7.95

SHAVING BRUSHES
BRISTLE or

BADGER

LAY ■ A - WAY

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
97c

MEN'S LEATHER

PLAN

TOBACCO POUCHES

50c up
FITTED or UNFITTED

SLIPPERS
GIFT-PRICED AT

sj.oo

$1.00

TRAVEL CASES

EMPTY OR FITTED

Sheepskin Lined!

up

Sets up to $6.00
S. S. PIERCE
1 Lb. Dusting Powder
>1.00

up

>1.50

$0-99

COSMETIC CASES
>1.00

up

DOROTHY GRAY
Cologne 'n' Hand Lotion
>1.00
Other Sets to $5.00

WEEKLY

DOWN

BEAN BAG ASH TRAYS

3 Colors —

USE OUR CONVENIENT PLAN

FOR CHRISTMAS BUYING

BILLFOLDS

COMB 'N' BRUSH SETS
>1.00 to >4.50

$4-99

Boys' Sizes 3-6

$4.49

LADIES' FUR TRIMMED

Initials In Gold “FREE"
SALE

Wait

"MEM" FOR MEN
Lotion - Cologne * Deod.

Soft Capeskin leather

PRICE

-••A > "

$6.99

>1.00
Other Sets to $3.00

i"

SLIPPERS
$2"
COLORS:

TIMEX'

Reg. $7.95

White, Pastel Blue,

Wrist Watches

Sizes 5 to 9

SLALOM....

in style

in fashion

FASHION HONEYS -

Turquoise,

WEAR t I FFS I P OR DOWN

COLOGNES $3.50 $15.00
PERFUMES $5.00 - $20.00

SCHUSS....

for Snow Bunnies

BLACK, RED, GRAY

"CHANEL"

Sizes

SAME STYLE - RED ONLY

4 to 9

Pink, Navy
and Red

MISSES - Sizes 9 to 3

Sets of

MANY OTHER STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM AT

Spray Col., Spray Perfume

SI 0.00

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Promise Her Anything—

$6.95
Others to SI6.95

SET OF COLOGNE,

CIGARETTES - CIGARS

PERFUME - ATOMIZER
>«.00

1 POUND TOBACCO

Set of "MY SIN" - S5.50

PRICES

First Quality — Cushion Innersole

"FABERGE"

Boys' 3-6,

Val.

6.95

Rubber OVERSHOES

CHOCOLATES

( uphnard.

in a dozen popular colors . . .
with contrasting hood lining
All sizes.

$9.95 to $15.95
stretch-ability in

Wonderful
(he 3O'» wool. 5fl'<
Nylon Stretch

liclanca

SKI PANTS

PDI ND - 1 I’OI Ml
2 POIND BOXES

Candy

Classic All NYLON

PARKAS

FUR CUFF - WARM LINED

Black, White, Red
WOMEN'S 4 to 9

Youths' 11-2

LOWEST POSSIBLE

$1.99

WOMEN’S — GIRLS’ — CHILDREN’S

RUBBERS PACS

Give Her —

COLOGNE 'N' TALC
>2.50

Shearling Lambskin Lined
Without Hard Sole. Sizes 7-12

MANY OTHER STYLES AT $1.99 and $2.99

Leather Boots

Others Priced to $12.50

"ARPEGE"

MEN'S MOCCASIN SLIPPER

FUR CUFF
$1.98

THE FINEST

VALUE $5.00

39c

ALL LEATHER

While I

SPECIAL

GIR

>1.00 to >5.50

Grades 1 and 2—Mrs. Carr
Sharon Benner is home from
Room helpers this month are Knox Hospital and making good
Ricky Ilvonen, Debby Black. progress after an accident.
The children enjoyed the story
Michael Kirk, Steven Bray.
of “John Billington, Friend of
Barney Tims and Lucy Dyer.
Ann Mathieson brought a hor Squantc" by Clyde Bulla. They
net’s nest for our science class have asked the teacher for a
and Richard Jewett brought a second reading.
Our “Thinksgiving Booklets,”
bird's nest.
We made $9 30 from our candy correlated with language and
are almost completed.
sale and have purchased some , writing,
„
„
.
new games and puzzles to use on Grade8_3
4-M‘S’ BartleM
The Third and Fourth grades
rainy day recesses.
Children receiving 10(1 in arith- j at Owls Head Central School are
metic this week are David Ross, currently very interested In
Gary Sale. Rocky Stenger, studying about "Our Pilgrim
Barney Tims. Michael Kirk and Pa‘bers” We have assembled
j Steven Bray
i a piIgnm village complete with
We wish to thank the Improve-; cabias' inhabitants, stores and
ment League for giving us supplies. We have also premoney to use for our room. The ! Pared a shol t pla>’ ln
form
! teacher bought some ditto books I abollt lhese people.
We have invited the other
in leading and arithmetic. We
enjoy the work and like doing Third grade and the Second
grade to watch the play.
them.
Rosanne Lank brought some Grades 4 and 5—Mrs. Whitten
records for us to hear.
J Posters were made during
Lucy Dyer, Barney Tims and American Book Week and chilDebby Blake brought books to dren in both grades brought
read to the class.
j books from home for our library
During American Education table.
Both grades enjoyed
Week, 15 mothers visited our [ reading and sharing each others
room.
' books.
Grades One and Two will have
The boys and girls in grade
their work on display at the Im- four are working on charts that
provement League meeting in show how we use the air around
December. We hope many of us. I have noticed that most of
the parents will visit us.
the boys have included skindivGrades 2 and 3—Mrs. Thurston
ers. with all the various equipGeorge Wood, David Kvorjak ment. on their charts,
and Waldron Upham have NoEdward Upham celebrated his
vember birthdays.
tenth birthday last week. The
Susan Wiley brought a sur- children in Grade Five made
prise recess treat to her class- cards and presented them to
mates.
Edward.
Miss Bartlett invited us to her
Both grades are enjoying the
room on Friday afternoon to centerpiece that Bobby Harvey
hear individual and a group made. We placed it on our
recitation on "The Pilgrim library table. Bobby used spruce
Story.”
(Continued on Page Nine'

MEN’S 7-12
VALVE

$6-99

*7.95

MISSES' 13 to 3
Red

Schrafft's

Other Sets to $5.50
Colognes from $1.50

Daagett’s

CHILDREN'S TOILETRIES
25c up

SAFLITE JR. LANTERNS
39c

60c up

MEN’S 12

OPEN EVERY NIGHT FROM DEC. 9
TIL XMAS

INSULATED

2
5

PACS

5

FILL

I
SIZES t> to

Also Open Dec. 3 Til 9 P. M.

12

VALVE $12.95

141-lt

!

INCH

FRONT LAVE

$10.95

$4-49
CHILD'S 9-12
Brown

$3-99
141-lt

Fabric produced in Austria
exclusively for Franconia.
All sizes.

In gabardine

$22.95
$12.95

Savitt's Inc.
369 Main St.

Rockland
141-lt

have made drawings showing
rice from the time the field was
plowed until the crop was
brought to the finished product.
We have decided to buy books
for our room with our class
money.
The first scheduled basketball
game is to be Nov. 30 with
Thomaston.
Girls chosen as cheerleaders
from Grade Seven are Judy
Guptill, Nancy Sellers. Jill Far
rell, Betty Bird and Mary
Moore.
Grade 8—Mr. Cantara
Physical Science Projects have
been made picturing phases of
Space Science. Salt, flour and
water projects lead the designs.
Basketball practice has be
gun and everyone on the team is
determined to win.
The Spellhounds have won the
spelling contest.

Sandra Elliott has been elect
ed captain of the cheerleaders.
Cheerleaders from grade eight
are Sandra Elliott, Gloria Mc
Clure. Sharon Spinney. Sada
Lindsey and Donna Bowness.
Basketball players from grade
eight are Scott Willett, Thomas
Painter. Robert Tinker. George
Ross, Paul Kvcrjak, Alton Hoop
er. Jeffrey Fales, James Mathieson and Robert Robbins.

About 700 place-names have
been given to parts of the moon
by astronomeis.

Look To The
Courier-Gazette

For Fine Printing

Perfect Fragrance Gift!

Toothpick Christmas Tree
For you who enjoy making
your
Christmas decorations,
here is a Chnstmas tree that is
as easy to make as sticking pins
Into a pin cushion. The best
||art of this table-top tree is its
permanence—no needles falling,
no sap dripping on your clothes,
carpets, or linens. The tree is
made of toothpicks, and every
member of the family can pitch
in, adding creative ideas to the
fairy-like little tree. It is easy
to make arid r.o special skill is
required.
For this you will need:
8 boxes round toothpicks
16 one-inch styrofoam balls
Or.e can of snnw spray
Miniature tree ornaments.
Have the children stick as
many toothpicks as possible into
each styrofoam ball, pin-cushion

style. Then arrange seven tooth
pick balls in a circle to form
the base. On top of the base
add a circle of five balls, then
three. Finally, just one. There
is no need to limit the tree, larg
er (or more) styrofoam balls
will make a bigger tree.
Spray the tree thoroughly with
snow spray for a winter wonder
land touch. Everyone can chip
in to deck the boughs with col
ored ornaments. This master
piece may be placed on a mirror
to double the fairyland effect of
its tapering ••needles."
These lovely trees may grace
your dinner, bufffet or cocktail
table, or may be placed on the
mantlepiece. This striking holi
day centerpiece is bound to
draw compliments from every
one who sees it.

Owls Head School

map of the first crusade.
We have an interesting bulle
tin board picturing the Four
Freedoms.
Pamela Michael brought an
excellent microscope which we
enjoyed very much. One thing
especially interesting was a
magnified look at the tiny in
sects which have been eating
one of the plants in the room.
The unit w? are on in science
is the Solar System. Several of
the members of the class have
made a model of the solar sys
tem. The others are doing re
ports on the planets and other
bodies in the solar system.
Recently Miss Philbrook from
Rockland talked to the class on
seashore animals. She also had
an interesting exhibition.
In social studies the pupils

(Continued from Page Eight)
branches, pine cones, red ber
ries, Christmas bulbs, tiny white
reindeer and a red candle in
his attractive arrangement.
Grade 6—Mrs. Kelsey
Linda Knowlton is recovering
from a tonsillectomy and will
return to school soon.
We are collecting seeds, nuts
and dried berries in prepara
tion for making a Thanksgiving
centerpiece.
Birthdays were celebrated this
month by Randall Watkinson
and Jane Dow.
William Bray leaves soon for
a two weeks’ visit with his
grandparents
in
Springfield.
Jjtlissouri.
Nancy Glover has made a salt

new/

\\
clinging b

straps
stretcn
{gJLJ

COTY

Perfume Purser^
in gay holiday dress 2^(lu
U’hat a Doll! She’s the loveliest ever. A Coty perfume
pursgr charmingly costumed to make a perfect Christmas
gift. Stop in today and choose a Coty perfume purser in
(.’AIMANT

•

E'MERAUDS

•

t’ORICAS

•

playte

‘PARIS*

Senter-Crane’s
“Your Gift Headquarters'

STOKE HOUKS: 9:30 to 5.

FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

CHARGE AND BUDGET ACCOUNTS WELCOMED.

Now you can see on T. V. why this remarkable new
bra won't ride up. The back clings... always stays
comfortably in place. Shoulder straps won't cut or
bind because elastic in the straps lets you reach,
stretch, bend. And this bra keeps its shape and
yours even after months of machine washings . . .
long after ordinary bras have become limp, shrunken
and shapeless. White. 32A to 40C. Only $2.50

New, Larger Selections at

SENTER - CRANE’S
WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
SEE OUR ASSORTMENT!
• CHECK OUR PRICES!
* USE OUR EAST-PAYMENT PLAN!

* LAY AWAY SERVICE IF YOU WISH
Wr will store your purchases until just before
Christmas when you need them . . .
‘ FREE GIR WRAPPING

On all purchases made in our store.

WILL BE IN SENTER-CRANE'S TOYLAND

Friday and Saturday Afternoons
From 2 P. M. to 4 P. M.
FROM NOW ’TILL CHRISTMAS

BRING YOUR CHILO TO SEE SANTA!

limb
Senter-Crane s
Your Gift Headquarters”

beautiful stockings
Women love the fashion, the fit, the sheer luxury

of these loveliest of stockings. And when you give her NoMends

in the exclusive "FAMOUS 5"* Proportioned leg Types
“one is exactly hers"! In beautiful Christmas

boxes...she’d adore a box or more! With or without seams.

Senter-Cranes
Your Gift Headquarters”

STORE HOURS 9:30 to 5:00. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9:00
CHARGE AND BUDGET ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

ride up

* 2 ’

•

STORE HOURS: 9:30 to 5. FRIDAYS TU. 9:00
CHARGE AND BUDGET ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Senter-Crane’s
‘Your Gift Headquarters’

STORE HOURS: 9:3# to 5. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9:00.
CHARGE AND BUDGET ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

Fog* Tab
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who has been properly trained
and supervised."

on a shelf until it’s ready for
safe use.
_

3. Supervise use of toys your
children get for Christmas.
“Don't give your child a five-year-old might be a deadly
“If you see that your child is
boobytrap this Christmas!”
weapon. But It’s not necessarily too young for a particular toy,”
That's the advice of the Na a bit unsafe for an older child Dykstra advised, "put the toy
tional Safety Council, a non
governmental agency organized
in 1913 to prevent all kinds of
accidents—including those in
volving children’s "harmless"
toys.
•Some of the toys given
youngsters as Christmas gifts”,
said Phil Dykstra, the Council’s
director of home safety, “can be
lethal weapons.
“Not all the blame for toys
that become hazardous to child
ren after a few hours’ use should
go to the manufacturers”, he
said.
“Parents have as much—if not
more — responsibility for toy
safety as the manufacturers.”
While Dykstra said he believes
toy makers should keep safety
foremost in mind—"And most
reputable toy manufacturers
do”—he recommends the follow
ing for parents:
1. Buy toys that do not have
small removable parts or such
unsafe parts as eye-threatening
pieces of metal. "Learn from
experience—and from other par
ents—what types of toys most
often cause trouble.”
2.
Buy toys suited for the
child at his particular age. "A
chemistry set in the hands of a

"Manufacturers are
doing
their best to produce safe toys.
With the help of parents, toy
accidents can be virtually elimi
nated.”

"HARMLESS" TOYS CAN BE
BOOBY TRAPS WARNS COUNCIL

MAKE FIRST NATIONAL STORES

TOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
HEADQUARTERS!

ftStiRNi
/N

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN.
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS...

$1.00

a

deposit will

reserve any of the toys illustrated here. Make additional

deposits at any time prior to Christmas, and when the full
amount has been paid, you will receive the toy that has

been reserved for you. Consult our grocery manager for

further details.

Additional Layaway Toys

CONNIE DOLL............ ......

Retail only

$1188

Retail only
Hook & Ladder, Pumper Truck, Helmet, Lantern

$699

For Man Who

with 4 complete Play Sets

FIRE CHIEF SET..........................

BONNIE BRIDE DOLL ............ Retail

omy

$899

with lace Ensemble — Jointed Arms and Legs

Has Everything

A Safety Belt
mi---------

- ■ - —

tx t

JUNGLE HUNTER

—

WJ

*a£ri*ar

l■■■■.•/■•gsCUDDLY CATHY
OPERATION X-500

7, IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE A LARGE SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS

TOYS IN A WIDE PRICE
RANGE IS AVAILABLE IN MOST <B STORES,
•Rfea. PRICED AT SAVINGS TO YOU. SHOP EARLY, JL FOR TOYS WILL
BE AVAILABLE ONLY WHILE THEY LAST

- HERE ARE SOME OF

THE MANY SPECIAL VALUES OFFERED.
• {

$2.79 ea.

Romance Dolls - Assorted Styles ....................................... $1.00 ea

A

PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT

FOR ANY CHILD!

TTmagnificentI

GOLDEN BOOK
S/Mwbfoated

\

\

ENCYCLOPEDIA

j

VOLUME NO. 1 -49»
VOLUMES NO. 2-14-99c

THE COMPLETE 16 VOLUME SET OF THE

ta

GOLDEN ENCYCLOPEDIA WILL BE AVAILABLE IN TIME

| VOL NO.14 ON SALE DEC. 12 |

|

FOR CHRISTMAS. VOLUME =16 WILL GO ON SALE

COMPLETE SET OHLY

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12, AND ALL 16 VOLUMES RETAIL
FOR A TOTAL OF ONLY $15.34.
START COLLfCT/NG THE EARLY VOLUMES N0W7

WREATH PRODUCTION LINE — Four of the crew that worked on the assembling ef wreaths
Rockland's Main Street Christmas display Friday night are shown above. From left to right they
' young Bruce Lindsey, Scott Wilson, Norris Bartlett and John Billington. In the neighborhood of
wreaths were made on the project.
Photo by CampbeU
•m'WM’WWW'W

yOUl
VAN HEUSEN

DRIP-DRY SHIRTS
Need No Ironing . . . White ond Fancy

$5.00
VAN HEUSEN and HATHAWAY

SPORT SHIRTS
Long Sleeves

$4.00 to $8.95
VIYELLA SPORT SHIRTS

APPLETON
MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 3-14
Correction: The slate of offi
cers for the Helping Link Circle
was wrong as published in
Thursday's paper. The correct
list is as fellows; President,
Mrs. Ethel Edgecomb: vice
president, Mrs. Evelyn Pitman;
secretary, Mrs. Jennie Went
worth; and treasurer, Mrs.
Sheila Hart.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Pease were their daugh
ter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Cloutier and three child
ren of Kittery; their son, Allen
Pease, and fr.end, Robert Puite
of Littleton, N H.; their daugh
ter and family', Mr. and Mrs.
Dana Gibson and son of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Meservey
and two children of Lynnfield,
Mass., were recent caUers at
the Pease home.
Mrs. Sheila Hart, DDP. Mrs.
Farilyn Jackson. DM, and Mr.
Hart with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Richards of Round Pond at-;
tended the reception for Mrs.
Aletha Fenlason, warden of the '
Rebekah Assembly of Maine, in
North Anson, Saturday night.
The executive committee and
staff of the Waldo Larger Parish
met with Miss Barbara Rozelle
to plan a program for the com- i
ing year. Mrs. Winnefred Rey-'
nolds was chosen to head the
Youth movement, assisted by
Miss Rozelle, Philip CarroU will
be chairman of the Missionaryconference, and Rev. George
Duff will be chairman of the
Deeper Life conference.

LgS-fc First National Stores Trailer Truck....................................... $3.98 ed.
e-j Children’s Hardwood Finished Rocking Chair........... ..

Christmas gift suggestion for
the man who has everything —
almost:
Buy him (or her, if your
friend's a hep woman driver) an
auto seat belt. It could mean a
really merry Christmas for some
one — by saving a life!
"The motorist who has every
thing (except a seat belt, that is)
could wind up with nothing but
trouble if he gets in a traffic ac
cident.” said the National Safety
Council.
The Council, a non-govern
mental agency organized in 1913
to prevent all kinds of accidents,
heartily endorses seat belts at
Christmas — or any other time of
the year, for that matter.
"Seat belts," it said, “are the
No. 1 device now available to re
duce the number of traffic deaths
and injuries.
“Use of seat belts by every
driver — and the day may come
when this will be nearer reality
— could cut the traffic death toll
by 5,000 a year, the number of
injuries 60 per cent.
"Wish a friend a truly merry
Christmas this year. Give him
a life-saving seat belt.”
And while you’re at it. why
not take that idea one step
further. Buy belts for yourself
and your family, too.

By HATHAWAY

Plain...$15.95

Plaid...$18.95

/

STATE-O-MAINE ROBES
.-J

By VAN BAALEN-HEILBRUN

$8.95 to $35.00
PLEETWAY

KNITS, LEATHER PALM

PAJAMAS

and LEATHER

Plain or Fancy

Many Drip-Dry

$4.00 to $9.95

GLOVES
$2.95 to $12.95

JANTZEN - PURITAN - VAN HEUSEN

PULLOVER and CARDIGAN

SWEATERS
$8.95 to $29.50
Including Bulky Knits
PURE CASHMERE

MAINE GUIDE

SWEATERS

JACKETS

Sleeveless
Pullover
with Sleeves

$19.50

__

$27.50

and PARKAS

$14.95-$39.95

India Madras SPORT COATS
An Ideal Gift ...v.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $35.00

SSu/W FAMILY OF LIBBEY SAFEDGE GLASSES

ROCKVILLE
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
Correspondent
Tel. LYric 4-7622

Build a complete set now for your Holiday entertaining.

&

A set of

CURIO

glasses also makes an idea! Christmas gift!

71

EEEn2ZEEEm®
WORTH 50/ i

GOOD FOR ONE (1) FREE
T'/z>A w

GLASS OF YOUR CHOICE
WHEN YOU BUY TWO (2) OF THE SAME

CUF THIS
°*</S COUPON!,

GLASS AT OUR SPECIAL I9t RETAIL
LIMIT ONE COUPON TO AN ADULT CUSTOMER

PENDLETON - for Him ... for Her
SHIRTS for Him ................................. $11.95 to $13.95

JACKETS for Him ................................... $17.50, $17.95
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simmons
of Tenants Harbor spent Thurs
JACKETS for Her...............................$17.95 to $19.95
day afternoon with their cousin,
I Miss Lottie Ewell.
SKIRTS for Her .......................................................$14.95
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Starr
SWEATERS for Her............................... $8.95 to $11.95
spent last weekend in Fitchburg.
Mass., the guests of Mr. and
- Mrs. Einar Heino, formerly of
Belts, Ties,
Billfolds,
' this town.
it'
Hosiery,
Travel
A Thanksgiving service was
Handfcerheld Sunday at the Baptist Church
Coses,
with 54 in attendance. The choir
chiefs,
Luanaae
sang two selections “We Praise
Tie Clips,
Pipes and
Thee” and ‘‘0, Give Thanks”. i
MAINE
Cuff Links
Tohocco
Rev. Carl Small of Rockport was
the speaker and gave a very in
416-422 MAIN STREET
LYric 4-4727
141-lt
teresting Thanksgiving message. MlMlMtMlMtMdiSlMtllkMikMifcMikMtKMailiMiMtMiMiMtMtlOikMtMiM
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McLain School Notes
Sub-primary — Mrs. Leach

M3

BIGGEST BUCK CANDIDATE — Stanford Gushee of Appleton
with the big buck he shot in West Appleton last Friday which field
dressed at 251 pounds with live weight estimated at 325. It is the
largest kill reported this year in the coastal area.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Read The Courier-Gazette

W6

On our “Happy Birthday " easel
we have only three cakes for
November. They belong to San
dra Ridgewell, Luann Chisholm,
and Richard Kaler. Heather
Harden presented each classmate
with a Halloween decorated cup
cake and a lollipop to celebrate
her late October birthday.
Our afternoon class won the
PTA banner. The sub-primary
mothers furnished refreshments
and both classes enjoyed a party
on the following day.
Joyce Blethen was delighted
with the three silver dollars
awarded her as a first prize for
her excellent fire picture. Karen
Anderson received two silver dol
lars as a second prize.
Mrs. Christy Adams brought us
many lovely records for little
boys and girls to enjoy. Many
of these records have story books
to accompany them. Many thanks
to Mrs. Adams from all of the
sub-primary children and Mrs.
Leach.
David Gamage and Karl Blood
have brought plants for our room
and Linda Munsey has brought
gourds.
Both classes enjoyed making
life sized boys and girls, com
plete with faces, hair and but
tons. from colored scraps of
paper. Their original clay work
ln art class has been very in
teresting to watch.
On our Thanksgiving bulletin
easel are three pictures of mem-

WARM
CORNER PARK AND UNION STREETS

ROCKLAND

ON First Quality

RUBBERS
FOOTWEAR FOR THE FAMILY
GUARANTEED TO WEAR OR A NEW PAIR

MISSES'
CHILDS'
ALL RUBBER

PULL ON

BOOTS

i.94

LADIES'

BOOTS

MEN’S

SUB-ZERO
Tested For
20 Below

194
MEN’S

ZIPPERS
Reg.
6.95

$4.84

MEN'S DRESS

RUBBERS

$0.19
BOYS'
INSULATED
WARMLY LINED

I BUCKLES

*4 “
>4-84
MEN'S HEAVY WARM

RUBBERS

MMlkMlMMMlMlNlMdlt

141-lt

bers of our after noon class, John
Axtell, Rhonda Packard ant
Bobby Oray, which were cu.
from The Courier-Gazette.
Our Savings Stamp Prograr
started on October 28th. Eac'
week, either the morning or aftei
noon group has captured the ban
ner.
John Bickford has Joined oumorning class having transferret
from Vinalhaven.
We had a science lesson wher
we shared Daryl Jordan’s book
“Growing Up”. Kathy Kinney
showed large colored pictures of
different Jungle animals and
birds.
We are so glad to welcome back
to school many children who haw
been absent due to illness. We
miss little Heather Harden whc
is recovering from a tonsillec
tomy.
Charles Maxey entertained hlr
classmates by showing them
pieces of money that his grand
parents brought back to him from
their trip abroad. The value of
the coins from France, England,
and Holland in both United
States money and many of their
own country was carefully ex
plained to the class.
We enjoyed watching the re
hearsal of Mrs. Bang's fourth
grade pre-Thanksgiving play.
Brenda Kalloch brought her
teacher a very attractive turkey
made by Brenda and her mother.
Grade 1 — Mrs. Ausplund

Our class has added two new
members recently. David Perry
who formerly attended school at
Rockport and Sharon Vargas
from Warren makes our class
now number thirty pupils.
Our plant shelf has added three
more plants, two geraniums and
a coleus. The coleus was brought
in by Lola Connors.
Debra DeRocher is the only
member of our class who had a
birthday in November.
David Cowan. Barbara Payson,
Stephen Aziz and Leatrice Gam
age have taken care of lunch
money the past four weeks. Leatrice Gamage. Nancy Root. Kath
leen Ellis. Bernadette Dinsmore,
and Martin Carey have been
room helpers.
In observance of American
Book Week, we took a class trip
to the Public Library to look at
the many children’s books. We
were very pleased to have Mrs.
Sleeper read us a story. Many
pupils from our class attend the
Story Hour each Friday after
noon.
Each day at school, for a period
each morning and afternoon, we
listen to stories being read to
us by our teacher. Some of them
are from children’s magazines,
some from books in our room and
others are books brought in by
pupils ln the class. A very In
teresting book "Pilgrim Thanks
giving" was brought ln by
Stephen Aziz.
Stephen also
Jrought another book titled "The
Six Foolish Fishermen". William
Leonard brought in “Chester the
?ony" and "Yukon King". Linda
barker brought in a kitten story
‘Bootsy” and Kathleen Ellis
jrought "Hide-A-Way Puppy".
We have been very busy geting our room ready for the
thanksgiving holiday. We have
colored turkey pictures and Pil
grims. We have made Novem>er calendars and brought in
nany colorful pictures, all of
vhlch adorn our walls and give
he room a very festive air. We
■re all looking forward to the
Tianksgiving holiday and all of
s joyous activities.
’•rade 2 — Mrs. Merrill
Our class observed National
’ook Week by visiting the 11-ary. Mrs. Sleeper gave lnstrucon of library rules, showed us
te new books and read a story
) us. In language class we
rote “Thank You” letters to
'rs. Sleeper. Book jackets were
ade in art class. Each child
ustrated his or her favorite
ory.
Jeanette Perry is a new memer of our class. Jeanette came
1 us from Rockport.
John Root brought in his rock
illecUon.
Robert Nason and David Chlsilm brought in plants for our
assrooir
During the recent election we
Id a mock election in our room
ach child made his own ballot
avid Chisholm. Janet Morrill,
ndrew Swift, Robert Blackman
ihn Root and Susan Kinney
ere ballot clerks.
Ruth Russell, Robert Gifford,
rederick Newcomb and Susan
inney brought some old coins
J school and told the class about
>.em.
Books have been brought in by
ynn Adams, Susan Kinney, Ruth
'ussell, Virginia Morrison, John
'oot. Richard Wood-. Joan Wood.
Teirdre
McCarty,
Margaret
Vood, Pamela and David Chistolm and Vickie Varney.
We had 24 visitors during
merican Education Week.
Trade 3 — Mrs. Crockett

Patrick Campbell has left to
ive in Portland. Linda Lee Sulli
van has joined us from South
School. This makes our enroll
ment of 26 children with 17 girls
and nine boys.
During Book Week we visited
the Public Library. Mrs. Sleep
er showed us the new children's
books and read us a story.
Eleven parents came to visit
us during American Education
Week.

We have made

a measure

403 Main Street

Rockland

Your Christmas
Headquarters Bursting

With the Christmas Spirit!

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

You'll find Christmas
cards for every name
on your list. Tbe newest
Hallmark cards ... so exciting
to select and send . . . priced
to suit every budget!

LEAD TIGER SENIORS — The four class officers of the Senior Class of Rockland are shown
above. Sitting is Barbara Butman, secretary, while standing behind her, from the left, are Arnold
McConchie, treasurer, William Barbour, president, and Robert Murgita, vice president.
Photo by Campbell
chart showing all the different' on Dec. 5.
The Arrow Book Club has got
The class Is grateful to Ron ten Into full swing. Don Paytypes of measures we have
ald Wall and Deborah Grant who son and Raymond Moulaison are
learned in arithmetic.
Many children have brought in brought recess treats.
In charge. The Weekly Reader
Interesting things to show us for
Many children have brought Company sends out book lists
science and social studies. Some articles for our Indian collection. and the children order from them.
of the children bringing things Special mention should be given
were Michael Gross, James Kil- to Susan Packard, Barry Bo A complete “play” national
gour, Christine Look, Gregory hanan, Arthur Thurston, Caro election was held ln this room at
Ellis, Donna Gardner and Eliza lyn Blood, Ronald Wall, Joan the same time as the real elec
tions. Democratic party chair
beth Morrison.
Healey, David Blake, Cynthia man was Raymond Moulaison.
Wooster, John Emery, Stephen The Republican party chairman
Grade 4 — Mrs. Bangs
In observance of National Book Swift, Patty Miller, Deborah was Billy Stoddard.
Several
Week we enjoyed a trip to the Grant and Jeanne Root.
campaign speeches were given.
Public Library to see and hear
Books have been brought in by Placards and banners were
about all the new books In the Patsy Tolman, Susan Packard, made. A parade was held after
Children's Room.
Gerald Willey, Stephen Swift, each major party speech. Two
Kathleen Miller, Carol Hodg Joan Healey and Ronald Wall.
bulletin boards were completely
kins and- Linda Chisholm planned
David Blake Is first in our utilized for publicity. Registra
a Halloween program for morn "Quizmo” game and Debbie tion for the Democratic Party
ing exercises on that date. Carol Grant is in second place.
was handled by Brett Ellis and
Kinney, Doris Pease and Jo DonWe are practicing a Thanks Darrell Bowser was in charge of
dis were in charge of the Arm giving play to which we plan to the
Republican
registration.
istice Day program. Anna Ware, invite the third and fourth grades. Replica ballots were prepared by
Eileen Leonard and Susan Mor Grade 5 — Mr. Seymour
Raymond- Moulaison. A ballot
rill are in charge of the Thanks
Tim Carey and Ida Garey box was prepared and results
giving program.
have had their 10th birthday re were counted ln secrecy by Don
Birthdaj’ greetings were ex cently.
Payson, Ida Garey and Russell
tended to Susan Morrill who was
Class officers elected for this Connell. The registration was
ten years old on Nov. 14.
ranking period are: President, heavily Democratic but the win
In preparation for an Exchange Brett Ellis: vice president, Tim ning party was the Republicans
Project, the boys and girls in the Carey: secretary, Shirley Loren by taking every contest.
Times and Places groups of both zo; treasurer, Don Payson; li
Billy Stoddard brought a real
fourth grade classes wrote let brarian, Bill Stoddard, and as
ters to boys and girls in the Beau sistant, Carlton Morse.
(Continued on Page 12)
fort House Junior Mixed School
of London, England.
We were very happy to have
so many parents and relatives
visit us during American Educa
tion Week.
As an outgrowth of a reading
activity during our study of the
CLOTHES SHOP - ROCKLAND
Pilgrims, the class presented the
play "The First Thanksgiving
Day”. The cast of characters
included: John Lowe, father: Jo
Dondis, mother: Eileen Leonard.
Betty: David- Lawrence, Ed
ward: David Jordan, Richard;
Kathleen Miller, Aunt Ruth;
Ronald Epstein. Miles Standish;
Carol Kinney, Priscilla Mullens;
Christy Adams, John Alden;
Anna Ware, Mary; Tommy Treneer, Robert; David McLellan, j |
Squantc; and Clifford Whiffen,
Another Indian. Anna Ware
played a suite of piano selections
including the Landing of the Pil
grims, A Lullabye, John Alder,
and Priscilla. The Turkey Hunt
and The First Thanksgiving. In
troductions to these selections
were given by Susan Morrill
Carol Hodgkins, Doris Pease
Wendy Bicknell and Patricia
Sawyer. A group consisting of
Corinne Anderson, Janis Munsey,
Donna Mayer, Linda Chisholm
Sylvia Marsh. Joyce Chisholm
and Donna Cox sang "Over The
River And Through The Woods"
In closing the whole class sang
"Swing The 8hining Sickle".
Carol Kinney brought her rec
ord player and some records tc
help us ln learning to distinguish
various musical instruments such
as the flute, oboe, clarinet,
drums,
etc.
Donna Mayer
brought an old fashioned waffle
iron and a rolling pin used for
making ravioli. David Jordan
brought a painted turtle and two
bullfrogs. Kathleen Miller brought
the Story of Chocolate and Cocoa
in correlation with our Social
Studies. While we were discuss
ing
England. Doris
Pease
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY
brought an English penny and
other foreign money.
NOVEMBER 25th - 26th
Eileen Leonard. Linda Chis
holm. Donna Mayer, Jo Dondis.
Wendy Bicknell and Anna Ware
brought Thanksgiving stories to
read to the class.
Patricia Sawyer, David Law
rence. David Jordan. Anna Ware.
Eileen Leonard. Carol Kinney.
Wendy Bicknell and Jo Dondis
have entertained us with piano
selections.
Grade 4 — Mrs. Brannan
SAVE!
During American Education « SAVE!
Week, seven mothers and one
father visited our room.
SAVE!
SAVE!
Patsy Tolman is the only mem
435 MAIN ST
ber of our class with a November
ROCKLAND
birthday. We all enjoyed the
141-lt1
cakes she brought for us. Caro
lyn Blood will be 10 years old

Christmas
Home Decorations

and Party Goods

One stop shopping-for
holiday decorations and
party goods. No planning
. . it's all coordinated.
Home decorations for mantle,
table, window, wall or door.
PLUS . . . Beautiful
Christmas candles by
Colonial, unique imported
European tree ornaments
and holly rope at $1 JO
for 10 feet.

ECONOMY

SAVE! SAVE!
Friday • Saturday

-ONLYShop for Christmas

USE

OUR

j?

LAY - A - WAY f

PLAN!!

|

2 DAY SALE

i:

___________

“The Little Gift That’s
Hard To Find"
Gift ideas for men.
women and children.
Just a few suggestions to make
short work of long gift lists.
• Assorted designed men's
leather wallets
• Bone handled bar aids:
opener, Ice pick, cocktail fork,
cork screw
• Colorful Swedish glass
vases; clear pitchers and
cocktail glasses
• Toys so precious yet ...
non-allerglc and washable
• Playing cards, matches,
writing paper, coasters and
napkins monogrammed to
your order.

i

On All Jackets:

DON'T MISS THIS SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS FOR YOU

CHRISTMAS
GIFT WRAP

The added touch that
means so much. Pretty
packages are no problem.
Here Is everything you
need in our complete
gift wrap selection including
ribbons, tags and seals.
AND . . . pretty tie-ons
also useful as tree
ornaments and greenery
trimming.

ECONOMY

Clothes Shop

Christmas Shopptaj
Friday »:N hll*
141-lt
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the Rockport Public Library in
observance of Book Week. Each
girl is to give an article for the
white elephant table at the Rock
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
port Garden Club Christmas Mar
Correspondent
ket which will be held Dec. 3 at
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
the Town Hall. The next meeting
will be Nov. 30.
Miss Sharon Watts is the
Mi . and Mrs. Lamont Roberts
Thanksgiving Day guest of Mr. and children. Sharon, Warren,
and Mrs. Arthur Ludwig and and Gary, visited. Sunday, at
Dwight Watts at their Hosmer Deer Isle and Blue HUI.
Pond Road home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crockett
Mrs. Mary Cole of Portland and children. Bruce. Gerry and
and Miss Barbara Smith of Ban ■ Terry, of Camden were guests,
gor are holiday weekend guests | Sunday, of his parents. Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simon Mrs. Ernest Crockett, and daugh
ton ol Simonton's Corner.
ter Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Keller
The finance committee of the
and Leroy Brann motored to Methodist Church met at the
Providence, R. I., where they church Sunday’ afternoon. Those
will be holiday guests of Mr. and attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Stanley Kane and Mrs Roland Richards. Mrs. Barbara
Arthur Crawford.
Woodward, Mrs. WiUa Stevens,
Stated communication of St. Mrs. Dorothy Crockett, Clarence
Paul's Lodge with inspection of Pendleton. Stuart Farnham, Rev.
Fellowcraft Degree will be held Kingsley Strout and Rev. Jesse
at the Masonic Hall, Nov. 28. Kenderdine.
Supper will be served at 6:30
Mrs. Austin Armstrong and son
Larry and Mrs. Mary Smith of
o'clock.
Trytohelp Club met Monday Machias returned Saturday to
evening at the home of Miss their home after spending a few
Hazel Wall with eight members days as guests of Mrs. Vinie
present. Work was done on a Johnson and Miss Sharon Watts.
baby quilt and cutting out hos Mrs. Edna Morris left Satur
pital squares. It was voted to day to spend the holiday with
send a Thanksgiving arrange her sister, Mrs. Clara Porter, at
ment to a shut-in. The club will Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fenwick
meet next Monday evening at 6
o’clock at the Baptist Church and Mrs. Alice Simonton attended
vestry for a covered dish supper. Guest Officers’ Night, Friday, at
After super a quilt will bp Ivy Chapter. OES, of Warren.
Mrs. Simonton and John Fen
tacked.
Rockport Thimble Club will wick served as guest officers.
meet Tuesday noon for dinner at Mrs. Simonton attended Guests
the home of Mrs. Ella Russell. Officers’ Night, Saturday, at
Tonathan Hunt Chapter, OES, at
Lake Avenue, Rockland.
Dinner guests Thanksgiving Hermon.
Mrs. Russell Staples, Jr., and
Day of Miss Marion Weidman at
the Thorndike Hotel In Rockland children have left for Florida
are Miss Marion Talbot of Bos where they will join Mr. Staples
ton. Miss Bonnie Biggs of Ver who has employment there.
Cub Scouts of Den 3 met Thurs
mont. Mr. and Mrs. Walden
Biggs, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fer- day with their Den Mother, Mrs
tier, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gladys Savage. Joseph Savage
Foote, Jr., and three children, led the Flag ceremony and Bruce
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foote, Sr., Dearborn served refreshments.
and Harry Pratt, all of Rockland, Dana Start made a game which
and Mrs. Georgia Walker ol was played to pass achievement
12 under Wolf and Billy Umberg
Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett er passed achievement 12 under
and son. Charles Crockett of Bear.
Orono, are Thanksgiving Day
Eagle Patrol of Lone Troop
guests of her parents, Mr. and One. with their leader. Mrs. Una
Ames, and Senior Scout Miss
Mrs. Charles Carver.
Thanksgiving Day guests of Linda Ames spent the weekend
Mrs. Vinie Johnson are Mrs. Etta at the cottage of Mrs. Louis Cash
Ulmer of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs at Norton's Pond. The girls wore
Charles Miller and Ray Watts.
red so that they could take a
The Busy Bee Patrol of Girl hike. Before supper, a bucket
Scout Lone Troop One met at the brigade was held. For supper
home of Mrs. Jay Umberger they were joined by Leonard
Thursday, when the girls worked Ames and Richard Gillcrest. A
on their "Dabbler” badge. Books camp fire program was held with
will be collected and given to Susan Compton reading from the
Bible. A skit “Five Little Pigs”
ished by John Jacques, Tim was presented by Thelma Grey,
Carey. Larry Snowman, Carlton
Charlene Jones, Linda Anderson,
Morse and Brett Ellis.
Linda Colby, Lois Jean Barrows,
A southern plantation scene is Ruth Hatch and Eileen Wood
being worked on by Linda Mar ward. After the skit. Kathy Thurs
geson, Russell Connell, Philip ton led the group in a game
McLellan. Raymond Moulaison,
“Taxi Cab ". The following day i
and Serena Bums. A California
mining scene is being completed
by Ida Garey, Jean Russell, Gary
Gamage, Marion Miller and Gail
Carlton.
Two plaster of Paris maps of
the United States of America
have been made by Darrell Bow
ser, Nancy Townsend, Nancy
West. Roberta Gorden and Deb
bie Dunton. These maps will
show Important events and prod
is for
ucts of these United States.
Games for rainy days to be
ATOMIZERS,
played during indoor noon hour
have been brought by Serena
Fancy Perfume
Burns, Nancy Townsend. John
Wade. Linda Margeson and Dar
rell Bowser.
During American Education
Week we had seven parents who
visited the classroom.
is for
Jean Russell's aunt. Ruth Duff,
EVENING IN
loaned this class a television set
IN PARIS
so that we could watch Senator
Kennedy’s acceptance speech.
Beautiful
Ida Garey brought the antenna.

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Ella Webel is shown above with her creation of a Christinas scene laid in Finland.

Mrs.

Webel estimated that she spent almost 100 hours constructing the various pieces out of rye strawraised on her farm in Warren. She collected pieces of shrubbery and Mountain Ash berries for effects.
The tree at the left of the scene is a blueberry bush she found in the fields. She is shown pointing to
a kick sled which is peculiar to Finland.
Photo by Campbell

Mela in School
(Continued from Page Eleven)
gold nugget for the class to
examine.
Darrell Bowser has moved to
St. George.
Russell Connell showed us a
science experiment using elec
tricity.
Nancy Townsend brought in a
real Irish smoking pipe which her
father got while in the service.
On Friday afternoons we have
a small talent show. Those par-1

ticipating have been Tim Carey,
tap dance and sing; Russell Con
nell. pantomime; Roberta Gor
don and Jean Russell, ballet and
tap dance; Ida Garey and Shirley
Lorenzo, baton routine; Carlton
Morse, a talk and a pantomime:
Linda Margeson. a song; Gary
Gamage, a pantomime; NancyWest, song; Brett Ellis, an
nouncer; Don Payson, announcer:
John Jacques, piano solo; Pat
Ellis, piano solo; John Wade,
clown act; Nancy Townsend.
piano solo; and Billy Stoddard,

announcer.
Report cards have been given
out to all grades.
In social studies we have fin
ished studying briefly the history
of the United States. Projects
about the different phases of his
torical events are being com
pleted. Don Payson has brought
in a large display of World War
n souvenirs. A mural on the
settling of Utah is being done by
Pat Ellis. Shirley Lorenzo, John
Wade and Billy Stoddard. A
scene of the Alamo is being fin-

WIN This
$99.50

Wittnauer
ELECTRIC

Wrist Watch
•NOTHING TO BUY

•NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY
Just Stop In Our
Store and Register

Shown above looking over this beautiful Wlttnauer Electric
Watch are Jasper Hardy, manager of Day’s Jewelry Ster" —d
Mrs. Hazel Chambers.

DRAWING
DECEMBER 6th

Never an Extra
Charge for

Credit at...
MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND

141-lt

'The Highest Compliment You Can Pay Her

'Vtoimf wit o|

(Mb..

DAY’S Dinmnnilt
Only the finest diamonds — gems ol
greater brilliance, clarity and beauty
—meet our quality standards. Sea
«ur entire collection today)

Choose "Her”
Diamond from
Day's — Always
fine quality —
greater value!
Make diamonds
your safe investment
in the future.

15 girls.

Exquisitely styled three
diamond
M

rinr

i iwr°

Tailored and Aristocratic
Both rinn

Other Diamond'

Priced from 49.31

EASY
CREDIT

TERMS
ARRANGED

ROCKLAND F

MAIN STREET
1

-f

IT COSTS SO LITTLE ~ TO OWN A

'.OA YS Ql)ALITY IHAM4 >?-'! r
. ............... ... »■■»'■■■

Xmas Sets

I grandchildren helped to make it

p!easant oceMtat &veral

Edith Knight were dinner guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. William
Edwards.

Sergeant and Mrs. David Jack- wedding cakes and many gifts
son and daughter Cheyanne of were received.
A domestic turkey will grow
Fort Dix, New Jersey, have been
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Harper and to about 100 pounds weight, if
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. children of Rockland and Mrs. given a chance.
Harold Jackson. Sergeant and
Mrs. Jackson will leave shortly
for Fort Devens, Mass.
Mrs. Richard Chandler and
Mrs. Donald Levoe of Strong
visited Mrs. Edith Knight at the
Maddocks home on Saturday.
Mrs. Chandler is a granddaugh
ter of Mrs. Knight.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jackson
quietly observed their 45th wed
ding anniversary on Thursday.
Their 12 children and several
See Our Selection of

Give Her Furs
For

the girls worked on knot craft,
whipping the ends of the rope,!
and lashing to complete camp-!
craft and outdoor safety badges. I
All meals were planned to ful- i
fill requirements for nutritious j
meals. The girls popped corn I
over the fireplace to make “some !
mores".

Christmas

FUR STOLES

JACKETS

COATS

and SCARVES
All of the

Very Finest of Skins
and the

SLEIGHS

Best Workmanship

for
Holiday Decoration

SHOP NOW!

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Glass - China

By-Gones Shop
WEST ROCKPORT
TEL. CEdar 6-2187
141-Th-150

jCticteit K. Gtm & Swc
FURRIERS SINCE 1907
16 School Street
Rockland, Maine
141-143

I'lX'e’C'S’S’tX

LLOYD'S RETXHAELL ]
store

pharmacy

is for
DRESSER SETS
(Comb, Brush
and Mirror)

is for

is for

is for

MAX FACTOR

GADGETS

HEATING PADS

GIFT SETS

For All

Ash Trays,

and

Key Rings and

HUDNUT

Many More

COSMETICS

The enrollment In this room
remains at. 29 with 14 boys and

Specially SelectedI

250™

r* -_________ - *

North oearsmont

Gift Suggestions
tor Christmas

Grade 6 — Mr. Gould

SXe’13000

k perfect pair
Both rinxi

5

HIGH AND DRY — This, late model car which police said was operated by Mrs. Annie L.
Hopkins of 172 Camden Street, plowed into a pUe of lubrication grease barrels adjacent to the IGA
Foodliner parking lot Friday night and came to rest high and dry. According to a witness, the
car, instead of backing into the lot to leave by aa exit, shot dead ahead from a parking space into
Ihe Pile of barrels owned by C. W. Hopkins and Sons, Inc.
Photo by Gross

....... .. ....................

I*.

<4

The newly elected class offi
cers for the second ranking per
iod are as follows: President,
Bruce Kilgour; vice president,
Christine Blood; secretary. Mary
Viik; and treasurer, Florence
Newcomb. These people will
serve as officers until the end of
the second ranking period when
we shall elect new officers to suc
ceed them.
Although a little late we in the
sixth grade are very pleased that
two of the three sixth grade win
ners of the theme "A Day With
The Fire Department” were
from our room. They are Chris
tine Blood and Judy Clark. Each
was given a day off from school
activities to spend with the fire
department, an experience I am
sure they will not forget.
The class in correlation with
social studies is drawing a chalk
painting of the life in feudal days,
around 500 A.D. Taking charge
of the drawing are Elaine Morse
and Christine Blood with the enj tire class contributing.
All members of the class have
taken part in the morning routine
of collecting hot lunch money
; and taking it to the office.
Many members of the class are
helping to see that the room is
neat by working on boards, pick
ing up paper, etc.
Cynthia Reid has recently cele
brated her twelfth birthday
Recently the members have
had two plays for the enjoyment
of the class. Those participating
in these are Jo Call, Florence
Newcomb. Bruce BHIer, Dwight
Wass, James Morin. Bruce Kilgour. George Thomas, Judy :

I Clark and ‘

Morse.

is for
INTERNATIONAL

is for

is for

is for

JERGENS LOTION

KODAK

LIGHTERS

Wrapped up

CAMERAS

Zippo, VuKghtor

Pretty for Xmas

and FILMS

and Ronson

IMPORTED GIFTS
From All Over
the World

is for

is for

is for

THE NURSERY

OLD SPICE

PAPER

SET -

For Mon

Writing and

Gifts Galore for

and Women

Christmas

the Little Ones

Both

Wrapping

is for
STUFFED

ANIMALS
and

SHAVING SETS

is for

is for

is for

UNUMITED

VITAMINS

WALLETS

(Makes a

and

Wonderful

WRIST WATCHES

Xmas Present)

Too

Gin
SELECTIONS

is for
YARDLEY

COSMETIC and
SHAVING SETS

is for
XYLOPHONES

(Toy, of Course) 5

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
WITH THE UTMOST CARE AND
ACCURACY AT

LLOYD’S

PHARMACY
141-lt
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, lunch was served by the hostess.
' Albert Ames, who has been Miller’s

mother,

Marion

Mrs.

loudville

West Waldoboro

' visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Ames, has returned
MRS LANGTRY SMITH
to his home in East Hartford,
Correspondent
Conn.
Telephone 1SS
The EOT Club met at the home
———-—=s__==_==of Mrs. Della Simmers on Thurs. day evening for bridge. Prizes
Donald Ames of Holden, Mass., weres awarded to Carrie Bennett,
was a weekend guest of his moth- Vera Boman and Madeline Smith.
er, Mrs. Claire Ames. He re- Lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crossman
tumed home on Sunday and was
accompanied by his mother are enjoying a vacation in Mas
where she will spend the winter. sachusetts. During their absence
While in town they were dinner the young Crossmans are being
.ar.d supper guests of Mrs. Jen- cared for by their grandparents,
laie Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox.
The “Nit Wits” were enter Mr. and Mrs. William Miller
tained on Tuesday evening at the and daughters. Cynthia and Kath
home of Mrs. Eleanor Beach. A erine. have returned to their
social evening was enjoyed and home in Waterford, Conn., after

Martin.
I chlef Urban
on a
The Vinaihaven Garden Club submarine stationed at New
was entertained at the home of London, Conn., spent last weekMrs. Ambrose Peterson. Jr., on end with his family here.
, Friday,evening. The election of
Miss Sara McGrath, a student
officers included Mrs. Peterson nurse of the Maine Medical Cenas president; Mrs. Joseph Headley, secretary; and Miss Gwen' last week with her parents. Mr.
dolyn Green as treasurer. The and Mrs. Eddie McGrath.
annual bazaar will not be held|
Viola Kuhn. Goldie Sheffield.
this year but anyone wishing to
obtain Christmas greens may contact Mrs. Peterson or Mrs. Victor 1 chenbach, Martha Boggs and
White
I Virginia
Wiiwhenbach
were
„
_
, _ . .
guests last Friday evening ol
! Mrs. Luella Cobb and daughter
for Lisbon Falls where she will Martha in Camden.
visit her daughter and husband,'
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Reid.
J Mrs.
. , George Jephson daughr, j,
_ , 1 ter Leslie and her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Vila Bradley was a Rock-, pauline
have
land visitor on Wednesday.
vlslUng relatives
Bristoh
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Genthner conn
and Mr and Mrs Burton Carter Mr
Mrs Lester Grant
returned Saturday from a hunUng;Ba
H<rffman and Dr Melyln
THIS XMAS
rip on the mainland. Both Ash- Le(Jerman
Boston spent
ey and Burton bagged a deer. |
weekend at the Barneman
Mr. and Mrs. Carter enjoyed an home
GIVE A GAS
auto trip which took them to
. '
3angor and Bar Harbor.
I Mrs- Harlow Genthner visited
.
her mother. Mrs. Nancy GenthCLOTHES DRYER
The
Eastern Star Club was ’ ner of Medomak last week,
...._.
entertained Friday afternoon at
$169.95
the home of Esther Conway, weather your correspondent has
j Regular business meeting and
SPECIAL
at this time a bouquet of roses
plans were made for a Christwhich she picked on Monday
YOURS FREE - $17.00 WORTH of J mas party to be held on Dec. from her Dr. Van Fleet rose
j 9. Lunch was served.
bush. The bush still has sev
SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
Frank Hamilton, who has
eral more buds. She also has
been
visiting
his
brother,
Earl
■v - - bi
For a limited time only your Su ■ Hamilton and family, returned noticed in the gardens around
town the following flowers still
burban Utility-Gas dealer has a
to his home in East Hartford,
Betty Bunny could, she’d
in bloom: Calendulas, stock,
gift of Pequot Percale No-iron I Conn., Monday.
bachelor buttons, snap dragons
dry her wash the
Sheets and Pillow Cases for you
Mrs. Erma Holbrook, matron ■
and Saxatile 'pot of gold'. The
for purchasing a SUBURBAN
quick easy way with an
of Marguerite Chapter, OES
lilac and forsythla bushes are
GAS
CLOTHES
DRYER:
Your
was guest matron of Ivy Chap-;
automatic
budded and dandelions are in
choice of 2 twin fitted bottom
ter in Warren on Friday eve-j
blossom on many lawns. May
g-jjj ■"'’Wi
' ,
nlng.
sheets, 2 72”xl08” flat top sheets
be others have noticed other
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Hopkins,
and 4 pillow cases OR 2 double
flowers not mentioned.
i
son
Kevin
and
daughter
Jean,
fitted bottom sheets, 2 81”xlO8”
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Olsen and
and Mrs. Hollis Burgess, Sr.,
.....
W - " ’
flat top sheets, and 4 pillow cases.
1 were Rockland visitors Satur- son Jack returned Wednesday
CLOTHES DRYER
Only gas can dry clothes so eco I day.
from a week's vacation spent in
nomically and so fast—dries for
Mrs. Eleanor Conway enter New York as guests of Mrs.
SHE CAN'T BUT 1/3 the cost of other fuels. The tained at bridge Saturday eve Percy Trafford ia summer resi
Suburban Gas Clothes Dryer Is
ning with prizes falling to dent of Vinaihaven’. Enroute,
YOU CAN !
not only economical to operate
Peggy Rogers and Madeline they were overnight guests of
Mrs. Olsen’s brother and wife,
Smith.
but very economical to own. As
The Just Us Girls Club met Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lyford of
little as $9.95 down and $1.39 per
week will make you the owner
at the home of Mrs. Norma Worcester.
MODERN GAS SERVICE
of this fully automatic, work
The Night Hawks Club spent
Lloyd Monday evening. Lunch
"ANYWHERE"
saving appliance.
a social evening at the home of
was served.
Carl Williams. Clyde Poole, Mrs. Cleo Shields Wednesday.
Bruce Grindle, Lester Pendleton Lunch was served
A. C. McLOON & CO.
and Edwin Maddox were over The Aches and Pains Bowling
night visitors in Bangor Mon- teams were entertained recentROCKLAND
TEL LY 4-5531
MAINE day, attendin; a Commandery 1 ly at the home of Mrs. Peggy
Rogers. Lunch was served by
meeting.
141-lt
Due to the unseasonably mild j the hostess.
j
_____
!
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VINALHAVEN

SULKA

Jewelers

Belforte

“VoyafiBr” Watches

The Only 17 Jewel Watch
As Low As $19.95 SOLO AND
SERVICED AROUND THE WORLfi

VOYAGE*

VOYAGER "A"

17

17 jewels. BistinctWt,

jtwels.

"M-

Youthful.

charming yellow top, stain

masculine styling- Yellow
top. stainless steel beck.
Stylized dial, smalt second

less steel beck. Beautifully

designed new case. Petite

band. Unbreakable mainspring. Tapered genuine

in size. Unbreakable main

spring. Black silk cord.

leather strap.

PAY AS LITTLE AS $1.25 WEEKLY
-

.T'l 8

17 JEWEL

BENRUS
makes the

Your Choice

Flu* Fed. Tax

V

guarantee

I'

S.M.

because

BENRUS
makes
the

7"
TODAY HWS”
MAN S WATERPROOF*

today nr
Exquisite yet enduring. 17 jew

17 jewels. Shock absorbing,

anti-magnetic movement. Un
breakable mainspring. Lumi
nous hands, full figure dial.
Genuine leather strap. Stain
less steel case.

els. Unbreakable mainspring.
Full figure, easy-read dial.
Nylon cord. Yellow top, stain
less steel back. Also available

MATINICUS

I
Grace Philbrook went to Rock-!
land. Sunday morning by plane
and on to Cape Elizabeth to the
Webbers’ where Aunt Flora is
■y-j
71 - ill.
1 Edith Ames returned home j
from Tenants Harbor Sunday i
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames,1
! Jr., and children, and Keith;
] Ames went to Rockland Sunday.
’ afternoon.
;
Jane Philbrook returned home
by plane Monday from Rock-1
I land.
Chaney Ripley
and
Orel;
Gehrmann went Tuesday to
spend Thanksgiving with their
their1
families in Rockland.
Uncle Bert and Aunt Belle
closed their home and left on
Tuesday for Rockland where
they will spend the winter at 39
Pleasant Street.
Statie Philbrook has gone to
VOYAGE*
IT Iewels. Guaranteed
Rockland for the winter months.
waterproof,
du<s’'p'01°th
We miss the lights in the win
Chrome top
stainless steel back. Shockdows of the many vacant
resistant. Red sweep sec
homes.
ond hand.
Luminous
•■see-in-dark” dial. Un
Edgar Morse has hauled his
breakable mainspring. Gem
lobster car out for the winter
vine leather strap.
and left Wheaton's Island foi
his home in Thomaston.
Home for the holidays are
Gwendolyn Mitchell from Kent's
Hill, John Mitchel! from M.C.I
i ? and Donna Spear from Rockland
Mail
; i High School.
Birthday Party
< >
Susan Ames is eight years
USE
j - old now, and on Saturday she
i
had a party at her Grammie
’
Aines’ home with 15 of her
YOUR
friends to help her celebrate.
They played indoor and outdoor
• games with prizes for all, after
CREDIT
i which refreshments
of ice
; cream, birthday cake, decorated
1 cup cakes anl punch were eni ; joyed. Present were: Jeanette
j i and Robert Young, Bonnie and
' <' Jimmie Johnson, Dianne and
j
) Linda Bunker, Gloria Melia
{ Gordon and Evelyn Ames,
j Wilma-Jean Philbrook, Claytor
3 and Wayne Philbrook. Keithie
-3 and Debbie Ames. Susan reg ceived many nice presents beA sides over $10 in money.
.«
Judy Merrill of Rockland is a
2 guest of Donna Spear.
TODAY ’ MS”

UNCONDITIONAL 3 YEAR GUARANTEE
The Benrus Watch Company certifies that the fine jeweled
ement in every Benrus Watch is unconditionally guared for three full years from date of purchase We cerl»»y that each Benrus most perform properly during the
three year period of this guarantee or Benrus will
repair it or replace it promptly absolutely fret.

•

Handsomely styled. Has su
perb 17 jewel, shock-absorbing
movement Lifetime unbreak
able mainspring. Genuine
leather strap. Yellow top,
stainless steel back.

MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO. • ROCKLAND

0 on
aH
toys
LYrk 4-4845
AT

MEREDITH'S

.-Q^merica's most oeniandcJ

v-'

most Comfortable

3ini Chair

BERKLOCK
COVERED WITH DURABLE

DURAN
PLASTIC

UPHOLSTERY

'Jj Minturn
£2-

LOUNGES

m

This Christmas . . .

JlWELBRSd

ENTIRE TOY STOCK
MUST GO — DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS!!
poff

1 -J

Gleason Scott is home frorr
Fairfield wheie he has been a
medical patient. His mother
Mrs. Bessie Scott and his sister
Mrs. Maurice Smith, came with i
him.
Capt. Sidney Sprague of Rock-1
nunt tube
land visited his mother, Mrs.1
5
IS NEVER A PLUMY
Ss
Nelson Sprague and his sister\
£
Of COST FUR PARTS,
and brother-ir-law. Mr. and!
Mrs. Ted Buswell. Tuesday eve
LAIM Ot HAMttJMfi!
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. Axel Carlson.
Mrs. Evelyn Turner and Miss
Kim Turner were in Bar Harbor
Friday.
-tfcrptalMMI
Mr. and Mrs. George Tainter
took their daughter Eloise to
Higgins Classical Institute Sun
Make This Your
day.
Dr. Leith Hartman is using
GIFT HEADQUARTERS
the Atlantic Parsonage for an
office every Saturday.

in white.

BENRUS

watch

B. J. Zahn visited the island ■
on Monday. He plans to build
a wharf in the spring at “Little
Harbor " for Cecil Prior.
The lobster smack with War-1; >
rer. Poland in charge has
7^
stopped coming for the season.
"•/'I*
Lobster fishing here is over for
the winter months.
John Prior has been staying I
with the Norman Elliots at
Round Pond for the last few
days.
Mrs. Dorothy Murphy, her
mother, Mrs. Viola Poland, and
nephew. Alpheus, were business
callers at Damariscotta on Fri
day.
Jewett Poland of Rockland j
visited his mother. Mrs. Viola
Poland, one day this week.
Mrs. Frank Elwell and Pattie
Bradley visited Mrs. James
Smith at Rockland over the |> .
weekend.
We are all sorry to hear that j,
Mrs. Annie Elwell of Rockland | ’
is in Knox Hospital. We alb
wish her a speedy recovery..
Annie’s son and family live here.'
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murpht '
had as guests Saturday evening, i
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and'
son John. Frank Elwell. Grade !
CHOW TIME AT CLARK ISLAND — Small animals are in clover at the home of Mrs. Lyman
Carter and Mr. and Mrs. Thur- Simms and Miss Margaret Simms this fall. So far, they have five raccoons and two skunks patronlow Gifford ar.d son Larrie All: iz*°$ their open air lunch counter. Contrary to all beliefs, the two breeds get along well, eating from
the same dish when the desire for food is strong enough to overcome their natural aversion to one
enjoyed watching TV.
another. In the picture taken on a recent evening by Miss Simms, Gardenia, on the left, seeks a
Edward Murphy was supper spot at the dish which one of the raccoons, Alp'ia, commands at the moment near the family
guest Saturday night of the Cecil porch. It was all settled peacefully as the other coons. Beta, Chi, Delta and Epsilon, and the second
Priors.
skunk. Stinky Poo, watched from vantage points which would permit them to get into the act when
John Prior delivered groceries the opportunity came.
on Saturday to Carroll Ellsmore
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Giffort
Use Classified
Space To Rent?
and Mr. and Mrs. ih-ank Elwell
have started their card games
for the winter, (playing 63). Last
report said that the men were
20 games ahead. Hurry up girls
don’t let the men get the bettei
of you.
Deer hunting still going on
with no success.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior were
business callers at Rockland and
Damariscotta one day this week
Little Frank Elwell spent Sab
urday night with his grandmoth
er. Viola Poland, at "Marsh
Island.”

Famous for Famous Names!

^/(SUBSIDIARY OF IHE BENRUS WATCH M..INC-
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MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
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The leoords show that there i
are 30 percent more deaths and |
20 percent more injuries off the
the job, than on. Moral: to ■
keep out of Ute hospital, go to ,
work!
........................ I

ROCKS
_

_

RECLINES

Meredith
Furniture Co.
Rockland, Me.

AT A NEW LOW, LOW PRICE

<|1

141-lt
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FRIENDSHIP

East Friendship

OWLS HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jame
son motored to West Roxbury,
MRS. MARY DYER
MRS. HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent
Mass., and spent the weekend
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
with Mrs. Jameson's parents,
Tel. LYric 4-7648
Mr. and Mrs. David Davidson,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burkhard returning on Sunday.
Boatswain Mate First Class
of Brooklyn, N. Y., have been
Robert Starrett of Baltimore,
■ Erwin F. Chase, Jr., and Mrs.
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Md., spent the weekend with his
Chase and their two daughters,
.stepmother, Mrs. Esther StarNeubig for a week.
Tamara and Pamela, have ar
j
rett.
He
left
Sunday
for
the
Mrs. Albert Severson and
rived from Chatham. Mass., and
family are spending this week Maine woods for a few days of are occupying an apartment in
James Skaling of
with her parerts, Mr. and Mrs. ' hunting.
the Davis house at Ingraham's
Brunswick accompanied him.
Philip Bramhall.
Hill. Mr. Chase has been trans
Ronald
Pitcher
shot
a
buck
Mrs. Alice Carter and Mrs.
ferred to the Coast Guard Cutter
Jack Neubig and grandson, Saturday.
Laurel at Rockland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wellman
Hupper
Jonathan
Dillingham,
spent
Miss Judy Knowlton and Miss
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. John attended services lor Ella Hup
Joan Knowlton are ln Rosevlll.
per at Fort Clyde Saturday.
| Dillingham ln Auburn.
Mrs. Esther Starrett will en Mich., where they will visit for
Mrs. Lew J. Wallace and
two months at the home ot their
| Earle Stanley spent Tuesday in tertain Mrs. James Skaling and
sister, Mrs. Dennis Deabler, and
Portland with Lew J. Wallace children of Brunswick over the
Also, assist in caring for the family
who is a surgical patient at the Thanksgiving holiday.
due to the illness of Mrs. Deabler.
Mary
Starrett
will
be
home
Mercy Hospital.
Mrs. Nina Perry was pleasant
from Orono where she attends
wscs
ly surprised Sunday afternoon
■ the University of Maine.
The WSCS of the Friendship
We are asking friends and when members of her family
Methodist Church had as their relatives to send Fred Nord a dropped In to help celebrate her
; guest speaker Monday evening card on his birthday, Dec. 2, at birthday.
Refreshments were
Miss Anna Foster who discussed the Veterans Hospital in Togus. served which included a beauti
the situation in Hong Kong as Fred has beep, very ill for sev fully decorated cake made by
it was before the war years and eral months and a card will her daughter, Mrs. Lloyd Clark.
as it is today. A large group of . help cheer him up.
At this Mrs. Perry was the recipient of
I j ladies attended the meeting.
I writing he is resting quite com- many nice gifts from the family
Miss Poster was born in China ! fortablly.
group which Included her two
and lived there many years with
daughters, grandchildren and
like
to
donate
$10
a
month
to
her parents, who were natives
great grandchildren.
Present
of Maine. She worked with the feed, clothe and educate a needy were: Mrs. Lloyd Clark and
i Baptist Missions for about 20 Chinese child may get the par- daughter Judith of Rockland:
I years before coming back to the i ticulars from the Friendship Mrs. Ann Burgess and children,
States as an institutional worker WSCS.
Marc, Charles and Fred, of
Following the meeting, re- Union; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
in a young men’s reformatory.
She is now retired and makes feshmrents were served by the Gieseman and children, Robert,
’ her home with her brother, Dr. ; hostesses. The next meeting for Lee. Kathy, and Perry Alvin, of
. December has been set ahead Warren; and Mrs. Perry's sis
TIMELY DISPLAY — The three children of Mrs. Harland Priestley stand ln front of their! Prank Foster in Friendship.
Thanksgiving display at their home in Tenants Harbor. From left to right are Brenda, 13, Chip, 9, > The WSCS is adopting a i one week beciuse of the Christ ter-in-law, Mrs. Laura Brown of
and Regina, 11. The wagon wheel was found by the children ln a shed behind their home while the j Chinese child
a result of Miss mas holiday.
Stonington, who is her house
corn stalks, pumpkins, and Jug came from relatives said Mrs. Priestley. The wild goose was added to poster s
Any interested
guest.
give a further autumnal touch to the setting.
Photo by Campbel) I
Qr g;.oups wlg) wouW Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Rocco Ferrara
of Ingraham's Hill will leave
Thursday morning to spend a
long holiday with their children
ln Massachusetts. They will re
turn on Tuesday. Ferrarr's shoe
repair shop in Rockland will be
closed during his absence.

Do Not Open 'Til Christmas

: paper arrived too late for a
By Marjorie Mayo
are al- i New York , stationer’s Christmas
Christmas presents a.~
ready being wrapped in poinset- '^e, 50 rather than Jiold themjn
tia and Santa Claus prints, shiny storage, he sold them for gift
foils and large ribbon bows. This wrappings. Today the combina
custom of gift giving in some tion sale of Cliristmas and yearform or another has been going round papers amounts to about
on practically since the begin $200,000,000 to $300,000,000 per
ning of time but the ancient year.
Chinese are given credit as be Tags and seals were market-:
ing the pioneers of gift wrap ed for the first time in 1901 and
printed papers in 1910. Today
ping.
They liked to incorporate a there are on the market approxi
special symbolism into their mately 200 new designs offered
package wrapping. New Year's every holiday season. Last year
gifts were very important and, enough Christmas paper was
wrapped accordingly in red and | sold to reach across the United
decorated with handmade seals ] States 30 times.
Americans go “all out” for
ln gold-leaf or color. The seals
might represent the Fu Dog holiday wrappings. Europeans
meaning ''protection;” the fig are modest ln what gift wraptree, signifying “long life;” or i Pings they do and the English
the bamboo tree wishing “virtue, re-use papers from previous
long life, and many sons" for years. Here in this country, we
the recipient. Their beautiful, like lots of imagination and color
handmade rice papers flecked in our package wrapping so here
with gold are art museum treas- are some "fun to do ideas."
Small
packages may be
The Pacific Ocean is so large ures today,
During the Middle Ages, gift wrapped in embossed gold foil,
that all seven continents of the wrapping was abandoned, and I frln«e the end* and tle
gold
world could be placed ln It, and
and red ribbon to resemble a
presents
were
given
in
simple
still have room enough left for
carved boxes, gold casks stud child’s party snapper. A rec
1 an extra Asia.
tangular
package may be
ded with jewels, or small cush
ions of silk, satin or cloth-of- wrapped in bright gold colored
crepe paper to look
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MEN gold. The Japanese, too, draped flameproof
their presents in heirloom bro like a book with your name ln
cades which they expected re shiny red gummed letterset on
DEFENDING AMERICA
Wrap a perfume
turned after the presentation of its cover.
bottle to look like an impish
the gift.
Christmas angel.
Cover the
In the United States, gift body with a cone of red glazed
wrapping came Into prominence paper, make wings from shiny
less than 60 years ago. Up to silver foil. The face is a styro
this time the only available foam ball with features
cut
wrappings to speak of were from gummed paper.
white, green or red tissue: tinsel
Other wrapping ideas are: a
cord and green or red satin rib rectangular package In blue
bon. The only other wrappings flecked paper, decorated with
used were newspapers with ap
smiling
carolers
cut from
propriate headlines or butcher's
... . ._ . . .
gummed crepe paper. A packfor a child may resemble a
or seasonal greetings.
!
I Gift wrapping all started when train. Make cars for the train,
flat packages of chewing
YOUR NATIONAL GUARD a shipment of envelope lining using
gum covered with brightly col
ored gummed paper. Use single
life-savers for wheels and a
whole package wrapped in red
and white striped gift wrapping
paper for the engine. A square
box may be wrapped to look like
a dice. Cover the package with
black glazed paper and scatter
the proper number of white
circles for authenticity. For a
truly feminine effect wrap a
present in gold and green tree
patterned paper. Decorate the
trees with vari-colored sequins
and tie with a fluffy gold bow.
A tall package may be wrapped
to look like a chimney, by cover
ing it with red brick flameproof
crepe paper, using fluffy white
tissue on top and adding a Santa
Claus decorative print. With
all of these, you have enough
original ideas to make your
packages contenders for the
most compliments come Christ
mas morn.

FOR MEN
AT

The Store of

NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED BRANDS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Orffs Corner

Clothing By

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX

BARRON ANDERSON

BOTANY BRAND “500”
KINGSRIDGE
CLOTHCRAFT
McGREGOR SPORTSWEAR
ARROW DRESS SHIRTS

MAINE GUIDE DRESS WOOLS
STETSON and LEE HATS

INTERWOVEN HOSE
FLORSHEIM SHOES

PARIS BELTS
SWANK JEWELRY

SAMSONITE LUGGAGE

Visit Our Downstairs Boys’ Store
Devoted Entirely to Boys’ Clothes

f\>FF

7FF

Sears, Roebuck Co.

LYric 4-4451

Store Hours 9 to 5 Daily, 9 to 9 Friday

MENS AND BOYS CLOTHING
389 MAIN ST ROCKLAND.ME
141-lt

141-lt

MRS. ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9454
Mrs. Nellie Meyer has re
turned from Knox Hospital where
she was a patient for a few
days.
Mrs. Raymond Hutchins and
daughter Debbie were guests of
her sister, Mrs. Lois Gomer. in
Windsor on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Prock
and son Kevin, who have been
in Kittery, have moved their
trailer to their lot here.
Mrs. LeRoy Gomer and child
ren of Windsor visited her
grandfather. Byron Ludwig, on
Saturday.
Mrs. Arthur Piper of Albion,
Mrs. Robert Elwell and Percy
Elwell of Unity were callers at
Albert Elwell's on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell
and daughter Susan were callers
of Mr. and Mts. Leland Vannah
in Thomaston on Friday evening.
Nine members of Dorcas Circle
motored to Rockland on Mon
day evening and had dinner at
"The Coffee Pot”.
Officers of the Extension As
sociation for 1961 are as follows:
Chairman, Dorothy Prock; sec
retary. Eva Wing; treasurer.
Kate Sprague; foods. Margaret
Hutchins: clothing. Lulu Jackson; home, Ada Elwell.
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Open House To Kick Off
Holiday Shopping Season

At Camden Monday Night
CAMDEN—Open House Night
on Monday, Nov. 28, will offici
ally usher in the Christmas sea
son here. At 7 o’clock that eve
ning the lights will be turned on
and Santa Claus will ride
through town on a Fire Depart
ment jeep as the high point of
the evening.
A Part of Camden's lights are
already hooked up and the re
mainder will be readied Sunday
for the Open House festivities.
The street lights will remain on
through the holidays but stores
will not be open generally in the
evening at any s* time; some
plan to start on Monday, Dec
12, while others will wait until
the Monday before Christmas.'
Many of the stores will be
serving
refreshments
during
Open House. This event is not
essentially for shopping, but
rather a means of calling tbe

attention of the public to the
opening of the Christmas sea
son.
All the stores have been asked
by the Open House Committee to
close and turn off ALL lights
until 7 o’clock. This event is
growing more popular each year
and was originated by Fred
Crockett who served as the
chairman of the Open House
Committee this year. The Christ
mas lighting was under the di
rection of Chairman Cedric
Joyce.
‘E’ is the most commonly
used letter in the English alpahabet, but more names and words
start with ‘s' than any other
letter.

The poulation density of Africa
averages about 15 people per
square mile.

tlWrgWWHVWWM

*rhe Womans Shop
Suggests a SWEATER
for the HER... on Your List
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Band to Play

CAMDEN

Two Earn High Honors In
First Quarter At Camden

At Christmas

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Tel. CEdar 6-2197

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Harmon
and daughter Jane will spend
the Thanksgiving holiday with
their daughter Nancy in New
York City.
Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Thomas left Wednesday to spend
the holidays with their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley MacLeod of Arlington,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sullivan,
Mrs. Amy Lane and Mrs.
Velma Harding attended guest
officers’ night at Arbutus Chap
ter, OES, Liberty, on Monday
evening, where Mrs. Peabody
served as matron and her hus
band as associate patron.
At the public whist party held
Saturday evening at the Meguntlcook Grange Hall, John
Mellor was high score winner:
Mrs. Evelyn Cates of Rockland,
second high: and there was a
tie for consolation between
Nathan Hopkins and John Po
land. There will be another
whist party this Saturday eve
ning at 8 p. m. The entire pro
ceeds will be donated to the
annual Camden Community Hos
pital Maintenance Drive.
The monthly meeting ol the
Lincoln Council Men's Fellow
ship will be held at Warren with

JACKETS!

CAR COATS!

Market Dec. 3

CAMDEN — Two Camden High
School students received high
honors on the honor roll listings
for the first quarter ranking
period. The two that received
all A's were David Adams, freshman, and Susan Masalin. junior.
Freshmen
Jeanne Clark, Thomas Dailey,
Caroline Dennison, Ellen Flagg,
Marjorie Frost. Dale Goodman.
Robert Higgins, Brad Hodson,
Marilyn Leach, Michael Mathieson, Dennis McLain, Jeannette
Morang, Lorna Prince, and Jean
Thomas.
Sophomores
Linda Barker, Norman Carver,
Carol Chapman. Dianna Cotta,
Pamela Dwinal, Bruce Elmer,
Wayne Hansen, Diana Robarts,

ROCKPORT—The high school
band, under the direction of
John Parker, will be at the
Rockport Garden Club's Christ
mas Market, Saturday, Dec. 3,
to play several selections. Santa
will also be present at this time.
Proceeds from this Market
will be used toward the Christ
mas Lighting Fluid. To date,
Chairman Mrs. Herbert Crock
ett has reported that she has
collected
$134.60.
Donations
may be sent to Mrs. Crockett.
Names to be added to the
Christmas Lighting Fund are
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rich
ards and Mrs. Bertha Bartlett.
One of the world’s shorter
railroads—7'i miles long—hauls
bottles and supplies to, and wine
away from the Finger Lake re
gion of New York State—and
shows a nice profit every year.

Hall Photo

OPEN

Retired Camden Businessman

THROUGH CHRISTMAS

J. A. Brewster 90 Years Old

The toll for a passenger car
from Chicago to New York City
•
on the new turnpikes will cost * >
CAMDEN—Joseph A. Brewster den, 68 years ago and ran it
about $11.
of Camden wlio celebrated his j until he retired three years ago.
U. S. has some 38,000 people noth birthday on Nov. 18, was I He was married to the late
honored at the Camden Lions [ Georgia Pierce of Camden and
classed as gold prospectors.
Club regular meeting Tuesday ) has two children. Mi s. Priscilla
a supper meeting Saturday evening by being presented with Jameson of Camden, wife of Dr.
night, Nov. 26.
Dr. Elmer gifts and a beautifully decorated ' Harold Jameson; and Joseph L.
He has be Brewster of Hartford, Conn.
Bentley of Augusta and Rev. birthday cake.
Archie Craig of Bangor will be longed to the Club for 12 years Brewster is active in work at
the guest speakers.
Anyone never missing a meeting in all the Camden
Congregational
wishing transportation may con that time. He is also the only Church and has sur.g in the choir
tact Frank Leonard or Lloyd living charter member of the there most of his life.
Richardson.
Masonic Commandery.
The Senior Pilgrim Fellowship
Mr. Brewster was born in BelSome 150 crimes. many
jtf
of the Congregational Church mont, Nov. 18. 1870, and moved trivjal
were punishable by
will meet on Sunday at 2 p. m. to Camden at ihe age of 14. He death, when the Declaration ol
>»-d
his
business,
the Independence and Bill of Rights
to attend the Lincoln Association
Rally at Boothbay.
Brewster Shirt Factory in Cam- were produced.
£
■

9:00 - 5:00
Every Day Except Sundays and Holidays

You and .vour friends are cordially invited
to have a cup of morning coffee with us
while selecting your Personalized Christmas
Cards (last call!) and your Christmas Gifts —
New and unusual Gifts for Men and Women ($1.00 • $1.25) *
new Sterling Cuff Links, Tie Clips and Pins from
Jensen * new fleecy Hoods • new Scarfs * new
inexpensive Jewelry * new Baby and Girl Dolls * and
a Table of Fragrance — Sachets, Pot Pourri, Scented Candles.
We gift wrap, pack and ship your gifts.

M,<une*«
Massachusetts House Workshop
141-lt

LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE
ON U.S

ROUTE 1 BETWEEN CAMUEN ANU BELFAST

CHARGE or
BUDGET ACCOUNTS
WELCOME!

BEST SELECTION EVER!

Owned and
Operated by
THE RINES CO.,
Bangor

BOTH MEN'S AND BOYS'

I from

Seniors

Geraldine Annis, Karen Arm
strong, Norman Beloin, Donald
Callahan, David Garland, John
Gillmor, Lois Goldschmidt, Elinor
Hardy, Robert Holgerson, Sidney
Mank, Charles Knight, Richard
Moody, Robert Moody. Harland
Pierson. Barbara Prescott, Mary
Thomas, Audrey Simpson, John
Wentworth, Patricia Wadsworth,
Judith Warren, Brenda Young,
and Mary Jane Hammill.

Joseph E. Brewster, 90 Years Young

SUBURANS!
SEE OUR BIGGEST AND

Virginia Scruton. Carol Simpson,
Sylvia Sleeper, and Darlene
; Steams.
|
Juniors
Janet Callahan. Elaine Frost,
Roberta Freeman, Roscoe McFarland, Allen Pottle, Carol Taylor. and Rebecca Waterman.

PRINCE'S

of Camden

E BUILD-UP!

Here’s the
secret of how you can avoid it!
AM, MAINE.

~4erta“Perfect Sleeper”
* First mattress scientifically designed

-The

"New Tweed Shop" Cordially^

to help prevent fatigue Build-Up!

THB HAND-KNIT LOOK IN OUR

SOPHISTICATED LITTLE BULKY

$35.00

Beautifully detailed stitch-pattern makes this wing-collar

Invites

• Patented Sertaliner construction ... slender
ribbons of steel distribute weight perfectly,
help prevent Fatigue Build-Up!
• Smooth-top construction—no buttons,
no bumps!
• Extra levelling layer!
o Quilted borders won't break
down!.
• Superb-quality cov
ers. doubly
durable!

MONDAY, NOV. 28th
7 to 9 P. M.

We Feature McGregor

and Buck Skein Brands

We're celebrating the opening of our newly enlarged shop, and we want you
to celebrate with us! Our newly enlarged store will give you shopping that is
not only pleasant, but, oh so convenient! Each department is expanded to
"show off" to great advantage the famous name fashions it contains. New
aisle displays put colorful accessories and gift items at your fingertips!

In Nylons, Dacron and
Cotton Blends, Wools
and Corduroys
JACKETS START AT $12.95

$12.95

LIFE

Haskell & Corthell
CAMDEN, MAINE

Complete Line of Sheltie Mist
and Other Famous Garland Sweaters

The only things we haven't changed are the friendly atmosphere and the
courteous, efficient service that are so much a part of "THE TWEED SHOP".
Won't you join us Monday, Nov. 28th, 7 to 9 p. m„ during our "Open House"
Celebration?

Visit Our Store
Monday Evening
At 7 p. m.
FOR

We Look Forward To Seeing You At

length. Firm or exira-firm. Maidi ng
box spring, same low pneo.

© 1 959, Serto Aitociofes, Inc.

Camden's GIFT SHOPPING Center

• Trademark

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

OPEN HOUSE - Monday, Nov. 28
BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR OUR DOOR PRIZE -

VISIT US - DURING

REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED
AND A
DQOR PRIZE
GIVEN AWAY
Come One — Come All

A SHELTIE MIST PULLOVER

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN — MAINE
Mbit

OPEN

Choose from

HOUSE

MONDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 28th

Gifts any Gal

141-lt

MtMdtMdtMkSt

PRINCE’S, INC.
a a

for

<

Camden, Maine

Elm Street

for

To Attend

"OPEN HOUSE”

Besides Maine Guide,

cardigan look like an expensive custom-knit. Wear it but
toned to the top or opened out; either way it adds a
luxury touch to all your skirts and slacks. Marvelous
Garland workmanship inside and out, and we have it for
Atou in rich new Garland colon. Sizes 34-40.

You

Jj

Would Love....

COMPLETE SELECTION OF BEDDING NEEDS
a a

L

141-lt «

j'M’M'wexfM’S'e’M’og'S’C’C’g's-s'riSweT*
p™

imported shetiands,

5

5 85 AON 'Xopuow - asnOH N3dO I

cashmeres and tweeds

I

in matching

3NIVW - N30WVO

'°5 H)NHJ N013TOV)!

skirts - sweaters

FREE $50.00

Gift Certificate
Nothing To Buy ...

Just Register Monday Night
During Our "Open House".

11 S I A

and suits... for her

seu)sui|)

Shetland and cashmere

B 0 J

^1

U|6i^| jsnf 6uiq4euiog

sweaters - shirts and ties... for him

— JOJ — ing

ethel logan shop

aaa

I

-

• • •• w

141-lt

6U0Jfl\ s!

PV sm

WV...
With Gifts from "The Tweed Shop"

I
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Puga Sixteen

Health For AH

THOMASTON

Teen-Age Tiredness

Does your teen-ager sleep till
noon on Saturday to the tune of
the vacuum cleaner and other
assorted bedlam? Does he (or
she. of course) do his geometry
stretched out on his bed? Does
he carry on his telephoning
sprawled on the floor? Is he al
ways too tired to help with the
dishes?
He may be ill. but he’s more
likely to be normal. And he
isn’t faking either. Teen-agers
tire easily for one or more of a
dozen reasons, doctors tell us.
It's just natural for them to need
extra rest and sleep. Fortunate
ly, it’s one more of those periods
of life about which parents can
say hopefully, ‘‘They'll grow out
of it.” Wise parents can help
them get through this period with
the least fatigue.
First, of course, it is important
to be sure that there is no illness
causing your teenager's tired
ness. He should have a thorough
physical examination, including a

Mrs. Maxine Mahoney
65 Main Street
Correspondent

Telephone FL 4-6144
Mrs. Harry Collins and three , ed and enjoyed by Priscilla's
children of Beverly. Mass., are first grade class of Miss Virginia
spending the winter with her i Frankowski's Tuesday afternoon.
mother, Mrs. Alfred Starr.
Gordon Peters was honored at
Patrol 2 of Girl Scout Troop 8 a farewell party Saturday after
attended a lecture and film strip noon at the Federated Church by
on Hawaii recently at the Con : the grade eight one group. Re
gregational Church in Rockland. freshments and games were en
Milford Betts and Mrs. Edward joyed. Gordon was presented a
Marks furnished transportation. going away present by his friends.
Priscilla Weaver, daughter of Chaperones were Mrs. Forest
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weaver, cele Grafton and Mrs. Beniah Hardbrated her seventh birthday Tues : ing.
day with a party at her home on
Miss Ann Chick has reKnox Street. Guests were Mrs. I ceived her naturalization paBessie Bradford, Deborah and < pers in Bangor Monday.
Carrie Robinson, Cynthia Win
She was accompanied by her
slow, and Dorice and Theresa
mother. Mrs. Loomis Bean
Weaver. Lollipops were present- ' and Mrs. Lyle Townsend.

GUNS, AMMO

To Be Erected Sunday With
Legion Post Doing Honors
THOMASTON — Christmas
lights in Thomaston are ex
pected to be strung next Sun
day and, as in past years, will
be sponsored by the WilliamsBrazier Post of the American
Leeton. It was the intention of
the Legion to put them up last
Sunday, but the Bob Watts fire
prevented this due to the num
ber of Legionnaires who helped

in the cleanup.
Most Thomaston stores will
start staying open until 9 o'clock
on Fridays and Saturdays start
ing Friday, Dec. 2. and all will
definitely be open until 9 start
ing on Monday. Dec. 19, through
the 24th.
Thomaston stores are open
Saturday evenings throughout
the year.

Thomaston High Newsletter
By Ronnie Cousins
selling hot dogs at home games
Well, last Friday was the day was also discussed.
of grief for some students as it
A majority of the juniors
was report card day.
The
met after school last Wed
pluses and minuses have been
nesday lo make plans for a
abolished on the report card and
school newspaper. Jill Fcyreplaced with numerals, indicat
ler was elected editor and
ing attitude, effort, and deport
various other juniors were
ment.
elected to certain sections in
The Athletic Association held
the paper. The newspaper
an open meeting Friday after
will be published once every
noon. The purpose of this meet two months with the - excep
ing was to select planning com tion of a Christmas edition.
mittees and ushers for basket Wayne Hall, the ace runner
ball games. The possibility of for the Thomaston Cross Coun
try team, was given an award
for his running display at the
Alumni Head
Knox - Lincoln Cross Country
Meet, in which he placed fifth.
At Nasson To
The runners from the various
Speak At THS
schools that placed in the first
12 were given awards Saturday
THOMASTON - William W. night, Nov. 19. at the Round
Hoag, alumni secretary at Nas Robin which was held at Boothson College, will speak to Thom bay.
aston High School students who
The Knox County Regional
are making plans for college at Planning Commission Survey,
9 a. m.. Wednesday. Nov. 30.
which was carried out in Thom
He will outTne the background aston by the senior class was
of Nasson and will bring students termed a success. Frank Leary
op to date on the progress there. stated that approximately 700
He also will discuss the prob to 1000 people were interviewed.
lems and opportunities in higher The majority of townspeople
were very cooperative.
education.
Enrollment at Nasson reached
a record high of 385 co-educational students this fall. Con
struction is already underway on
what will be the 21st building on
campus.

GORDON ™

MRS. MAMIE E. BENNER
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9106

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J.
Moore of Needham. Mass, .passed
the weekend at Butler Point
Mooring.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach. Sr., are on a trip to Flori

da.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. MacMillian have returned after visiting
relatives in Newport. R. I.
Mrs. Addie Wotton. Mrs. Jen
nie Chute and Mr. and Mrs. John
Stahl and daughter Wanda were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Burkett in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs S Austin Wallace
were Sunday guests of Mr and
Mrs. Frank Bates in Bath.
Miss Ada Wincbenbaugh has
gone to Marshfield Hills, Mass.,
to spend the winter with her sis
ter. Mrs. Wava Robie.
Mrs. Sylvia Davis and son of
New London. Conn., were guests
last week of her sister and hus
band. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Warren McVlcar of Pittsburgh. Pa., are
visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Latimer MacMillian.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wal
lace attended a birthday party of
her brother. Ernes,. Black, at
his home in Waldoboro, Saturday
evening
Neighbors and friends extend
sympathy to the family of Leland
L. Waltz, who passed away last
Tuesday at his home
Also to
the pastor's wife. Mrs. Leroy
Curtis, who was called to Toledo,
Ohio, by the sudden death of her
father.
Anybody know of any radio-tv
anouncers who offer something
strong eno«*h to cure the head
aches they jive you?

The rooftops of Tibet often
sport fancy devices, similar in
appearance to TV antennas.
They are supposed to catch and

trap passing spirits.

IS WORTH WAITING FOR

“The popularity of these
kitchens is so tremendous we
are booking installations for
January and February.”
YOU HAVE YOUR
CHOICE OF ANY OF
THE FOLLOWING
BEAUTIFUL WOODS:
Birch. Mahogany, Cheny,
Walnut, Pine, Maple and
Japanese Ash.

THERMADOR
Ovens and
Surface Unite '

THOMASTON — Mrs. A n n a ,
Wolfe's eighth grade art class,
consisting of 31 students, visited
the Farnsworth Museum in
Rockland on Nov. 17. Much in
terest was displayed by the stu
dents in the exhibits. Among

the exhibits were the watercolors of Ruth Findley, a sum
mer resident of Camden.
Mrs. Chanes Grant very
graciously gave a short lecture
in the auditorium at the close of

WHILE DOING YOUR
CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING

STOP AND HAVE LUNCH

To Banish Forever the
Drudgery of Washing and
Wiping Dishes.
“Sparkling Clean in a Jiffy"

FREE Plans and Estimates
FHA Financing if Desired
AU WOODS

ONE LOW PRICE

The
WOODCRAFT SHOP
MUTE

1

THOMASTON

140-141

DAGGETT'S

the tour, on the history of the
museum and answered students’
questions.
The class thanks Mr. Ander
son for the transportation and
Mrs. Grafton for assisting Mrs.
Wolfe.

CAN BE
SO

PLEASANT

With a Glass of

EGG NOG

FOR THE

FAMIL1
What doyou need? What does
your Jamity need? What does
you boat need? Come to boat
ing headquarters for wonder
fully practical and welcome
gifts for boating fans.

f41-lt

PAMPER
YOUR
WIFE
AND
TEEN-AGER
WITH
THE
FINEST ...

TO

CHRISTMAS

W«

Lingerie
Dresses
Costume Jewelry
Handbags
Hosiery
Sweaters
Collectors’ Dolls

• TELEVISION
hp. tow down psyment. Easy terms.

• RADIO-STEREO
• WASHER

FOREST VIEW AVIARIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Fleetwood

THOMASTON

• DRYER
• REFRIGERATOR

141’lt

HEAVY

141-lt

for

Cages - Feed - Accessories

MAINE

THOMASTON

What Better Gift

PARAKEETS

9 BOOKER STREET
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, Owner

VINAL’S DAIRY

THOMASTON, MAINE
141-lt

In 1657, the Yellow River
shifted its mouth some 400
miles, into the same outlet it
had used in ancient times.

A BIRD IS AN IDEAL GIFT FOR
CHRISTMAS

Mode with the Very

SPORT SHOP

THOMASTON CAFE

OUTBOARD SHOP
Opposite Prison Store
TEL. FLeetwood 4-6471
141-lt

• RANGE

WESTERN

BEEF

RICHARDS' TV
and Appliances

NATIVE CHICKEN, FOWL, LAMB

Thomaston, Maine

Tickets with Every
SI .00 Purchase on
Doll To Be Given
Away December 24.

GWEN'S g
Dress Shop
THOMASTON - MAINE
141-lt

FOOD

141-lt

and VEAL

MAKES THE IDEAL GIFT

ALL CUT AS DESIRED

REMEMBER!

REYNOLD'S MARKET
THOMASTON

141-lt

CUSTOM

CHRISTMAS

BUILT

Perfumes

Compacts

Toilet Sets

Candy

Atomizers
Bath Salts
•

THOMASTON STEEL WORKS

O N LY

4 <100

ChXn
Steak

Chops

THE MEN LIKE

MAINE
141-lt

BOWDISH

Hamburg

Lighters

Powders

MAKE A LASTING GIFT
FOR YOUR HOME

4

MOTHER'S FREEZER SPECIAL

THE WOMEN LIKE

Wrought Iron Railings
THOMASTON

FOR CHRISTMAS

AT

MAINE

Lighters

Cigars
Cigarettes
Deodorant

TOYS - JEWELRY - BOOKS
MITTENS • GLOVES - PENS

Variety Store.

WATCHES - LAMPS - CARDS

Inc.

STATIONERY - GIFT WRAP

Thomaston. Maine

Tobacco

Pens, Pencils

Hair Tonic

5 Candy

Alarm Clocks

Books

Lunch Boxes

p

Comic Books

Paper

I MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE

Christmas ...

SOUPS

JELLIES

VEGETABLES

STEWS

CHICKEN

JUICES
SAUCES

HAMS

FROZEN FOODS

WOODCOCK S MKT.

THOMASTON, MAINE

MMdiMiMiPiM.M.S.MtMAkMiMiPtMXXSA

141-lt
MM)»»,>,»>

THOMASTON, MAINE
141-lt
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Is coming!

MEATS

FRUITS

Flashlights

Pencils

t
5_____

CANNED

Shavers

THE TEEN-AGERS LIKE

«

For Exhausting Cooking
Odors and Keeping Air Pure
---- O----

--- O--KITCHEN AID
Dishwasher

GIFT

AT THE

TRADE WIND
Exhaust Fans

Completely Built-In.
Stainless Steel, Color Trim—
The Perfect Refrigerator

I

HOLIDAYS

Finest of Flavorings

Makes An Ideal

The Congo is the world’s sec
ond river, in volume. (Amazon,
first'.

IN THOMASTON

For Easy,
Faster and Cleaner Cooking

REVCO
Refrigerators

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

EQUIPMENT

Thomaston Students Visit Museum

4 MODELS ON DISPLAY

AND IN ADDITION TO THIS
WE WILL FURNISH
THE FOLLOWING

and

Mrs. Anna Wolfe, grade eight teacher in the Thomaston High School building, points out some
of the finer points of a seascape by Karin Real at the Farnsworth Museum during the class’ visit
to the museum, Thursday morning. The two students are Joanne Richards on the left and Janette
Prescott. This painting proved to be one of the most popular to the students, who circulated
throughout the museum jotting down notes for the better part of the morning.
- Photo by CampbeU

KITCHEN
DUTCH NECK

THE

overweight. You cae’t slow up
your teenager’s growth, but you
can make sure that he get* plenty
of outdoor exercise and a prop
er diet with the extra protein he
needs. You can help him bud
get his time so that he can get
his work done, have fun, and
still go to bed at a reasonable
hour. And let him sleep late on
Saturday morning.

Rich, Creamy Egg Nog

---------------------------------- j-------------

Thomaston Holiday Lights

tuberculin test. Unhappiness and
worry also caa cause fatigue.
It isn’t always easy tor parents
to get to the bottom of the anxie
ties from which adolescents some
times suffer seriously. The fam
ily doctor can often be of great
assistance.
The major reasons for normal
fatigue are rapid growth, too little
sunshine and outdoor exercise, an
overloaded schedule of social and
school activities, poor diet, and

DON'T FORGET
THE FAMILY CAR
• SNOW TIRES
• BATTERIES
• ANTIFREEZE
• OIL
• ACCESSORIES

“SEE OUR SELECTION”

NORTH EASTLAND TRADING POST

Pendleton's Service Station
THOMASTON, MAINE

THOMASTON, MAINE

141-lt

NEXT TO PRISON STORE

Thursday, November 24,1960
Bead The Courier-Gazette

The Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Maine"

Subscribe to The CourierOazette

At Christmas
Give

Page Seventeen

Realty Transfers

Thomaston Officials To

Quit Claims
Wilbur A. and Dorothy S. Whit
comb of Somerville. Mass., to
Priscilla A. Symington of Arling
ton, Mass., land in St. George.
Dated Nov. 4 and filed Nov. 7.
Clifford E. and Mary J. Murphy
of Cushing to Sumner G. Whit
tier of Washington, D.
two
parcels of land with buildings in
Cushing. Dated Oct. 24 and filed
Nov. 4.
William J. Lee, Jr., of Wayne,
Penna.. to Cecilia C. Lasbury of
East Windsor Hill, Conn., land at
Melvin Heights, Camden. Dated
Nov. 12, 1959. and filed Oct. 31,
i960.
The Town of Owls Head to Sid
ney D. and Edith R. Upham of
Owls Head, three parcels of land
with buildings in Owls Head.
Dated Sept. 30 and filed Nov. 1.

Discuss Proposed Sewer
Plans With Legal Counsel
THOMASTON - The Portland
law firm of William S. Linnell
and Associates will have a rep
resentative present at a special
meeting of selectmen at the
Thomaston Town Hall next Mon
day night to act as counsel for
Thomaston's proposed sewerage
treatment plant. Whether or not
Thomaston will have a new plant
will come to a vote at a town
meeting to be held in the sec
ond week of December.
Town Manager Archer Scribner
said Wednesday that legal counsel .

C-,

USEFUL GIFTS
FLASHLIGHTS
TOILET SETS
PERFUME
POWDERS
PIPES — TOBACCO
CIGARETTES

BRACKETT'S Drug Store
THOMASTON - MAINE
141-lt

has been requested to discuss
this forthcoming meeting as to
what steps should be taken. Onethird of Thomaston's sewage flow
comes from the Maine State
Prison and whether or not tbe
town would build a plant seperate to that to be used by the
prison is one of the subjects that
will come up at tbe meeting, said
Schribner.
The State Water Commission
has stated that Thomaston must
have a new treatment plant In
operation by the first of January, 1963.

The Santa Barbara (Calif.)
Mission is the only one of 21
built by the Pransiscans never
to have been abandoned.

Brooding over troubles often

GIFTS FOR THE

results in hatching more.

HOME
FOR EVERYONE
• TOOLS

APPLETON GIRLS SCORE — The Appleton High School girls’ basketball team took the honors
in last Friday's annual Medomak Valley League round robin held al Rockport’s Elementary School
gymnasium. They are shown on the attack against the Rockport team whom they eventually beat
11 to 2 for the championship follownig a 7 to 4 decision over Bristol. In the boys’ division, Rockport
won with victories over Warren and Appleton by scores of 16 to 4 and 11 to 8.

• PAINTS
• WINDOWS

Photo by Campbell i

• DOORS
• GARDEN TOOLS

Tree Talk

• MOWERS
z-.‘l

• POWER TOOLS

fw

-111

• HARDWARE
• ALUMINUM WINDOWS
and DOORS

BroVUd

.-rr

• LINOLEUMS

kmox

• LUMBER

The Little

J. C. ROBINSON & SON
ST. GEORGE

THOMASTON

COUNTY

Gin SHOP
141-lt

THOMASTON, MAINE
141-lt
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Children
ELECTRIC:
Blankets
Blenders
Can Openers
Clocks
Corn Poppers
Fry Pans
Percolators
Steam Irons
Toasters
Mixers
STAINLESS
STEEL:
Pots
Pans
Percolators
Tea Kettles
Kitchen Tools

PYREX
Baking Dishes
Bowl Sets
Casseroles
Double Boilers
Percolators
BEAUTYWARE:
Bread Boxes
Canisters
Step On Cans
Waste Baskets

WE HAVE A 12 MONTH
TOY DEPARTMENT

TOYS:
Dolls
Carriages
Housekeeping
Tea Sets
88c Toy Asst
GAMES:
Checkers
Dominoes
Dart Boards
Target Games
Bowling Sets

BATTERY
OPERATED:
Cars
Trucks
Shovels
Fire Engines
Barking Dog
Smoking Bear

MUSICAL:
Guitars
Piano
Drums
Saxophone
Xylophone
ARCHERY

RUBBERMAID:
Dish Drainers
Dish Pans
Mats
Waste Baskets

COOKING SETS
TABLE & CHAIRS

COFFEE TABLES

SKIS

UTILITY TABLES

SAUCERS

DINNERWARE
KITCHEN

TOBOGGANS

UTENSILS
KITCHEN TOOLS
TRANSISTOR

RADIOS

BASKETBALL

SLEDS

TOOLS:
Bits
Chisels
Hammers
Squares
Rules
Tapes
Pliers
Wrenches
ELECTRIC:
Drills
Sanders
Saws

BERNZAMATIC:
Gas Torches
Gas Lanterns
Gas Camp
Stoves
GUNS
AMMUNITION

COMPASSES
HUNTING KNIVES

POCKET KNIVES
FLASHLIGHTS

BATTERY
LANTERNS

LUNCH KITS
VACUUM

BOTTLES
TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
POCKET
WATCHES

TRICYCLES
WAGONS
TRUCKS

SHOVELS

WRIST WATCHES

And More Than
7000 OTHER ITEMS
USE OUR LAY-AWAY

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.

Thomaston, Maine

FLeetwood 4-6521
141-lt

ARCTIC OWLS
I two big woodcock this week, and
In spite of a predicted rnild borings around pot holes of the
winter from some of nature’s j upper ledges indicate a big flight
most reliable signs, Arctid Owls passed this way recently, stophave been seen at several places ping over on the open highlands
in the county and reported by of South Thomaston to feed on
outdoor columnists all over the worms still near the surface of
State.
,
I the ground after several real
These big silent creatures, “nippy’ Bights.
mostly white delicately barred
with gray and black, have longj Long"live the Mussel Ridge and
been an omen of severe weather the courage of those who would
i when found south of their usual undertake to find out the proper
spelling of this beautiful coastal
! range of the Arctic Circle.
In the early ’40’s while the area. From Whitehead to Mon
Ash Point Airport was under con roe's Island it has been my
struction I have seen as many summer playground for a quaras a dozen of these impressive ter ol a century! and statuesque birds standing on
Not satisfied that “Muscle ’, as
the runways at sunrise hunting designated on coastal geodetic
; mice who dared to venture maps and other reference charts
across the wide asphalt strips. was correct, I started 10 years
Another fall they came early ago to try and find if the slip of
while my sons and I were duck someone's pen or a misinformed
hunting along the ledges of the map making artist wasn't to
| Mussel Ridge, where they often blame.
perched looking quite like granI wrote letters to everyone who
ite posts. They seemed quite I should know. Weeks passed by
! tame and a rowed boat could get while the wheels of research un
i within 50 feet of them before wound every known archive of
I they showed any concern, but coastal history.
their big yellow eyes were al Finally out of a dozen letters I
ways on you.
received one reply — It sum
Once on a ledge close to marized — “Adhering to the
Tommy's Island, I rowed com principles of conformity we can
pletely around one of these not legitimately deviate from the
perched owls. No one believed original.” — From this enlightenme, but I swear — to keep his inS explanation I gathered that
big "orbs” on me he never turned maP number one of edition numhis body a fraction of an inch her one bore the name “Muscle”,
but turned his head completely and “Muscle” it would remain
around over a full turn. (Rub until eternity.
Then one day I encountered
berneck?'
Some naturalists say their mi- a feller who asked me if I had
' gration has little to do with the a recent Fairchild Aerial Survey
weather, but is governed more map of the area — and he "tipped
by the erratic movements of the mc off how 1° set this (at that
lemming, a rat-like Arctic animal time restricted to official use
j upon which they feed almost en- only) photo-projection map taken
tlrely.
at 20,000 feet altitude.
The lemmings are said to have
fa due time, and issued under
cycles of mass self destruction, the postal frank of Senator Marswarming in countless numbers garet Chase Smith at Washingacross the Arctic plains to the ton, I rceived the desired map —
nearest open water where they and there it was! — the Mussel
1 hurl themselves over the cliffs Ridge in all Its pristine splendor
to drown by thousands.
right before my eyes — but it was
It has been said, that by this still “Muscle”.
suicidal drive of the lemmings
I Rave up — but I flatly reevery so often, the Arctic Owls fused to be influenced by the old
are drawn south of their usual edict “if you can't lick 'em —
range and stray into the North Join 'em".
Temperate zone.
In the 11 years of conducting
Roger Tory Peterson, my fav this column I stuck with “Musorite bird authority, mentions sel”, and the scores of stories I
neither the lemming nor the have written of this wonderfully
weather as having any bearing Picturesque and interesting area
on the Arctic Owl migration, but will never be denied 1 what I con
merely states Its U. S. migration sider) this proper distinction.
-S> <8> <>
is cyclic, irrupting in numbers at
This winter — probably about
about four year intervals.
New Year’s, I will start a series
.
in this column, accompanied by
Photographs of a few of the
In the "Weskeag area. Cranes islands of the Mussel Ridge.
plover and kingfishers are num This series has been under prep
erous — and so many robins, aration all summer and Is by
mostly with the rather light and no means completed It will take
mottled breasts (indicating late at least another year to get all
hatched birds) that the rigors of j the’materia??wo'ifld'like
leafless and fruitless weather find
____________
them getting into trouble
Eighty-eight percent of the
Kenneth Pierce brought me an coal mincd in the U. S. comes
immature robin this morning, from
states — Pennsylvania,
quite able to “yap" loudly but Indiana, Ohio Virginia, West
unable to fly. The bird appears Virginia and Kentucky.
sick or injured internally and
___________ —
will probably be among most of
Nero is said to have fiddled
fiiy "bird hospital” patients ln, while Rome burned—snaybe, or
the morning — dead as usual.
, maybe not, but he was an aeBeUcva U or not - I flushed oompliabed organist. at least

Winter proofing broadleaf and
narrowleaf evergreen by spraying
them with a fine film coating of
anti-wilt compound is easier than
erecting old fashioned burlap
screens around them and just as
effective.
November is the time to do it.
according to Dr. Philip L. Rusden of the Bartlett Tree Research
Laboratories. Choose a sunny
day when temperatures are above
40 degrees.
Anti-wilts, with either a plastic
ST. GEORGE HIGH SCHOOL RADIO CLUB — Two officer* e(
or a rubber base, are mixed with the St. George High School Radio Club are shown above. Kami
water. Do-it-yourself home own Anderson, vice president, is shown looking over tbe shoulder tt
ers with low growing shrubs can Timmy Holmes, president.
apply them by means of a knap
Photo by Campbell
sack sprayer. For larger plant
ings tree specialists use power
sprayers.
Low pressures and a fine spray
emulsion are necessary. The
key to success is this: thorough
ly cover bottom and top side of
the needles or leaves.
These sprays winter protect
boxwood,
euonymus,
azalea,
taxus. laurel, chamaecyparis.
Baltic ivy and pachysandra. They
are beneficial also on arborvitae
or other plantings growing on ex
posed sites such as corners of
buildings.
Anti-wilt sprays are anti-transpirants. As a film-thin coating
they reduce water loss due to
high drying winds. During win
ter when the ground is frozen
roots cannot replenish this mois
ture. Winter injury results.
An anti-wilt coating does not
discolor the leaves. Next spring
it is simply cast off when new
growth begins.
WHEN the school bell rings. Mother once again starts thinking
Anti-wilt compounds can be of the body-building protein which should be included in every
used the year 'round on newly lunchbox. Meaty Maine Sardines are extremely high in protein
transplanted trees or shrubs. and are the perfect filling for delectable sandwiches. As a plus
They also reduce drought injury factor, these sardines are also rich in calcium and other min
erals and tend to build muscles instead of fat.
when applied during dry spells.

A Lunchbox "Must ••

This Christmas .. .

SHOP
FARRINGTON'S 1
SOUTH CHINA

Maine's Largest Clothing Outlet SiwS
rV'i

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

HUGE TOY DEPARTMENT

$20,000 Worth of

TOYS 30% to 60% OFF
BUSIEST PLACE IN MAINE - • •.

QUALITY... SELECTION... at

LOW ... LOW PRICES
141-lt
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Camden High School Tidbits
By Karen Armstrong
, Salutations once again from
Bbe ringing halls of C. H. S.
WC are overjoyed to announce

that rank cards came out Thurs
day afternoon, and a large numbfer ol students are on the honor
roll this quarter. All these
honor students will receive cer
tificates In an assembly within
the next few weeks.
' Camden's basketball season
opened officially Saturday night
in the round robin game at
Boothbay. Tne first home game
will be Tuesday, the 29th. when
we Play against Crosby.
On
D6c. 2 come to the home game
with Onion prepared to stay
awhile for a dance afterwards.

This will be the first of the

exchange concert in the String,
the high school bend le selling
caDdy until Dec. 18.
The students of C. H. 8. are

dances sponsored by the seniors celebrating the birth of a baby
boy bom to Mr. and Mrs. Jean
and held after all Friday night
I Levesque last week. Levesque
home games.
I is the popular Problems of
On Thursday afternoon. Nov. Democracy teacher. It looks
17, an ensemble from the high like he has another problem!
school band entertained the
The office practice class put
Golden Age Club at the fire sta out an interesting school news
tion. The ensemble included paper last week called the
Albert Sherman. Pamela Dwinal, I "Boodle". It was full of inter
Dianne Robarts. Barbara Pres esting tidbits and gossip, along
cott. Richard and Roger Moody with reports of all the classes
and Karen Armstrong.
and clubs in school. The com
The entire Senior Class took mittee did a tine job, and they
an all-day aptitude test Monday may even go into the publishing
of this week. The exam was to business!
determine individual aptitudes
In closing. I want to wish you
in youth employment.
all a very happy Thanksgiving.
In order to raise money for an So long 'til next week.

BEFORE YOU BUY

VISIT OUR

TOYL&ND
DISCOUNT
PRICES
Gifts For The Whole Family

—Mom, Dad and the Children —
* Sporting Goods

• Gift Ware
• Skates-Skis-Hardware
SEE US FOR THE BEST
Famous Makes of Labor Saving

Electrical Appliances
Automatic Electric Fry Pans
Electric Food Mixers
Electric Pop-Up Toasters

DISCOUNT
PJICES BU I

{SEE US FIRST BEFORE YOU
y
BEST VALUES IN THE COUNTY *

!H.
I I • H.
lie CRIE
I I ki CO
Vb
•
HARDWARE- HEATING - PLUMBING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
CALL
I V-«e

328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A.-S505

CALL

LYric
4--S505

FREE

DELIVERY

Army Chow Takes

Cast Rehearses Rockport Senior Play

On New Touch,

More Atmosphere
GOVERNORS ISLAND, N. Y.
—The Army, which already
serves top quality food, is now
trying for something else with
its meals—atmosphere!
“Through the years surveys
have shown", says a current
First Army area publication re
cently distributed to mess offi
cers, "that atmosphere is one
of the most important factors in
establishing the diners' prefer
ence for a certain place". It
further states that food seems
to lose its flavor when the sur
roundings are unattractive. As
the manager ol New York City’s
famous Chambourd Restaurant
said, when a magazine reporter
commented on the exquisite in
teriors of his restaurant, “Ap
petite and atmosphere are in
separable.’’
“Give the men a feeling of
confidence," says the publica
tion, "that the last man in line
will receive just as much food as
the first one." Men try to be
first in line, it points up. be
cause they have the feeling
“that the best food is served
first, and that the man who is
late gets leftovers or cold food.”
However, there are actually two
schools of thought on this, as
many ’chow hounds’ prefer to
eat last, thinking that they will
receive larger portions. Still
along these lines, it advises that
ROCKPORT — The cast of Rockport High’s Senior Class play
Hawkins, Linda Turner and Patricia Pierce. In the second row
every soldier be given a fair
are Judy Johnson, Linda Jane Barrows, and Walter Sherman,
"The Inner Willey”, which will be presented in the Town Hall
director. In the back row are James Graffam, Richard Sims,
sometime before the first of the year, is shown above. In the
portion, particularly of meat,
Steve Harvey, and Eddie Bachelor.
front row from the left are Brenda Erickson, Sue Hanna, Kathy
warning against leaving the
soldier with the impression that
by Miss Patricia Leavitt, Hom?
he has been short-changed in the DETERMINATION SECRET TO
Demonstration Agent, was held
JOIN AMERICA’S
serving line. As a final throught,
at the Farnsworth Museum Tues
any "favoritism" on the part of LOSING WEIGHT, SPECIALIST
day evening at 7 p. m. Anyone UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MEN
the servers should not be toler
having a weight problem will
ated. A soldier should not feel TELLS EXTENSION CLASS
be welcomed to attend the
deprived of his full food portion
weekly classes. It is more fun
just because he does not know
Miss Gene West, nutrition spe 15 or 20 pounds, it will be easier to tackle excessive weight in a
anyone on the serving line.
cialist at the University of Maine, to get around.
group who have the same prob
The publication goes on to conducted the first Extension
Miss West explained that over lem, than it is to struggle along
suggest a number of ways to Service weight control class at the years we have built up a food on your own. Also there is the
achieve the right atmosphere, the Farnsworth Museum Thurs pattern and if we have become advantage of having expert ad
including soft music for a back day, Nov. 17. In her informal overweight, it is because we are vice for each personal problem |
ground. During the hot sum talk to the group, she stated that eating more than the body needs.
The next meeting will be j
mer months, an air-conditioner the decision to lose weight must Therefore we must change our Thursday, Dec. 1. at the Farns
can add immeasurably to a plea be made by the individual. There eating pattern. This course is worth Museum.
sant and more restful dining is more to gain by making up designed with this in mind. To
atmosphere — and unit funds one’s mind to lose weight, than lose weight we must call a halt
The French oyster beds pro- •
i
inon-appropriated) spent for an the pleasures given up. She feels to the eating of unnecessary cal duce some 500 million cultivated
air - conditioner, is certainly that health is the most important ories. We are inclined to eat and fattened oysters for markets YOUR NATIONAL GUARD
money well invested.
factor, extra weight can cause too much when we are bored, each year.
Since the war. many improve diabetes, and heart disease.
when we are worried, when we
The three largest cities of Charles Darwin, in 1833, wrote
ments and refinements have
"To t lengthen the life line, are frustrated or when we are
been instituted in Army mess shorten the waist line." Two unhappy in our home or social Washington — Seattle. Spokane, about a storm in South America
1 and Tacoma — all use Indian that 'killed many animals with
halls. Veterans who can re other gains in reducing are ap surroundings.
I its falling ice.’
member waiting in a line that pearance, and with the loss of The second class was conducted i ames.
seemed to stretch a mile down
the company street will be happy
to hear that First Army area
mess officers have been en
couraged to ’step up the lineup'.
Dining areas are being made
larger, space within the old
mess hall is being utilized to a
much greater extent and the in
sides are decorated with plants,
draperies, table cloths and place
mats. Mess stewards and cooks
are being taught to act more
cordially and more unhurriedly
and have been instructed not to
be anxious to clear out the
diners in order to close the
, mess early. This means that |
First Army soldiers are no long
er going to be rushed through
their meals, and meals will be
eaten leisurely, as they should
be.
Furthermore, all tile kitchens
and the latest Innovations in
cocking facilities, such as pres
spoonful is rich, smooth and delicious.
Sealtest offers this special low price to in
sure cookers, meat and bread
slicing machines, baking ovens
Take advantage of this unusual offer
troduce you to the rich flavor and true
and potato skinners, have en
and enjoy Sealtest French Ice Cream.
satisfaction
of
Sealtest
French
Ice
Cream.
abled the mess personnel to pre
Choose from an assortment of delicious
Made with the finest ingredients, includ
pare better, tastier and more
1 appetizing meals. The tradi
flavors in re-usable plastic containers.
ing pure, golden cream and eggs, every
tional drip-dry processing of wet
trays, cups and tableware on the
more people enjoy Sealtest than any other ice cream
serving line is also disappear
ing. Automatic dishwashers are
providing sparkling clean and
dry trays, cups and silverware.
There is just one thing that
the First Army apparently hasn't
i considered, to make its meals
, more enjoyable. That's cock
tails
and
hors
d'oeuvres
Liquor was discontinued as a
i part of the ration in 1799—but of
course the Army made an ade! quate substitute by providing
additional milk in quantities
I that can be consumed at each
meal.

w

An invitation to discover the
creamy texture and rich flavor of

dft
Jyt?

SEALTEST FRENCH 8
ICE CREAM
FRENC
ict cat
VAM1

South Hope
Mrs. Winona Brown visited
her cousin, Mrs. Fern Hagen at
Appleton, Friday.
The Lloyd Brown hunting
party returned from Patten Sun
day with one deer shot by Basil
Brown.
Ralph Robbins called on his
sister, Mrs. Maynard Brown,
Saturday, at Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease of
Lincolnville were callers at the
Nathan Pease home Sunday.
Mrs.
Evelyn Williams of
Pownal and Mrs. Esther McFar
land of Camden called on Mrs.
Ruth Pease Sunday night.
Mrs. Josie Robbins visited her
daughter, Mrs. Charlotte Frost,
at Lincolnville, Tuesday.
New York State leads the
United States in population and
industry, is second in dairying,
third in vegetable raising, and
I fourth among our 50 states in
fruit production.

About 3,000 gallons of fluid cir
culate through an automobile
radiator an hour at 60 miles per
hour speed,

FRENCH ICE CREAM
LIMITED TIME ONLY
Packed in re-usable plastic containers.

»

Suggested sale price

Also enjoy
SEALTEST HOLIDAY LOG ROLL
Here is a truly festive dessert—created in the special Sealtest
tradition. Looks like a yule log and is filled with tastily-blended
Sealtest Ice Cream flavors. Each roll serves eight generously.
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